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ABSTRACT
FINDING OUR WAY: PATIEN TS AND THERAPISTS
INTERVIEWED IN THE MIDPHASE OF PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY
FEBRUARY 1997
JENNIFER C. NASH, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by Professor David M. Todd
As relational theory (set out by Greenberg and Mitchell, 1983; Mitchell, 1988)
challenges psychoanalytic psychotherapists to reconsider mutual influences in therapeutic
interaction (Aron, 1996), this research explores those effects using methods consistent with
new psychoanalytic technique. The midphase was studied from patient's and therapist's
perspectives, emphasizing 1) the patient's perceptions of the therapist's contribution, 2) the
patient's experience of technique and the therapist's authenticity, 3) the conditions in which
the pair involve a third in the treatment, 4) attitudes of psychotherapists in private practice
to the study, and 5) the effects of research intervention on treatments underway.
Unstructured interviews were conducted with volunteer pairs from a
psychoanalytically oriented mental health clinic and, following ethnographic interviews of
therapists in private practice, with two therapists in private practice and five of their
patients. Most psychotherapists who participated in interviews with patients identified
themselves as Control-Mastery practitioners (viz., Weiss, Sampson, and the Mount Zion
Psychotherapy Research Group, 1986), a phenomenon possibly related in part to
theoretical emphasis on the patient's autonomy and the theory's empirical roots (making
therapists more likely than others to create an environment in which patients would
volunteer).
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Patients at the transference threshold (briefly, when patients acknowledge emotional
complication in the relationship) were anxious about upcoming problems in the therapy
relationship and were relatively ignorant of the therapeutic utility of the transference. The
patient who volunteered in a transference muddle feared his treatment had reached an
impasse after much work in the transference. Most patients used interviews to evaluate the
appropriateness of their and their therapist's emotions in the treatment, to compare their
therapists with another therapist, and as an opportunity for trial disclosures. Many were
much closer to termination than their therapists knew. Patients prefered authentic
interaction with therapists and had much to say about them, leading the researcher to
question the proportion of repression to discretion in patients' conduct in treatment. It was
felt that research interviewing of this kind could be very productive empirically and
clinically when including open exploration among all participants regarding the potential
and function of the encounters.
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PREFACE
This study was designed to begin to explore the patient’s experience of the
therapist; in particular, what the patient sees of the therapist's contribution to the therapeutic
puzzle and the role of the therapist's "realness" or authenticity to the patient. I began from
my experience as patient and therapist, having found my own therapist's immediacy
profoundly helpful in my treatment and having observed crucial moments in my work as a
therapist in which I offered the patient, either purposely or inadvertently, something
spontaneous, something real. I believe these moments affirmed to all of us the authenticity
of the relationship and the efficacy of growth in evoking healthy responses from the other.
My questions arose primarily from my own efforts to find a way of interacting in
my personal therapy that would address some of my needs, among them, to understand my
impact and to reconcile what I was seeing with what was being said. As many others
probably have, I was seeking new technique until I discovered the wealth of new work in
psychoanalysis emphasizing the mutuality of the relationship and the technical changes
consistent with it. To this extent, then, the study is theory-driven. I wanted to see how
other dyads worked with the relationship, whether other patients sought what I had sought,
whether other therapists had changed their technique as I had in my work as a therapist,
and how their patients may have been responding. When an impasse seemed inevitable in
my therapy, I had more questions concerning how and when consultation could be helpful
and what the effects of intervention might be.
Anguish at the looming impasse of my own treatment motivated the research, a
motivation tempered by my commitment to the necessary illusions of the treatment, the
potential space. I come to this - clinical work and the research - with the belief that patient
and therapist devise a realm together which is a mix of each of their histories, analyzed and
unanalyzed, their characteristic responses to each other, and the new product of their
relationship. I also believe that much is not knowable about what transpires. Among the
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biggest challenges to me here has been in finding a balance between what Christopher
BoHas calls, dreaming up the patient" (1987) and the need to recognize the patient's
perspective on the therapy relationship which includes her* perceptions and understanding
of that relationship and of the therapist, a view all the more important if the therapy is
foundering.
I recognize that there are times when I may speak strongly, may range farther from
the data than some readers might prefer into speculation motivated and informed by my
own sense as patient and as therapist. I chose to keep this material that arises out of my
own passionate experience rather than eliminate what the reader may need to know in order
to understand and evaluate this enterprise which is so preliminary and exploratory in
method and aim.
At the outset, then, I acknowledge the following biases based on an indescriminable
mix of assumption and observation:
People begin life sensing what is best for themselves which years of life-
training and fear may obscure;
Patients are fundamentally interested in getting better and will work hard to
facilitate their treatments and repair damage;
Psychotherapists, despite and because of their professional training, can be
blind to the limitations that theory itself places on the ways in which they listen
to and understand their patients, and can underestimate patients' capacities to be
theorists with something to offer to the understanding of the particulars and
generalities of the therapeutic process in which they are involved;
Psychotherapists may misjudge the degree to which the conditions and the
techniques of the therapies limit what patients are able to do with them;
The inherent group dynamics of a dyadic situation influence the therapy more
than we know given the ever-changing admixture of preoedipal and oedipal
concerns of both patient and therapist. The unspoken third may be represented
*
1 have chosen to use female personal pronouns to refer to the patient and male personal
pronouns to refer to the therapist except in cases in which particular people are cited. The choice makes
discrimination between referents easier while reflecting the historical differences between (and relating to
the
genders of) the participants in power and authority, a difference discussed here in an essentially
feminist/relational critique of classical conceptions of the therapy relationship (Aron, 1996).
Correspondingly, 1 will call therapists by abbreviated last names, for example, Dr. B, and
patients by first
names.
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by a supervisor, a consultant, a spouse, or others as transforms of the father as
tnird to a maternal dyad, or as mother to the paternal dyad.
This has been a difficult study to plan and implement logistically, politically, and
psychologically. I have questioned every step of the way what I have asked others to do
and why. The psychic complexity of intruding, which a method such as this inevitably
does, has required what has been complicated and imperfect internal work concerning my
rationale and method for asking others to allow me to study what has, until recently, been a
mostly private experience.
The therapists who made this study possible did so at some sacrifice", one
contributed as many as nine hours of her time, not to mention the risk of disruption to her
treatments. Therapists were gracious and generous, willing to expose their work to me in
ways and for purposes that they had never done with other strangers before. Those who
volunteered for clinical interviews appeared to feel confident that the interviews would not
be detrimental, but they could not have known for sure. They took the chance that I would
approach their work with respect and delicacy which no one could do infallibly. That the
research was new meant I would have to be learning in every way in each encounter.
These therapists seemed to have developed confidence in learning and in their methods -
usually a Control-Mastery approach - and some had an openness to research that inspired
me. I believe we all knew that patients might volunteer with some problem in the therapy.
These therapists were willing, often hoping, to grow from these experiences. I suspect that
their patients felt able to participate because their therapists had somehow communicated to
them a respect for their capacity to experiment and evolve.
I want to make clear here that the complaints or difficulties that patients raised
directly or by implication cannot be seen as representative of the work of their therapists.
Further, we can conclude little about the particulars of the work in these clinical pairs nor
can we know of the overall quality of the work conducted by any one of the therapists
interviewed. Rather, these were a few of many cases which might suggest a pattern but
IX
which can only be judged as the possibly characteristic experience of these dyads. It is
important to remember, too, that despite any characteristic presentation therapists may make
to all their patients, these therapists are still and in many ways different people to and with
different patients.
Most important, I urge the reader to bear in mind that the limitations of
confidentiality will skew the impression the reader will have of these therapies. Because I
cannot report the therapists' particular responses to each of these patients I cannot illustrate
substantively the ways in which they answered patients' questions and complaints.
Without being able to hear the modulated, reasonable, and sensitive responses from
therapists, what follows may appear to readers to come down hard at times on therapists. 1
have tried to report patients’ experience in a way that is sensitive to what therapists would
have said on these pages, but, obviously, there is no substitute for the thing itself. I hope
that someday therapists will be able to find a way to participate and fill out the picture.
I have used these encounters between pairs and with me to ground our speculation
about the dynamics that might have drawn these patients to volunteer. By extension, we
may devise better means to research the therapeutic process.
x
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Our capacity to evolve is crucial to our work. The willingness to reconsider
ourselves as therapists has enabled us to vary our understanding, behavior, and self-
experience in our roles. In so doing, we have added the dyad to the triad, the here-and-
now to the there-and-then, holding to abstinence, the story to the history. Sensitivity and
the urgency to get it right, perhaps because we spend so much time with our patients,
have led us to question the source of our feelings about each other. Now, appreciating
more of the complexity and subtlety of the therapeutic interaction, we continue to look for
faithful ways to represent and improve our work.
We have come too far empirically and clinically using clinical methods to leave
one door unopened, the patient as informant. In little of our research, the quantitative and
the qualitative, including what Freud called the daily research of the analyst, have we
asked the patient to guide us to what she understands to be the heart of the process of her
treatment. We have asked her to tell us what pains her, what her problems are in living,
but we have not asked her, as she is learning to observe herself as a subject, what she
sees about the therapeutic process itself. Here we return to the rooms where so much has
happened, where two people talk to and about each other and about the third. 1 It is an
investment in what we do best, talking to patients about meaning and experience. We can
develop ways of testing technique and theory if we continue to trust our methods,
ourselves, and our patients.
I have watched as things go wrong in some psychotherapies and have been
surprised at how frequently patients have seen what is lacking or what can be changed,
borne out after their persisting efforts to be heard and by their occasional success at
1 Regarding the third: many think of the child's (and patient's) development as passing from pre-
oedipal concerns, primarily those with mother, to oedipal concerns, in which the child becomes aware of a
separate and exclusive relationship between the parents (e.g., Greenberg, 1991).
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putting things right. It is true that therapists often must respond slowly to their patients,
because of their theoretical and technical stance, for fear of breaking the rules or of
hurting their patients (a laudable caution), and, as one experienced clinician pointed out,
because the therapist is often running to catch up to a patient who is usually only one of
many. I have suspected that the miasma of the mid-phase (or premature termination
phase), weighed by cautions and handicaps, can devolve to a secret confusion between
the participants which is often unnecessarily secret and confused.
We have come to think of long-term psychotherapy as something that coexists
with real life, such that patients go on being in their lives while the therapeutic process
evolves slowly. A dangerous complacency can descend on the process which may be
mistaken for a kind of heroism — because it may be attended by anxiety, deadness — that
may, more often than we know, warrant the (invited) intervention of a third. The third
may be someone we may think of as the second parent to the therapeutic dyad and who
reminds us of where we are and possibly who we are in this often obscure process. The
fact is that long treatments can mean long anguish, they are rate-limiting as well as
facilitating factors in the patient's growing capacity to live fully, the delays are real
delays, the losses of opportunities, real losses. There is no gainsaying that finally,
despite any experience the therapist may have of immediacy, of love, of loyalty, that for
him the relationship is a job, for his patient, her life.
To the extent that this is not true, that the therapist becomes involved in ways that
have implications for his own characterological development, is the extent to which an
openness to intervention must be developed. The longer and deeper our treatments go,
the greater the risk to both participants and the less surely a usually occasional clinical
supervisor can move deeply into the process with them. Worst of all, the more likely it is
that the therapist is exploiting a patient, the less likely he is to present the material
productively or equitably to a supervisor.
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Early on in our careers and painfully, failure becomes familiar to every therapist.
First we are disabused of the expectation to know certainly and accurately; then, we
become acquainted with ambivalence in the patient and in ourselves at the expense of
clinical omnipotence. We learn to perform imperfectly and never to cure. We desensitize
ourselves somewhat to disappointment as healers and try to embrace as information the
discomfort and pain we may find in our relationships with patients. One can quickly see
the danger of missing signs from the patient to which we could respond by changing our
ways, by questioning rather than heroically accepting too many sad moments of
misattunement, misunderstanding, missing the other.
We as a profession are focusing increasingly on the therapist’s contribution to
analytic difficulties. The therapist is far more vulnerable than we used to feel him to be to
the exigencies of the interaction and is less likely than we used to believe to be able to
describe the interaction to another with sufficient regard for the patient's point of view. It
is this that may make the difference, that the third is a third to whom both may speak. I
believe that it must become at least possible in our clinical culture for the third, a trained
therapist, to be available to both parties to work through impasses that probably arise
more often than we suspect.
This study was begun as an investigation into the therapist's contribution to the
analytic relationship in acknowledgment of what I suspect patients have known for years
and what we have learned to forget, that there are at least two lessons to learn in therapy:
one, the ways in which we contribute to or make inevitable our own interpersonal
misfortunes (the manifestation and consequence of the transference); and two, the rules
for being in the therapeutic relationship itself.
To serve the patient we offer our techniques, our approach, our philosophy, but I
believe we do not systematically attend often enough to how the interpersonal conditions
of each therapy relationship come to be established. At best, we ask what the patient
provokes in us, we ask why this patient makes us feel and behave differently from the
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way we do with another patient, but I suspect we rarely pursue, to the depth and subtlety
that is necessary, what we characteristically present to the patient, how we ask the patient
to conform to us. I believe we learn only a fraction of what the patient knows and
surmises about us and do not appreciate the extent to which patients ascribe therapeutic
failures to their own limitations rather than challenge therapists' rigidity as expressed
through the very nature of the treatment process as conducted by that therapist.
Perhaps we do not think or have time to ask. We see so many patients from day
to day, from week to week, there is so much to attend to, so much on the face of it, the
characters, their presentations and symptoms, the pressures of circumstance,
emergencies, matters of life and death. But life solutions are found in possibility,
flexibility, and the capacity to create, some of the primary products of the therapeutic
process. These, I suspect, are limited by the therapist's unconsciousness of and,
especially, lack of curiosity about his own rigidities, some of which may be personal and,
perhaps by extension, technical, theoretical, philosophical, or otherwise. We work very
hard to meet the patient where she is, but we do not ask often enough how hard the
patient has to work to meet us where we are.
Because psychoanalytic psychotherapy derives in concept and method from
psychoanalysis, we should consider some of the standards established by the
(heterogeneous) psychoanalytic culture.2 Unlike psychotherapy trainees, psychoanalytic
candidates are required to undergo their own analyses in which they illuminate and work
through key psychological and emotional impediments to doing psychoanalysis, albeit an
incomplete process. The goal of the training analysis is no longer to cure analysts but to
grow them and, most of all, to augment their motivation and supply them with the
2 The structural differences in treatment, such as frequency of meetings and use of the couch are
important too, but are the more rarely transferred to the practice of psychotherapy. There is such a
plurality of opinions regarding the degree to which either of these dimensions defines or determines the
psychoanalytic process that none can be taken as reliable discriminants between psychotherapy and
psychoanalysis. I am equating the two modalities for the purposes of this discussion, consistent with
Gill's prescription that a psychoanalytically oriented therapist should be practicing analysis with all
patients whether he sees them once or five times per week (1988).
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technique to continue learning about themselves and their patients. However, for
practitioners who are not psychoanalysts, more of the psychotherapist's self-examination
and vigilance is left up to him. Although many psychodynamic psychotherapists seek
their own treatments, they are not required to do so for their training. Some
psychotherapists never do seek their own treatments. A training psychotherapy should be
reconsidered if therapists are to continue to conduct the lengthening and deepening
treatments that are so common today.
The trainee (analyst or therapist) must be willing to do the exploration on his own,
but his training should also foster this interest rather than extinguish what may be his
incoming desire, to know and explore himself openly through the analytically oriented
work. The strictures of an ingrown professional culture can stifle the very self-
examination that trainees often come for training to do; how many of us have heard of the
intentions of analysts in training to finish their training analysis and then to have a "real"
one? Most psychoanalytic institutes have attempted to redress this problem by eliminating
the requirement that training analysts "report" for the purposes of evaluation on the
progress of a training analysis. These treatments, freer from the constraints ofjudgment,
may now unfold more authentically; however, the change in practice puts greater pressure
on the trainee's use of supervision to challenge himself in the treatments he conducts.
Supervisors of all practitioners can only encourage the trainee to deepen his self-
investigation. And, generally speaking, supervision is a process in which we rely on one
to report on the progress of two.
Some may argue that it is only when the patient becomes involved to the depth of
that of psychoanalysis that the therapist's self-awareness takes on such importance. In
many psychotherapies, the patient is rarely concerned consciously with the nature of the
relationship or its limitations for all the work she is trying to do on herself alone, in
making sure she is heard and that it is safe to talk about what she only gradually learns is
worth talking about. It may usually be that the patient set the pace at which the
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relationship deepens as she tests us before bringing the riskiest material into the treatment.
Psychoanalytic psychotherapy evokes and works with many of the same phenomena as
that of psychoanalysis; I suspect that the emotional environment must be emboldening
and the therapist self-aware or the patient will unconsciously set her own sights lower and
will fail to step deeply into the transference. I have come to feel that evidence of the
therapist s flexibility is as important as his capacity to maintain boundaries, that his
curiosity about himself and willingness to change can be as important - although for
different reasons ~ as his curiosity about the patient.
Patients may allow their transference to deepen in their movements from one
treatment to another. In a study on the development of psychotherapists in training
(Nash, 1991), I observed that, among therapists who reported more than one personal
therapy
,
there was an (anecdotal) pattern of progressive involvement in successive
transferences - which I and these trainees estimated by the patient's degree of interest in,
awareness of, and conjecture about each therapist -- irrespective of the therapist’s
orientation. Some trainees reported that they had gradually found increasingly
psychodynamic therapists, indicated by each next therapist's increased alertness and
responsiveness to the impact of the therapy relationship. My sense was that these trainees
naturally found therapists able to respond to them at the level at which trainees were
becoming capable. They reported feeling held back by those therapists who were either
insufficiently trained to make full and responsible use of their humanity or were
insufficiently "human," that is, emotionally conscious, to make use of their training.
There may be evidence that patients do conform at least for a time to what therapists are
able to offer them, perhaps for fear of abandoning the therapist or because they fear their
own emotional competence to be as limited.
The patient searches for evidence of the therapist and his attachment to the patient.
There are probably important reasons that moments of spontaneity are the ones often best
remembered by patients about past treatments, occasions in which the therapist let down
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his guard and betrayed his humanity (as one patient put it, "when she did that I guess I
felt like she's a human being too.") I suspect that patients are often starving for some
sign of any emotional relationship with the therapist and barely allow themselves to know
or acknowledge this. Patients learn the rules quickly; if they expect too much familiarity
with the therapist they will be disappointed and may try to train the desire out of
themselves. The alternative can also be true, that patients seek out therapists and find
them too close for optimal use.
It may be that the technical proscription of therapists' self-disclosures and the
therapist's anxiety about them has made them as potent as they have been and possibly as
overwhelming as they may have appeared to patients and therapists. Increasingly,
clinicians distinguish between self-disclosure as therapeutic exploitation and self-
disclosure in the service of the intersubjectivity that deepens a relationship. What
occasions these disclosures? What does knowledge of the therapist communicate? What
does it make possible and impossible?
Implicit in any questions we ask about the patient, therapist, and psychotherapy
process are our beliefs about what constitutes health. I wish to reemphasize the notion of
the patient’s interpersonal instrumentality
,
the capacity to evoke and share emotional
progress, as indicative that her defenses are balanced and in the service of the self rather
than a cage in which the self lives. To accept what we can’t change, change what we can
and have the wisdom to know the difference, to paraphrase the expression, all may be
possible in the true company of another, whether we think of the other in an interpersonal
sense, the one whom you come to see more easily across from you, whom you know to
be separate but engaged, or the internal other, the one whom you have taken in to
represent a fundamentally tolerable and tolerating world in which supplies and challenges
exist. The therapist's subjectivity in response to the patient, the patient's search,
knowledge, or avoidance of it, the patient's observations of the therapist, all are indices
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of the patient's capacity to relate, to evoke, and, ultimately, to accept, and are aspects of
the therapy relationship that we have studied very little.
In the following pages I will describe both what I observed in interviews with
patients and therapists and how the design developed through my conversations with
therapists. The interviews took place in two phases. In Phase 1, 1 presented my ideas for
the study to staff at a local psychoanalytically oriented mental health clinic. Together we
discussed and developed these ideas and arrived at a design with which the staff and I
were comfortable. In Phase n, I conducted two stages of interviews in private practice
settings, the first stage, a set of exploratory and somewhat ethnographic interviews with
private practitioners regarding their attitudes to and ideas for the study; and the second
stage, five sets of interviews with clinical pairs of patient and therapist.
Before reporting much of the content of any clinical interviews, in the remainder
of this chapter I review some of the relevant work in psychoanalytic theory and in
psychoanalytic and psychotherapy research. Chapters 2 and 3 detail the collaborative
development of the design of the study as well as the conduct of interviews in Phases I
and II. In describing Phase I at the mental health clinic, I have chosen to use the narrative
device of describing my early rationale and design for the study as told to therapists and
the Clinical Director in full-staff and individual meetings, respectively. I have found it
easier to interlace my original ideas with their responses to show how the ideas evolved.
In Chapter 4 I lay out my early thinking about these unstructured interviews, how
I approached them, conducted them, and what I listened for and expected to analyze. As
is usually true of qualitative research, these criteria did change somewhat over the course
of interviews (which I have noted, to some extent, throughout the chapters) and, of
course, some of the phenomena of the interviews was unexpected. However, for the
purposes of simplification and because so much arose in the interviews, I have chosen to
focus primarily on the phenomena of interest to me from the start.
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Chapter 5 presents the data culled from Phase-II, Stage- 1 interviews with
therapists, the ethnography, so to speak, setting the stage for a report in Chapter 6 of
interviews with patients in Phases I and II combined and organized by conceptual
category (rather than in order of collection), of psychological circumstances in which
patients volunteered. Chapter 7 is a limited account of my impressions from interviews
with therapists in clinical pairs. I have chosen to disclose less rather than more from
these interviews in the interest of protecting therapists’ confidentiality. Consequently,
most of what therapists told me is reported indirectly, as corroborations of patients'
accounts, or anonymously in Chapter 6. A cryptic approach was, to me, one of the
saddest necessities of this study. In Chapter 8 I speculate about the roles that I, as
researcher, may have played in the interviews and note some observations regarding the
process of the interviews.
Because the material is so complex dynamically, involving me in ways about
which I can only speculate, the perception of the data is inevitably personal and will have
been presented as thesis throughout. In the last, Chapter 9, 1 will review that thesis and
discuss the methodological implications for any further research.
Review of the Literature
My hope for this study was that the patient could guide us to the leading edge of
the transference which I defined as the point at which unconscious expectations manifest
most conspicuously in the patient's experience of the therapist in the form of
psychodynamic work. Once there, she might comment directly or indirectly on how she
makes use of the relationship and her therapist's interventions, and, possibly, about the
rules, as she sees them, for being in therapy. I did not know what she would say nor
how she would say it, how specific or general her concerns might be, what we call the
units of observation. Perhaps as important, I hoped to have a chance to learn about the
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effects on the therapy of the invitation to share it, to see how she and her therapist would
respond to intervention, whether they would treat it as an intrusion, or a demand, or an
opportunity. The researcher could easily be called upon to function as supervisor or
consultant to the treatment. In order to devise and employ a study into these delicate
matters and interpret what I found, I had to know more about the psychotherapy culture,
therapy as practiced by psychotherapists and their ideas about it.
Over the course of the study, in response to what I was hearing from patients and
reading in the literature, my thinking began to change. I could no longer endorse the
concept of transference-as-distortion as distinct from the "more reality-based" elements of
the relationship. To me, the use of the term "real" (Greenson, 1971) to describe elements
of the therapy relationship outside the transference has served a transitional function in
psychoanalytic thinking from an authoritarian to a more mutual stance with the patient.
Perhaps "real" was one of the first words that psychoanalysts employed to capture what
they felt when something was shared.
To illuminate the shift to a more perspectivist stance in contemporary
psychoanalytic thought, Irwin Hoffman (1983) divided current theorizing into two
critiques of the "blank slate" concept of the therapist which Hoffman considers obsolete:
the conservative critics and the radical critics. Surprisingly, the division crossed schools,
including the interpersonal school which has long emphasized the contribution of both
participants to a relationship formed of both historical and new elements. To the
conservative critics, among whom he counted most theorists, the concept of distortion is
preserved while ground is given on other dimensions, for example, emphasizing the
benign and facilitating aspects of the analyst as a real person (Loewald, 1960; Strachey,
1934), or that the analyst should be warmer and more responsive (Stone, 1961; Kohut,
1977), or that analysts should set greater store by the patient's accurate perceptions of the
analyst's benign aspects and his countertransference expressions (Greenson 1965; 1971).
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For Hoffman, the crucial historical moment in theoretical terms -- and the pivot in
this study - came with the radical critique which represents the relationship as a truly co-
constructed one. To radical critics, transference is a matter of rigidity not distortion (in
which one person is the arbiter of the truth), almost a function of habit strength. In the
transference "the patient is selectively attentive to certain facets of the therapist's behavior
and personality
... he is compelled to choose one set of interpretations rather than others"
(p. 394). Further,
radical critics are opposed not merely to the blank screen idea but to any
model that suggests that the 'objective' or 'real' impact of the therapist is
equivalent to what he intends or to what he thinks his overt behavior has
conveyed or betrayed ... More than challenging the blank screen fallacy, the
radical critic challenges what might be termed the naive patientfallacy
(author's italics), the notion that the patient, insofar as he is rational, takes the
analyst's behavior at face value even while his own is continually scrutinized
for the most subtle indications of unspoken or unconscious meanings"
(p. 395).
To radical critics, transference always has a plausible basis in the here-and-now (Gill,
1983), but reality exists, Hoffman (1992c) and Gill (1995) assure us, and constrains our
understanding. As Gill puts it, "a construction is subject to the constraints of reality even
if we cannot say what the reality is" (Gill, 1995, p. 2 as quoted in Aron, 1996, p. 29).
Radical critics include Heimann (1950), Tower (1956), Racker (1968), Sandler (1976),
Searles, (1978-1979), Gill (1979; 1982a; 1982b; 1983, elements implicit in his work
having been made explicit; Gill and Hoffman, 1982a; 1982b), Wachtel (1980), and,
among the interpersonalists, Levenson (1972; 1981), Issacharoff (1979), Feiner
(1979; 1982), and Ehrenberg (1982) who, he says, "lean heavily in this direction."
Hoffman's social constructivism (1991) is among the expressions of this view.
To define more explicitly the use of the terms transference and countertransference
in this writing: I think of each participant as both subject and object. Consequently, each
subject brings to the analytic situation more or less flexible unconscious expectations
based on early object relations but elaborated and changed by subsequent experience. As
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Gill points out in his 1983 paper, these projections may be focused by the motivated
apprehension of what may be small but “true" aspects of the other. Transference is used
here, then, to describe elements of both patient's and therapist's experience; each of them
transfers, so to speak.
The concept of countertransference has undergone much revision recently in
response to the radical critique. It is used most commonly by relational3 therapists to
refer to the whole of the therapist's responses to the patient (Aron, 1996). Aron takes
issue with this wider use because it "continues to perpetuate the defining of the analyst’s
experience in terms of the patient's subjectivity
.. encouraging the belief that it is reactive
rather than subjective
... obscuring the recognition that the analyst is often the initiator of
the interactional sequence." He refers instead to the therapist’s subjectivity (pp. 76-77).
I have chosen to preserve the term countertransference here in its more general sense
because of its familiarity, but to qualify by adding that the countertransference varies
characteristically, as does the transference, in intensity and rigidity, and that it can contain
concordant and complementary elements of identification (Racker, 1968). The therapist's
countertransference is concordant when he identifies with the patient and complementary
when he identifies with the patient’s internal object, a mother, a father. As it is used here,
the patient, too, may experience concordant and complementary countertransference to the
therapist’s transference. Although many would prefer to do away with the term
countertransference (and transference), I believe only a cascade of redefinitions would
realize the full implications of the radical critique, so I use the customary words here for
the sake of simplicity.
To return to Hoffman: His distinction between psychoanalytic positivism and
constructivism is important because it marks a pivot point in the method and aim of this
3 Briefly, the relational approach is based on an integration primarily of object relational
psychoanalysis and interpersonal psychoanalysis emphasizing the primacy of the relationship to the
developing child with particular attention to the importance of recognizing and making use of the two
subjectivities in developing the new therapeutic relationship (the relational-conflict model is set out by S.
Mitchell in Relational Concepts in Psychoanalysis , 1988).
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study. As my own thinking began to clarify about what I expected from the data and
what the data could supply, I turned from the use of parallax4 in the service of
approximating some absolute location of patient and therapist to a description of their two
points of view. I also abandoned any effort to ascertain the goodness of patient/therapist
match and of any assessment of patients’ object relations. Instead, I describe what I can
of each of the participants' perspectives as I saw them and limited by the constraints of
confidentiality and speculate about the dynamics at work in those therapies as they
involved a third. I have chosen to describe the empirical process from start to finish to
remain faithful to the goal of chronicling a pilot design; consequently, the epistemological
adjustment comes through.
These are exciting times for psychoanalysis. On a number of conceptual axes that
cut across schools, psychoanalysis is challenging itself to redefine the therapy
relationship and how we think and act in it (for an eloquent and thorough history of the
relational approach and related theoretical crosscurrents, see Aron, 1996.) New
psychoanalytic journals (Psychoanalytic Dialogues . Psychoanalytic Inquiry 1 have been
filling with papers ranging from Hoffman’s social constructivism (1991; see also,
Benjamin, 1991; Hoffman, 1991b), the inevitability of transference/countertransference
enactment (e.g., Eagle, 1993; Hirsch, 1993) and the impact of countertransference
disclosure (e.g., Blechner, 1992; Hirsch, 1992; Burke, 1992), a growing trend in
technique. At the same time, feminist critiques continue to influence analytic theory (e.g.,
Benjamin, 1988; 1990) emphasizing, for example, the importance to the patient of
knowing the therapist's experience in much the same way that children must come to
know the mother as a separate, sentient, and autonomous subject.
4 Parallax uses three data points: interviews with patient, interviews with therapist, and
projective testing with the patient.
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In recent years, new approaches, the relational and the intersubjective5 have built
on the interpersonal school's conception of the therapeutic relationship, helping to shift
contemporary psychoanalytic technique toward what Edgar Levenson, an
interpersonalist, called authentic engagement (1974), that is, a more active engagement
with the patient while "being oneself (p. 363), an inherently more self-revelatory style -
to Levenson, an inevitable feature of interaction - resulting in a retrospective exploratory
approach to what are seen as ongoing transference and countertransference enactments
between patient and therapist.6 Levenson and many of the interpersonalists would go
farther to say that the terms transference and countertransference underestimate the
uniqueness of and mutual influence in all therapeutic interaction, inasmuch as the therapist
unilaterally defines the transference as distortion.
As relational and intersubjective approaches revise technique so as to be more
consistent with a democratic concept of the therapy interaction, Lewis Aron (1996)
articulates most succinctly a new technical stance:
"Analyst's interventions are effective to the degree that analysts express their
affective responsiveness as a component of these interventions. I support
Maroda's (1995) plea that we must 'show some emotion.' I would
emphasize, however, that we must show some emotion in a modulated
manner as one aspect of our technical intervention, thus maintaining the
tension between the personal and the technical aspects of analytic work" (p.
121 ).
There is a whirlwind of questions with respect to the prudence and discretion of
letting patients know how we feel and what we think and about the degree to which
Intersubjectivity developed somewhat in parallel to self psychology and "seeks to comprehend
psychological phenomena not as products of isolated intrapsychic mechanisms but as forming at the
interface of reciprocally interacting worlds of experience. ... (According to Atwood and Stolorow) it is not
the isolated individual mind ... but the larger system created by the mutual interplay between subjective
worlds of patient and analyst, or of child and caregiver, that constitutes the proper domain of
psychoanalytic inquiry" (1994, p. x).
6 Levenson distinguishes between authenticity and sincerity as follows: "Authenticity denotes
an action [original italics] in the interpersonal domain rather than an internal state of being as does
sincerity (in its original usage) ... The internalized effort to be one's best is replaced by the interpersonal
effort to be, with others, oneself with all its imperfections and shortcomings. Authenticity tries to match
being and action; sincerity tries to perfect being and, consequently, action" (p. 363).
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patients already know, at least in some ways, about us. These are the phenomena I
sought to study in these interviews - how patients observe their therapists, how they
experience their therapists’ efforts to communicate emotionally or not to do so, how they
understand the entanglements that we call transference/countertransference enactments -
but I knew of no comparable efforts in current psychoanalytic research.
Psychotherapy research has attempted to magnify its focus on the intricacies of
therapeutic interaction, having found that the gross measures of frequencies and outcome
have had little direct impact on the work of most clinicians. Recently, psychotherapy
researchers began to study what compels the psychoanalytic psychotherapist: the nature
of the relationship and events in it, the more intuitively accessible data of narrative, and of
phenomenology, and of the transference. Attempting to narrow the field of inquiry to a
manageable scope, Lester Luborsky and his group have designed manuals for the practice
of psychotherapy using a construct approximating that of the transference, the Core
Conflictual Relationship Theme (Luborsky & Crits-Cristoph, 1990). The Vanderbilt
group have schematized their approach and studied its use in brief treatments (Strupp &
Binder, 1984). Gill & Hoffman developed an approach to studying the transference in
audiorecorded treatments (Gill and Hoffman, 1982a, 1982b), Wallerstein and the
Menninger group studied process notes of long-term treatments (Wallerstein, 1986), and
the Mt. Zion Psychotherapy Research Group analyzed the transcripts of a single pre-
existing psychoanalysis applying their modified theory that patients have an unconscious
plan to disconfirm pathogenic beliefs (Weiss, Sampson, & the Mt. Zion Psychotherapy
Research Group, 1986).
These and others have designed checklists, rating scales, and inventories to
catalog types of therapist action and evaluate the nature of helpful versus unhelpful
interventions. They have given these instruments to patients, to therapists, or to both
after sessions or at the end of treatment. They have submitted these, or session
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transcnpts or audiotapes to independent raters who use coding schemes which may help
them to make inferences about the intentions of one or both participants.
Robert Elliot, frustrated with the lack of subtlety in psychotherapy research as it
relates to the process of psychotherapy, instituted a method called Interpersonal Process
Recall to study significant events in psychotherapy which he guessed would reveal in
microcosm something about how patients use therapists' interventions. He soon moved
to more and more detailed analyses in an attempt to describe the interactions. Elliot does
not endorse psychoanalytic concepts and fails to take unconscious process explicitly into
account; therefore, his analysis is, I believe, quite limited, but his has been one of the few
intensive investments in the study of process and has encouraged him to advocate more
work of this kind (Elliot, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1985, 1989, Elliot and James; 1989;
Elliot, James, Reimschuessel, Cislo and Sack, 1985).
In one way or another, each of all of these studies captures and explores essential
elements of psychoanalytic work but less of psychoanalytic process. Other questions
remain: How does the patient make use of what the therapist has to offer? of the
therapist’s emotional responses to his patient? Why do so many treatments end abruptly,
often at impasse? How do we examine more closely the many issues, theoretical,
technical, interpersonal, that interest us? I decided to talk directly with both patient and
therapist, to employ a relational approach to research, and give the patient her first chance
to describe in her own words the experience of the process itself. I had to find a way to
address the dynamic complexities of intervention and inference.
Pfeffer, in his follow-up studies on psychoanalyses (1959, 1961a, 1961b, 1963),
described a phenomenon applicable to the problem of researching the subtleties of
interaction from within the interactive system. He observed that patients whose analyses
had ended some time before, tended to reenact with him, the follow-up interviewer, both
the transference and its resolution in that psychoanalysis. Pfeffer observed that he, also a
psychoanalyst, became the object of projection over the course of up to ten meetings with
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the patient, such that he felt he could judge with some confidence the efficacy of the
treatment. The phenomena described by Pfeffer have come to be known as parallel
process in a growing literature on clinical supervision which seeks to describe the
reproduction in the supervisory relationship of the dynamics in the supervised treatment.
Parallel process has come to be seen by many (e.g., Bromberg, 1982; Caligor, 1981;
Searles, 1955) as a way in which the therapist unconsciously makes available for analysis
elements of the treatment relationship which he has not yet understood.
Analysis of displacements of the transference can take place once the supervisor
and the therapist recognize such processes to be at work and can identify, through their
countertransferences — concordant and complementary — the roles each might be playing
in the patient’s inner object world. The emotional data is then integrated into the work of
supervision and therapy. Similarly, I expected it would be possible for the researcher to
attend to ways in which patients or therapists might recreate with the interviewer
interactional patterns that could reveal something of the psychotherapy process.
Schlessinger and Robbins, in their 1983 work on follow-up analyses confirm
Pfeffer’ s observations on the reproduction of the transference patterns in follow-up
interviews, but challenge his judgment concerning the completeness of these treatments.
They allude to Pfeffer ’s uncharacteristic response to a patient in a follow-up interview
which might, had he reflected on it, led him to a fuller understanding of the forces at
work. Although neither Pfeffer nor Schlessinger and Robbins explicitly suggest that the
possible use of countertransference might have informed Pfeffer’ s research conclusions,
they based their judgments concerning what was missing from his assessment on their
impression that Pfeffer was engaged in some kind of transference enactment. This, to me,
suggested the utility of countertransference as one among a number of data points. (See
also Rubin, 1981. Lillian Rubin, a sociologist, obtained clinical training for the purpose
of using her countertransference in her research.)
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In their recent work in association with the Boston Psychoanalytic Institute,
Kantrowitz, Katz, Greenman, Morris, Paolitto, Sashin, and Solomon (1989) point to a
pilot study inspired by their follow-up studies of psychoanalyses. They had set out to
investigate the predictive value for treatment outcome of reality testing, level and quality
of object relations, affect availability and tolerance, and motivation for treatment. They
were surprised to learn how little predictive value they found in these dimensions and
were led instead to consider the importance of patient/analyst match. They came to
consider the ways in which real characteristics of the analysts interdigitating with patients’
various issues and conflicts might influence the outcome of the work. They hypothesized
that when the analyst’s blind spots overlap with the patient’s central issues, these issues
would remain unanalyzed. Correspondingly, when the analyst’s character or style
provides a quality or dimension that has been absent in the patient’s experience, there
would be a facilitating effect on the outcome of treatment (p. 899). Kantrowitz et al.
found sufficient support for these hypotheses to recommend that further such studies be
done, especially considering that none had been done to date.
Kantrowitz et al. discovered something else that was very interesting: There was a
high degree of reliability among raters of the concordance and discordance of patient and
analyst views of the treatment expressed in postanalysis interviews. Further, in a related
paper on patient/analyst match, Kantrowitz, Katz and Paolitto (1990) report a high degree
of agreement between patients and independent researcher’s assessments of recognized
and described characteristics and issues of the analysts. I concluded that a single rater,
possibly using projective measures (as did the Kantrowitz group), patient interviews,
therapist interviews, and a hypothesis-testing approach involving the use of
countertransference might also be able to learn about patient/therapist match and the
importance of concordance and discordance in the treatment relationship.
When I turned to the literature to find models for the design of the study, I found
only Margaret Jean Gross Doehrman's (1976) extensive research on therapy supervision.
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She enrolled several supervisors at a training clinic for doctoral candidates in clinical
psychology. These supervisors then asked some of their supervisees (therefore, the
trainees were not true volunteers) to participate with their patients in what turned out to be
approximately 20 open-ended interviews each with the research interviewer. Interviews
tracked patients' progress, trainees’ progress in supervision, noticeable shifts in the
dynamics of each dyad and impressions that each had of others' feelings toward the other
two participants in the supervisory triad. Soon after their therapy and supervision
sessions, all participants completed rating scales in which they each rated the performance
of the other, the emotional tone of the session, and estimated how the other had rated him
or her. Ratings provided what Doehrman called an indirect measure of the emotional
distance between the members of the dyad.
Doehrman observed powerful evidence of multidirectional parallel process across
all participating pairs, that is, patterns of influence from supervisor/trainee to
trainee/patient, trainee/patient to supervisor/trainee, trainee's personal therapist/trainee to
supervisor/trainee, trainee's personal therapist/trainee to trainee/patient, trainee/patient to
trainee's personal therapist/trainee. Doehrman specifically inquired about the ways in
which her interview dyads "became" supervisory sessions and about how the participants
experienced her. She observed therapists to develop transference reactions to her that
were "dynamically linked in time and kind with their particular transference bind with
their supervisors" (p.67). These phenomena indicate the importance of reflexive
measures in any study of dynamic interactions, measures that may turn out to be most
productively employed in systems that are psychodynamically vigilant.
There are obvious parallels between my developing plans and the intervention of a
consultant into ongoing treatments. Many have consulted to the treatment of others,
speaking with both patient and therapist at times when treatments have been in trouble.
At the early stages of this project, there was no research and few papers on the use of a
consultant to psychoanalytic therapies, nor on how differential use is made of
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consultation as against supervision. My conversations with local practitioners yielded the
impression that consultation is so unusual as to be seen as breaking the frame or acting
out on the part of either patient or therapist. The therapists with whom I spoke viewed
patients' request for consultation variously, as a measure of the treatment’s importance to
the patient, an effort to repair and stay rather than go, or as an attempt to disrupt it, as one
therapist suggested to me, "to dilute the transference."
Having finished the data collection and most of the writing of this study, I found
Sue Nathanson Elkind's (1992; 1994) work on her long service as a consultant to
psychodynamic therapies. I report her pithier observations in Chapter 9 because they so
closely corroborate many of my findings; what follows is what she learned about the
scale of the problems she was studying. In her survey of 330 therapist-members of the
Psychotherapy Institute in Berkeley she discovered:
53% percent of the respondents (therapists) had had personal therapies end in
rupture (a painful termination due to an unresolved impasse).
Of this group, 72% had felt harmed (as distinguished from hurt) by the
experience.
87.5% of respondents that they had had patients who had left them at an
impasse.
Impasses were reported to span diagnostic categories and were not
concentrated among those with serious psychological disturbances (1994).
Elkind also reports that two out of four of her own experiences in therapy ended in
rupture and by which she felt she had been harmed. To Elkind, impasse and therapeutic
rupture were clearly far more common than have been thought and she argues for a more
normalized attitude toward consultation as well as a more solicitous approach to patients
who may need or request it. She encourages practitioners to make use of consultation
rather than sit alone with painful failures which are often still viewed as shameful. How
would we think about such interventions?
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In psychoanalytic theory, it is the father who is usually identified as the third. To
Freud, the father introduced the reality principle into the maternal dyad, in effect
demanding that the child orient to culture, compromise, and sublimation and perhaps by
implication, also demanding that the mother allow this to happen (Ferenczi, 1980).
Lacan s view was somewhat different but, in essence, assigned the father a similar role,
that is, to introduce the Symbolic into the infant's dyadic world so as to wean her from
the Imaginary, a more merged state with mother. In a vastly oversimplified paraphrase of
Lacan's idea, it is the capacity to symbolize that enables the subject to sanely experience
the Real rather than to fail, psychotically, to discriminate the Real from the Imaginary
(Bowie, 1991).
Family therapists have long acknowledged the power of the system to influence
individual behavior (L. Hoffman, 1981). Bowen (1978), in particular, observed the
tendency of dyadic systems, when under stress, to form triadic systems which, in turn, if
distress is great enough, might activate other triangles. Like the radical critics, Bowen
emphasizes rigidity as the key factor, noting that all families create triadic patterns, the
healthier ones doing so more flexibly.
The object relational concept of projective identification proposes an inherently
systemic dynamic in which the participants are seen to contain affects or enact roles
unconsciously rejected by one another (Ogden, 1982). Applied more widely to group
interactions, projective identification can be seen as the mechanism by which systemic
phenomena propagate. As radical critics would have it, the mechanism is not a
mysterious force as it sometimes appears in object relational writing but the ways in
which people recognize or bring out in one another aspects that complement and support
their habitual ways of construing the world.
The intervention of a third may be nothing more than a momentary perturbation in
a fundamentally stable dyadic system. Or it may be what enables the pair to realign
themselves, to take in or bring to consciousness what has been split off. Or it may be the
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catalyst in a stalled developmental process moving toward separation. Or it may be
entirely inimical to the ongoing work of the pair. Distinctions will have to be made
between the effects ofan invited as against an uninvited third but we cannot make them
without knowing more about each contingency.
For the most part, recent psychoanalytic research has attempted to satisfy others,
adapting to positivist standards at precisely the time in the history of psychoanalysis when
the philosophical balance is shifting away from the notion of authority on reality. As we
reconsider the patient as an observer, the therapist as subject, our research must reflect
our ideas. Th^e is an important place for certainty, but here, as psychoanalytic theory
moves toward mutuality and psychotherapy research asks subtler questions more attuned
to the complexity of context, there is an opportunity to ask simply and evenhandedly:
What does the patient see about process, about the therapist, and what can she say about
what she understands?
As an outgrowth of these considerations, I chose to use a Grounded Theory
approach to sampling and to data analysis commonly used in sociological study (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967; Corbin and Strauss, 1981). In this approach, sampling is done
conceptually; that is, concepts are drawn from a field of observation which is varied in its
respondents, conditions, and phenomena. Variety is used to refine and elaborate
emerging categories of observation and, ultimately, the theory that is grounded in it.
This, then, is research for the psychoanalytic relativists, an addition to the very small
number of attempts, like Elkind's, like Doehrman's, to describe meaning from within a
world of meaning and, using psychoanalytic tools, in a way that is systemically sensitive
to doing so.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS: PHASE I, THE CLINIC
Because this kind of investigation has been so foreign to the culture of
psychotherapy I approached the settings and practitioners with special care. I knew little
of therapists concerns and was obliged to learn these and adapt to the professional and
emotional conditions in which psychotherapists practiced. I have chosen to describe the
process in detail, to report the ethnography, so to speak, and to set out my rationale as I
explained and adapted it to therapists. I found that participants needed time and the
opportunity to observe themselves and others as they entered the process; here I give the
reader the same opportunity that therapists required to accustom themselves to the
approach and sensibilities undo-lying it.
The best chance of enrolling subjects seemed to be among therapists who woe
acquainted with me and my work and with whom I had talked about some of my
interests. Also, I was hoping to find a venue where patients might volunteer on their own
rather than being selected by their therapists. Toward the end of my two-year practicum
placement at a local psychoanalytically oriented mental health clinic, I broached the study
in an open meeting and subsequently met privately with the Clinical Director to whom I
described the study as follows:
Noting that patients frequently remember the breaches in therapeutic protocol, the
time a therapist betrayed an opinion or did something "human" -- like needing to go to the
bathroom in the middle of a session or offering the patient some kind of assistance such
as letting her use the phone — I suggested a study of the ways in which therapists and
patients experience and describe the therapy relationship and process and any ways in
which the "real relationship" impinged on or assisted their progress. I cited the increasing
discussion in the literature of transference enactment and countertransference disclosure
as inevitable aspects of the treatment that should be studied for their conspicuousness,
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usefulness, and/or harmfulness to patients. I suspected that patients probably knew a lot
more about the therapy and their therapists than anyone had yet given them a chance to
say, certainly through research, and suggested that this study would be an opportunity for
patients to find their own words to discuss their therapy experience with a third person
familiar with the therapy process. My interview with patients would, to the extent
possible, follow their interests. By meeting the patient where she was I might find a
direct route to the transference, that is, to the patient's current struggles in the treatment
and as represented in the relationship. I planned to use this way of locating the patient for
guiding my discussion with her to get a sense of her concerns and of what she found
useful.
I described some of my interests in the therapeutic relationship: The ways in
which both participants experienced it as against the "real relationship," whether they
could talk about it specifically and dynamically with a third person who had not yet been
configured to the same extent in the patient's transference expectations, and whether the
interviewer might be cast in the transference from where inferences might be made about
the ongoing therapeutic interaction. I was especially interested in how patients would
make use of the opportunity to talk about their treatments, whether as a form of
consultation to the treatment, and/or a means to fulfill their fantasies of their therapists'
expectations of them. In addition, I hoped to study the decision process — the Clinical
Director's, the clinic's -- and expected to approach the design of the protocol
collaboratively as a participant-observer so as to more naturally elicit clinicians'
questions, make explicit the decision-making process, and design a protocol most likely
to succeed in their environment. The Director offered provisional support for the project
and suggested that we discuss it at one of our full staff meetings.
The staff meeting was a complex circumstance. Many of the staff had known me
for two years, had seen me present my work and had included me as a participant in then-
group process during a crepuscular phase in the life of the clinic. At that time, the
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professional climate was changing and managed care impinging on their traditional,
psychoanalytic approach to psychotherapy, challenging clinicians in their efforts to fulfill
the clinic’s original mission, to offer long-term psychoanalytic psychotherapy to a low-
income clientele. In a few months, the clinic was to be merged into a larger mental health
agency which had a different mission and ethos. Although many on staff still hoped for
the best, most were quite worried about the future of what had become to them an oasis in
an increasingly unfamiliar professional environment.
Whereas trainees often did not participate in group discussions concerning the
clinic s future, I had commented in staff meetings on the changing circumstances and had
made a number of observations about the influence of circumstances on the staffs
functioning. Like everyone else, I had spoken on clinical issues. It is difficult to evaluate
the influence of my participation in the staff on the subsequent decision-making
concerning my study. It may have been that some staff members were reluctant to
participate but were equally reluctant to embarrass me by refusing; on the other hand,
there were probably others whose familiarity with me influenced them to volunteer.
I did not know what to expect, especially under these professional conditions. I
was requesting access to a process - long-term psychoanalytically oriented therapy - that
was already under siege. Demands were increasingly being made on clinicians to account
for their treatment decisions and to justify the length of treatments to third-party payers, to
the administrators of the new, merged entity, and to their own administrators who had
begun to shift, in at-times only subtle ways to more cost-sensitive policies and
procedures. I did not know whether I and my study would be burdensome, an intrusion
on their and their patients' scarcer psychic space, an already delicate potential space of
often exquisite sensitivity. On the other hand, I hoped that the study would be seen as an
opportunity to return to their clinical work and to explore it more deeply in the tradition of
psychoanalytic inquiry, further validating their own clinical methods and ideas.
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My presentation to the staff with the Clinical Director's endorsement posed a
political problem; staff had to judge the importance of the project to the Clinical Director,
someone who, should down-siring be necessary, would be involved in decisions about
lay-offs and the allocation of resources. It was never clear to me whether or how much
therapists telt pressured in this group discussion, both by the Clinical Director and/or by a
social obligation to me whom they had accepted as a temporary member of their staff.
There had also been a strong training emphasis at this clinic and many may have extended
their supervisory obligation to include the encouragement of students in conducting their
research. My guess at the time, though, was that if a few had expressed serious
misgivings, the proposal would have been rejected without much political fallout; it often
took only one dissenter in clinical discussions to reverse decisions or shift the
conversational course. However, there may have been one or two staff members who
were reluctant to participate and who may not have been comfortable enough to mount
sufficient opposition to the procedure that was ultimately proposed, namely, to expose all
patients to the invitation to participate.
I had already invited the Senior Psychologist, my clinical supervisor, to be a
member of my dissertation committee. I hoped that his familiarity with my work could
help me anticipate the clinical issues that might arise in interviews with patients and
therapists. He was in an ideal position to evaluate from a clinical standpoint the prudence
of certain design decisions, anchor these decision in current clinical realities, and act
generally as a liaison between me and the study, on the one hand, and the clinic, on the
other.
At that meeting, staff members asked a wide range of questions and did express
many concerns, mostly, it appeared, to solve problems rather than to recommend
rejection of the proposal. They seemed well disposed to the study from the start. A chief
concern among staff was the possible coercion of patients and we discussed a number of
methods for soliciting patients' participation, bearing in mind that we already ran the risk
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of implying an obligation to patients beyond that of their low fee for treatment. It was
generally agreed that therapists would not ask individual patients to participate, partly
because therapists wanted to minimize any pressure on patients and because therapists
were curious, as I was, to see which patients in their caseloads would volunteer.
We agreed that a letter would be placed in the waiting room that would describe
me as a past member of the staff in order to reassure patients that I was known to the staff
and had been evaluated by them, would specify that patients were neither expected nor
obliged to participate so as to minimize the possibility of coercion, and would provide for
patients’ private and, at first, anonymous contacts with me by phone for screening. The
letter would also suggest that patients might want to discuss their participation with their
therapists before volunteering. (For a sample of the invitation, see Appendix A.) In the
phone screening I would describe the study in more detail ~ that it included psychological
testing, and a payment of $15.00, irrespective of the extent of their participation -
making sure that patients knew that at the end of my interview with them I would be
asking their permission to speak to their therapists about the treatment, underscoring
patients' freedom to refuse or consent based on their experiences of their meetings with
me. Patients could choose from among several kinds of permission: 1) to allow their
therapists to talk to me about their treatments, 2) to allow me to talk with their therapists
about their interviews with me, or 3) both. I would also give patients the option of
qualifying what I might say to their therapists of what patients had told me.
Some staff questioned how I would select from among the patients who
volunteered. My original intent, and how I posed it to them, was that I wanted to talk
with patients who had been working in the transference but had not yet begun to
terminate, my definition of the midphase; operationally, patients who had already been in
therapy for some time with their current therapists and who had recognized the value of
and responded to transference interpretations or discussions of the treatment relationship.
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Their capacity to do this would better enable them to feed back into their treatments the
experience of the interviews.
Patients might be perturbed by the interviews, hope the interviews would help
with some difficulty in the treatment, and/or expect that the interviews would somehow
provoke their therapists into behaving differently with them. They might find, after the
interviews, that their experiences of their therapists were different. The interviews might
raise doubts for them about the process and perhaps about the prudence of continuing in
therapy. I wanted to find some way of selecting patients who could make use of the
experience; to me, this made their sophistication about the transference seem crucial
among the exclusion criteria.
I would ask each patient about her experience of and interactions with the
therapist. If she reported in one way or another that these were not relevant to the
treatment, I would find a relatively neutral way of screening her out by citing
circumstantial or demographic considerations. The staff agreed to have me talk with
anyone who volunteered and that they would allow me to judge how many interviews I
conducted and with whom.
I suspected that if patients were already discussing explicit plans for termination,
that they would have begun the process of shutting off some aspects of their experience
from the treatment, preparing the way for a "good ending" (or, in some cases, a bad
ending) and would report their experience to me in the service of their task, to put the
genie back in the bottle, so to speak. Consequently, I planned to exclude these
respondents from the interviews.
Because I would not have extensive histories from either therapists or patients, I
sought a third data point to triangulate what patients told me with what therapists told me
and so, have a way to evaluate any discrepancies I might find between their accounts
about the treatment. A few projectives might afford a view into the patient's relationship
patterns and object relatedness and might help with speculation about the nature of the
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transference. I proposed to use Blatt's Object Relationship Inventory (in which the
patient describes her mother, her father, her therapist, and herself; Blatt, S. J„ Cheveron
E. S., Quinlan D. M„ Schaffer C. E. and Wein S„ 1988), and also planned to give the
Rorschach Inkblot Test (Rorschach, 1948), and four cards - 2, 10, 12M, and 7GF -
from the Thematic Apperception Test (Murray and Staff of Harvard Psychological Clinic,
1943). I expected to use only the content of these responses in the loosest ways, that is,
to generate hypotheses about the position of the interviewer if cast somehow in the
transference among the patient's internal relationships (Schafer, 1954). All would be
used to stimulate my and possibly the patient's ideas, conscious or otherwise, about the
role of the therapist and the function of the interview in the patient’s current concerns. As
a way of maintaining the focus on the individual’s personal narrative, I suggested that
either the patient or I might eliminate testing if it threatened to discourage her openness.
(Testing is described further in Patient Interview #1.)
In my presentation to the staff, I described the function of the projective testing I
hoped to use, and asked about their comfort with having their patients tested. I was
conflicted, wishing I could compensate volunteers for their participation by supplying a
service, but I knew that testing had neither been warranted nor requested by any of the
participants, that it could be experienced as a further intrusion, and that it would require a
time commitment that I was unwilling to make. To be helpful to participants I would
have to do more testing and more patient-specific analysis than I would otherwise have
done. I also knew patients might not be willing to have their test results disclosed to
therapists. I preferred to minimize emphasis on indirect measures so as to underscore to
patients the importance and value of their description of their experience in their own
words. We agreed that the use of projectives was optimal but optional. Patients were
welcome to participate without being tested.
With regard to compensation of participants, the staff was unanimous - among
those who spoke to the issue - saying they would prefer that I not pay staff ~ they would
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volunteer to support the research and draw their compensation from whatever help they
derived from the interviews - but that I pay patients. It was agreed that I would pay
patients $15.00 for their participation which would, in most instances, include
approximately four hours of interview and testing and a follow-up phone conversation.
Therapists agreed to 1-2 hours of their time following the patient interview. In the
interests of minimizing the impact of intervention, demands on therapists' scarce time,
and allowing the patient to have the last word, there would be no second contact with
therapists.
Several members of the staff told me they found themselves hoping that one or
another patient would volunteer to use the interviews as a form of consultation to the
treatment or as a way to stimulate patients' interest in their own treatments. Therapists
speculated that someone might volunteer whom they preferred would not, for example,
that a more disturbed patient might use the interview to devise a split in the transference.
Further discussion brought many to think of the interview as an opportunity available for
working through inevitable phenomena in the transference. Most said they imagined
good reasons for any patient to volunteer and seemed less concerned about provoking
problems that would never have arisen and became more interested in the ways in which
the interviews might bring some inherent difficulties to light.
It is important to note here that Control-Mastery theory was a strong force in the
staff at this time and that much of the discussion was couched in terms of the patient's
unconscious plan for cure. As conceived in these discussions, the patient who
volunteered was seen to be working in his or her own best interest and the therapist, as
finding a way to discover the dynamic function of the interview, possibly a test of the
therapist's willingness to tolerate the patient's progressive efforts toward autonomy.
Evidence of the dynamic implications could be expected to begin to show up in
therapeutic interactions as soon as patients were exposed to the letter in the waiting room,
or later, in the patient's initial discussions with the therapist about the possibility of
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participating, or at any subseqnent stage in the process. Many therapists expected that the
letters might elicit important material in the therapy irrespective of whether patients
participated in research interviews.
The staff was of mixed theoretical orientation. Some were staunch proponents of
Control-Mastery theory, emphasizing the importance of the patient's autonomy, the
mutative effect of the more cognitive elements of the treatment, such as interpretation, and
the disproof, both behaviorally and interpretively, of unconscious pathogenic beliefs.
These theraprsts accepted the role of enactment in illustrating and making available for
work repetitions of the patient's experience and opportunities to test the therapist;
however, they were less tnclmed to foster or allow regression in the treatment, to function
as part objects, or to acknowledge and perform self functions for the patients. Others on
the staff, proponents of object relations theory, were more but not prohibitively
concerned with the implicit and regressive forces in the treatment, aspects of the
relationship which could not yet be expressed, and the need to safeguard the relationship
as a secure holding environment and container for at-times subtle but powerful
phenomena - projection, introjection, splitting - which might be disrupted by the
intrusion of a third party. They feared that the research interview might work against a
patient’s benign regression in the treatment, in effect asking him or her to function at a
developmental level not yet consolidated. These staff suspected that some patients would
not have the maturity to reject or accept the opportunity of interviews without significant
fallout that could not yet be worked through in the treatment.
The prevailing orientation of the clinic, that of Control-Mastery theory, probably
had influenced clinicians to think similarly about their work to the following extent: This,
more progressive view of the patient as somehow more (unconsciously) active and
potentially more autonomous may have allowed us all to reconcile some guilt and anxiety
about any inadequacies in changing treatment conditions. The Control-Mastery clinicians
at the clinic may have been more inclined to see patients as abler, more responsible for
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their own growth. There did seem to be evidence that patients had been able to rally and
draw on aspects of themselves, usually less evident in the treatment relationship, to
respond flexibly to change in the clinic, for example, and might make use of new
opportunities such as the interviews to facilitate their therapies.
Therapists seemed genuinely curious and enthusiastic about the prospects for
research of this kind as, among other things, a chance to demonstrate the utility of
research mto psychoanalytic process and, ultimately, an endorsement of the kind of work
they did. Some told me they would not have entrusted interviews of this kind to
clinicians they did not know, that they believed I would negotiate the delicate
intervention. We all recognized that there were risks associated with intervention -
patients might feel intruded upon, some might choose to leave treatment - but therapists
who spoke to the issue guessed that patients would see the opportunity as a vote of
confidence in their capacities, as empowering and helpful.
Although none of us knew of a similar model for interviews of this kind, the
clinic staff found a precedent for the study in the research base of Control-Mastery
theory. I had spoken with Harold Sampson, one of the two co-founders of the Mt. Zion
Psychotherapy Research Group where Control-Mastery theory is taught and researched,
before presenting the study at the clinic and he had supported the design. The staff at the
Clinic may have been reassured by his interest in the study I had proposed.
Therapists had acknowledged their first fears of being exposed, intruded on, or
misunderstood and of having their patients believe their participation to be a condition of
treatment, an exploitation having little to do with their own interests. As the discussion
progressed, therapists seemed to feel less cautious about themselves and to concentrate
more on the facilitating effects of the interviews: Patients might use them for trial
disclosures, might want reassurance that their therapies were going as they should, might
use the interview as an opportunity to educate themselves about the therapy process, or
might ask me questions about it that they felt unable to ask their therapists. On the other
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hand, the staff suspected that the interviews would not be sufficiently productive, that
patients would not be capable of talking at the requisite level of subtlety, that patients
would protect the therapy relationship rather than risk much in the way of complaints or
exploration. Further, patients might not permit me to talk to their therapists. Most
therapists expected patients to give permission yet agreed with relative ease to the
contingency that patients might not involve them. There would be no way for clinicians
to know whether their patients had participated at all unless patients gave me permission
to speak to their therapists. Clinicians resolved that although they were curious, they
were comfortable enough that their patients maintain this privacy. Some therapists
likened the circumstances to any other experience outside the therapy in which patients
might choose not to share with their therapists.
I had recommended and we agreed on a single interview with patients, to
minimize the intrusion on the treatment and then, if I obtained permission, a single
interview with their therapists. Finally, I would conduct a brief follow-up phone
conversation with each patient.
Screenings
At first, as a gross measure of whether or not a patient was working in the
transference (and therefore of whether she would be likely to comment on the subtleties
and feed the effects of the interview back into the treatment), I asked if she and her
therapist had ever discussed their interactions. I also asked if she was planning to end the
treatment soon. There was no strict test for responses to either of these questions; rather,
I listened for open-mindedness, curiosity, and some appreciation that the patient's
behavior and interest in the interview reflected on and had meaning for the conduct of her
treatment. When the patient did not meet these criteria because she seemed hostile to or
uncomfortable with these ideas, I steered ho- away from the interviews using a variety of
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techniques, depending on the nature and course of our conversation. [ interviewed those
who seemed best able to metabolize the effects of the interviews, so to speak. I let each
patient know at the outset that I would ask her permission to speak with her therapist only
after I had interviewed the patient, and that I would give the patient the option of
discussing the therapy alone or both the interview and their therapy with her therapist. If
the patient was willing to proceed based on this screening discussion (and all who
contacted me were) we scheduled a time to meet at the clinic.
Patient Interview
The style of interviews with both patients and therapists was informed by E. G.
Mishler's (1986) approach to research interviewing. Mishler describes the interview as a
discourse constructed by both participants such that both inevitably influence, in formal
and substantive ways, the results of the interview. To Mishler, it is possible to approach
the subject as an informant and, to varying extents in varying instances, as a research
collaborator, someone with ideas of her own about how things work and what is worth
learning about. I sought to address questions about the interviewer's influence using an
approach similar to the therapist’s use of his countertransference as endorsed by Lillian
Rubin in her qualitative research interviews (1981) and defined by her as "a continuous
and inevitable phenomenon in which the therapist's (emotional responses) are response(s)
to both the actual situation and the patient's transference," p.l 1, footnote). Based on A.
Z. Pfeffer's (1959, 1961a, 1961b, 1963) research on psychoanalysis, it seemed likely
that I might be configured in the transferences of the patients (and, in some way,
possibly, of the therapists) whom I interviewed and that I needed to inquire in both
indirect and direct ways about what might be developing between and among us.
As I will discuss later in more detail, patients seemed to have come to the
interviews to do something more than merely be helpful; they were trying to understand
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something for themselves and were not necessarily aware of this from the outset. I
understood this impetus as part of the therapeutic process and did not want to adulterate
their transference to the therapist and present myself as a therapeutic alternative, as many
therapists might have feared. Having had no previous contact with the patient, I could
only begin to speculate about the nature of the transference, speculations based on their
description of their concerns and on my quasi-countertransference to them. Therefore, I
restricted my comments m the interviews to reflections, requests to elaborate or, if the
patient wanted to involve me in some kind of problem solving, assistance to the patient in
speculating for herself. Sometimes, when patients were struggling with an issue and
sought advice or assistance I limited my interpretive comments to those that might help
the patient to consider the ways in which any difficulties that had arisen were somehow
part of the work, but I made no assertions about the assessments I was inevitably making
-- as we all do ~ about the treatment. This technique did not prevent patients from using
me as they would; it is arguable whether a more or less neutral stance on my part might
have induced more of a transference to me.
It was not the transference perse that I was avoiding, but a superficially gratifying
role, one which would inhibit discovery. As it was inevitable that I would form my own
opinions, so would patients conclude something about my views. Through the
reconnaissance of the transference in the first interviews and feedback and confirmation in
follow-up interviews, I got a sense of the patient's inferences and, in some cases, I tried
to address any disagreements.
As Pfeffer pointed out so well in his research, an interviewer sensitive to the
forces at work in a treatment will notice ways in which the patient includes him or her in
the transference drama. Pfeffer’s observations were made over a series of interviews
with patients after analyses had ended. My guess was that, although I would be having
fewer meetings with patients than Pfeffer had done, the urgencies of the mid-phase would
intensify the projections of which I would likely be the object. Pfeffer noted that it was
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not merely the original transference expectation that the patient brought to his interviews
but a recapitulation of the entire drama, the transference and its "resolution" reenacted
over the course of interviews (if we can say that transferences are ever resolved
completely, and I doubt they are). I suspected that there might be a comparable effect in
mid-phase interviews which would afford a sense of the treatment's ontogenetic stage, so
to speak. I was especially interested to discover whether the patient’s presentation and
my reaction to it could be understood as components in the assessment of that process.
I tried to get a sense of the patient's current struggles in treatment and any way in
which they might have motivated her to participate. I trusted that this information would
lead me to the transference-countertransference dynamics in which the patient might
speculate about how the therapist felt about her. By this point, some discussion usually
had begun about the discrepancy between her fears and expectations and what might
really be so. I encouraged patients to talk about specific interactions or events, and to
describe the feelings and fantasies accompanying them to arrive at a sense of what had
been helpful or hindering about therapy and their interactions. From this I began to
develop a sense of what the patient was seeking, what theories she had developed about
the rules of therapy and what it could yield, impressions of the therapist as a "real"
person, any relationship that existed beyond whatever challenges they faced together, and
the extent to which she saw herself as drawing on that relationship. I began to test some
of my cohering impressions with the patient. Throughout I made use of my own
reactions to the patient, to speculate about the dynamics at work in the therapies and in the
interviews. Finally, I explored the ways in which the patient experienced the interview
and me and her notions of the role I might play in the therapy.
Most of the patients I interviewed were ready to talk in this format and were
interested in my questions. I was surprised at the subtlety with which patients described
their relationships with their therapists, including the tension between what they expected
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and what might be "true." Patients had smart things to say about their therapists and
raised interesting issues about technique.
At first. I administered the Object Relationship Inventory before conducting the
interview, but found that patients seemed more self-conscious as we began, having been
asked questions not obviously related to the subject of the study. There was no such
difficulty with the remaining projectives, the Rorschach, and the TAT cards which I
administered after the interview. Finally, I requested permission to speak with the
therapist regarding both the therapy and the interview, advising the patient that neither
was required of them.
Therapist Interview
No patient prohibited my conversation with the therapist, although one restricted it
to exclude any of the patient’s explicit criticisms of the therapist. In every case, I was
free to discuss the therapy and the patient's interview in my interviews with therapists. I
asked therapists to speculate about why the patient had volunteered and about the current
challenges in the treatment, to describe the transference-countertransference dynamics,
and to imagine the role I might be playing in the patient's fantasy concerning the
treatment. I asked therapists, too, to talk about the ways in which the transferences —
theirs and the patient's, — the alliance, and any other, perhaps "real" relationship
coexisted or intersected and encouraged therapists to speak as specifically as had patients,
to describe events in detail. I asked therapists to talk about their own concerns and
fantasies in these matters, how it felt to have their patients volunteer them for the study,
and how they hoped or feared the interviews would influence the treatment.
Although circumspect at first, therapists at this community mental health clinic
were able to say a great deal about the treatment and about their own experience. They
told me that the interview prompted a helpful review process for them and most said they
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wouid have been interested in miking again about wha, iater occtured to then, and bow the
interviews had affected the treatment.
Patient Phone Fnll™»M ,r
Approximately two weeks after talking with the therapist, 1 phoned the patient to
conduct a brief follow-up interview. We reviewed the experience of the weeks since my
interview with the patient, discussed new issues raised, if any, and debriefed.
Who Called
I received five telephone messages in response to the letter placed in the waiting
room. I returned one call several times and received no answer to my messages, returned
another call and talked with a woman new to the clinic who had just started with her
therapist. This woman talked very concretely about her experience and seemed irritated
with my screening questions concerning the relationship and their interactions. She was
not interested in discussing the process or her therapist and seemed to be made
uncomfortable by the prospect (my early standard for whether the patient might be
working in the transference) and that her choice to participate in research interviews might
in itself be meaningful. At the time of these screenings I had not yet decided to interview
any who wanted to talk, and was still looking for patients who could report subtly on the
relationship and were more likely to feed the effects of the interviews back into the
treatments — through their capacity to work in the transference and to discuss their
experience of the frame and content of the relationship. Also, the irritability of this patient
worried me. I feared that the interviews might stimulate her to act out (that is, act on her
fears or frustrations outside the therapy, possibly to its detriment, rather than bringing her
concerns into the therapy for the purposes of discussing them) at a time when the
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interpersonal and analytic tools had no. ye. been developed in the Peatmen, to work with
the consequences. This was one of my first conversations with patients and I excluded
her as someone unlikely to talk subtly about her experience of the therapy relationship and
to be able to work with the experience of the interview when she returned to her
treatment.
The third patient, a schizotypal man in his fifties whom I will call Carl, seemed to
be struggling with the termination of a therapy with a clinician who had recently left the
clinic, a therapy he had found helpful and which had touched him. As we sat down, he
told me he wanted to talk about his new, current therapy and a recently terminated
therapy, but perseverated on troubles he was litigating at work. He seemed barely to
have been able to mvolve himself in his therapy in a way that he could discuss with me.
The relationship appeared to have been effective primarily in modulating his anxieties and
fears about his legal difficulties. He had elaborated his fears, plans, and actions in his
new, current therapy and told me that his therapist did not appear to be arguing with
sufficient vehemence for a continuation of his time-limited insurance coverage which
would probably result in termination after his tenth session, soon upcoming. When I
asked him to talk about this and his experience of the therapy itself, he was unable to
reflect on it. I came to think of my conversation with him as one in a number of efforts
he had made to marshal some interest in his "case" — by which he told me he meant his
legal more than his psychotherapy case - as well as a failed effort to recreate the lost,
apparently more tender holding environment of his past therapy.
After I had interviewed Carl and he had given me a full release to talk to and
receive information from his current therapist, she canceled one appointment with me and
failed to return my phone calls to arrange a subsequent meeting. I can only conjecture
that she was trying to separate from him and worried that she would become the object of
his next legal battle (she was, according to him, trying to "drop him," his words) or that
she fundamentally disapproved of the research protocol. (This part-time therapist had
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chosen not to be present at the planning meetings in which the protocol had been
discussed and agreed on.)
I was able to complete two protocols with Mary and Joe, the fourth and fifth
callers, which were quite different and reflected what I have come to think of as the two
most likely groups of respondents to an empirical invitation of this kind. Joe was a man
in his thirties wrestling with his therapist about issues that went to the heart of his
difficulties; he and his therapist seemed to be enacting a transference pattern of his and
possibly hers. My impression was that he had volunteered for the interview for help with
the muddle they were in, to get a sense of whether he had encountered fundamental and
unworkable flaws in his therapist, in himself, or both. He and his therapist were deep in
the problem and far closer to termination than either ofthem had acknowledged to the
other, but that the patient had to me at the time he had volunteered. (Joe is presented in
detail in Chapter 6.)
Mary was a young woman relatively new to treatment who seemed to be
wondering how much she could allow this new experience to mean to her; particularly,
whether she could admit her growing feelings, especially anger at her therapist, a feeling
she had rarely allowed herself. Mary came to represent the group I have come to think of
as standing at the threshold of the transference, trying to decide whether to open the door.
I present her here to give a sense of the kind of patients and therapeutic relationships that
emerged in the interviews.
Mary had been in her first, current treatment for approximately a year. She told
me she had volunteered because she had just wanted to be helpful to me, to research
generally, but soon betrayed a suspicion of psychotherapy which she traced to what she
called her mother's "misdiagnosis" as mentally ill despite her, the mother, having been
"only" the victim of incest. This young woman told me that she feared that she, too,
would recover memories of sexual abuse by the same perpetrator and that this might
explain the difficulties she had been having in getting her life together. There were no
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specific signs in her family life or symptoms as yet to suggest this, according to her and
her therapist’s accounts, but her fears about psychotherapy persisted in her comments.
She asked how "they" (therapists) could possibly know what they knew about her, about
what she needed, an apparent challenge to her therapist (Dr. L) as well as to me. (Early
on in the interview and in an almost therapeutic way I had reflected the sadness in one of
her responses and had inquired about it, to which she had responded with mild alarm.)
Mary had begun to be aware of her feelings about her therapist: some loving,
which she said were stimulated by the care and attention she had received from her; and
some angry, which she attributed to Dr. L’s occasional lateness and need to reschedule
some of their meetings. Mary was just beginning to acknowledge her anger at these
breaches and seemed to be struggling with whether or not it was safe or appropriate to be
feeling as she was. Moreover, she was nettled by Dr. L’s prompts and inquiries about
these emotions, suspecting that her therapist was baiting Mary for evidence of Mary's
(possibly inappropriate, to Mary) attachment to her. My interest in Mary’s experience of
her therapist seemed both to fascinate her and to perpetuate her anxiety. She appeared to
fear and to want to believe that Dr. L could care about her, and to recognize and repress
that she had begun to care more deeply for Dr. L.
From both of these cases, Joe's and Mary's, I drew some encouragement, feeling
that, despite my inexperience at conducting the interviews, I could learn how patients
used the experience of their therapists that they might not disclose to their therapists and
of which their therapists might never know, in deciding whether and how to proceed with
the treatment.
When there were no more volunteers from this setting, I realized that I had either
to loosen my exclusion criteria or go to many more settings to obtain subjects. In the
planning stages of the dissertation, I had ruled out the possibility of approaching
clinicians in private practice, not wanting to antagonize my local colleagues-to-be, and
still uncertain as to how to structure interviews so as to minimize the likelihood of
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coercmg patients. By the time I had finished these early interviews and had talked to a
number of practicing therapists and researchers, I changed my mind. Part of what I
needed to know would have to be worked out with my subjects; I had regretted having
eliminated exploratory data about the conditions in which patients and therapists
volunteered and about the circumstances that might facilitate discoveiy
. 1 decided to
approach therapists about the design question, about how they could envision allowing a
third party to study the therapeutic process. I guessed that by doing this 1 could
accomplish three goals: Learn more about the culture of psychoanalytic psychotherapy,
learn how better to structure the procedures to find what I was seeking and to enroll
subjects, and, by collaborating with potential subjects, help to make them more
comfortable about participating.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS: PHASE II, PRIVATE PRACTICE
After I had finished interviews at the community mental health clinic, I considered
approaching other clinics that I knew to be psychoanalytically oriented but was
discouraged by several concerns. I had been told that my acquaintance with the staff at
this clinic had been a powerful factor in obtaining their permission to proceed there. It
would take a long time to find another clinic willing to participate in the same way, there
would be Boards of Directors to satisfy and probably a great deal of traveling to do after
which the proposal might still be rejected. There were very few clinics still doing long-
term psychoanalytic work, and most of these were quite distant. Many were beset as this
clinic was by market forces working against long-term psychotherapy. I was not
optimistic about finding a similar opportunity any time soon.
I approached two psychoanalytic institutes and was told by each that, while they
were interested in the plan and would like to consider the protocol, they felt it unlikely
that they would expose their control analyses (those conducted by trainees) to study,
whereas there might be some trainees who would be interested in volunteering their
training analyses. Irrespective, they thought it unlikely that the review process could take
any less than a year, based on how infrequently the relevant Boards were to meet, the
novelty of the proposal, and their primary interest in protecting their training
environment.
I was suspicious of what I would learn from analysts in training who might feel
unduly pressured to satisfy their analysts of their compliance and progress. Also, I did
not want to be studying so doctrinaire a group, still flexing their theoretical muscles and
applying their new knowledge rigidly. I was primarily interested in the naive patient, one
who had not been trained how to think of his or her therapist or of the process but who
just wanted to talk about his or her experience. Further, I was interested in how private
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practitioners operate because it is in private practice that most of the work is done and
where least is known about how i, is done. I decided to approach psychoanalytic
psychotherapists in local private practice.
The closest analog for interviews in private practice would have to be the
occasional consultation to the therapy in which the therapist decides or accedes to the
patient's request for each to meet with a third, usually about difficulties that have arisen in
the treatment. The psychoanalytic dyad is expected to be private except for these
occasions or the more common occurrence in which the therapist obtains private or peer
supervision. Judging from my early conversations with therapists, it seemed that the
therapist usually carries the weight in these decisions, that patients rarely demand outside
assistance specific to the therapy process. So little has been written about the practice of
consultation that it is hard to know the frequency of such interventions; the impact of
supervision, the far more common adjunct to psychotherapy, has only recently begun to
be studied in earnest.
There are many ways in which patients bring others into their therapies: They may
talk with friends about their therapies, they may ask their spouses, parents, children to
accompany them to treatment, they may request that insurance companies reimburse fees,
they may threaten suicide and elicit warnings from or hospitalization by their therapists,
they may commit crimes and bring their therapists to the bench to answer for them. None
of these are ways sanctioned by both therapist and patient as assistance to the
collaboration of the therapeutic process itself, although all of these may be the patients'
indirect efforts to do so. I suspect patients rarely come to therapy thinking of it as a
collaboration but come instead as a client seeking help from an expert who might be
insulted by a request for counsel to the process.
I wanted this research to be received by the profession as ultimately helpful to
rather than an assault on psychotherapy, so I chose to begin with therapists rather than
advertise for patients willing to talk about their experience. Some therapists had told me
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that they would have considered a sample of patients obtained through advertisement as
"wild research," another assault on the privacy and autonomy of clinical work, and would
not have agreed to participate in interviews if their patients had asked them. I guessed,
too, that the attitudes of therapists would in some way influence their patients, either by
discouraging or encouraging them to consider research such as this. If 1 chose to solicit
cooperation from patients first and consequently alienated their therapists, 1 would lose
access to information about the context in which patients chose to participate.
I could not proceed without learning how clinicians went about deciding whether
to allow outsiders to intervene in their treatments. As I saw it, my concomitant obligation
was to take their considerations fully into account through design flexibility, beginning
with some trust that therapists know, perhaps unconsciously, about the kind of
environment they provide to their patients and therefore about how changes in that
environment might be understood and accommodated by patients. I knew that by asking
I would, intrinsically, be intervening and might influence the way therapists thought
about their work, about themselves, and about research, making the venture an
experiment of sorts, one whose effects I should study so as to make further such work
safer, easier, and more likely.
Like Phase I, Phase II was fundamentally exploratory and naturalistic. Both
phases were designed to meet the participants where they were in their treatments and in
their capacity to accommodate research. In my preliminary inquiries among practitioners
in private practice, I found they were often accustomed to conducting their work in
relative isolation and on different professional vectors, were often unfamiliar with
changes in theoretical trends and sensibilities in psychoanalysis, and felt beleaguered by
the financial and psychological strains of shifts in attitudes to mental health care and the
consequent uncertainties of their livelihoods.
In this case, we can think of the phenomena under observation to be more than
patients or therapists per se, but the environment they create together, including
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psychological phenomena, intrapsychic and impersonal - usually the data of analytic
mquity - their perceptions of the forces on that environment, and the conditions in which
real others are included in it. I chose to cast a wide net, among therapists working under
differing conditions who might have differing ideas about how to involve themselves and
their patients.
Procedures and Their Rational
After interviews in the community mental health clinic, Phase I, I refined my
methods for obtaining subjects in Phase H to a more explicitly two-stage process. In
Stage 1, 1 would interview therapists about their reactions to the idea of mid-phase
interviews concerning perceptions of the therapeutic relationship. In Stage 2, 1 would
interview a subset of clinical pairs.
Stage 1 : The Ethnography
I wrote to 86 members drawn from a mailing list of associated psychoanalytically
oriented psychotherapists (see letter, Appendix B). I asked that interested members
return an enclosed card to let me know if they were or were not willing to talk about this
kind of research. I received 33 responses, far higher than I expected. Of these, 25
agreed to preliminary conversations, an equally surprising number. Some of the
members of this association were quite distant, geographically, so when these subjects
volunteered, I offered them the choice of phone or in-person conversations, meeting them
whenever possible. I excluded no volunteers from interviews, being primarily interested
in getting a sense of the lay of the land, a range of opinions about psychoanalytic research
from a group that identifies itself as interested in psychoanalytic issues. As it turned out,
I was able to reach by phone only a fraction of those who had responded. Eleven
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therapists did not return my calls, five, many of whom were a. a d,stance, decided against
interviews due to scheduling difficulties. Of the larger group of 25 respondents, I was
able, finally, to interview nine.
I met with most therapists in their offices but saw some in their homes. In one
case, an mdividual on the mailing list responded as a representative of a mental health
center where I ultimately presented the project to a group organized to discuss research.
The group decrded that the study was not for them, but did so, at least ostensibly, for
empirical reasons, having a more positivistic bent. I do not know how much of their
reluctance had to do with clinical misgivings. AU meetings but that with this center's
research group, who demurred, were taped. Some were followed by second meetings or
follow-up phone calls with respondents who were considering participation in paired
clinical interviews. I did not record phone conversations.
In Stage- 1 interviews we discussed most of the following points: a) whether
therapists have ever considered the idea of research interviews in the mid- phase? why?
why not? b) whether therapists use supervision or consultation in their work (consultation
here defined as obtaining, at their patient’s or their own initiative, one- or possibly two-
time interviews with patient and therapist separately, with a professional colleague for the
purpose of breaking an impasse in the treatment). If they had done so, why? why not?
c) I described the study, told them I was looking for subjects but considered this first
conversation to have two functions: to discover their reactions as members of a clinical
community, what I consider to be ethnographic data, and to ask them to consider
participating.
Based on the ways in which therapists articulated their thinking about the work, I
made a judgment about whether they were working psychoanalytically, recognizing that
the professional debate continues about what constitutes psychoanalytic work. My
criteria were as follows: 1) Did therapists describe the work in terms of
transference/countertransference dynamics, or in related terms, such as co-participation
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(Gill, 1982a; Gill and Hoffman, 1982a; 1982b ) suggesting the centrality of the dynamics
of the relationship? 2) did they recognize that unconscious forces were at work, both in
their own and in their patients' motivations for participating, or not, in the study? and 3)
did they concern themselves with the dynamic implications - however they saw them -
of involving a third person in the treatment relationship?
I discouraged a final decision from them in our first meeting because I wanted to
give them time to consider it alone, and offered to call them in a few days to see if they
wanted to proceed or talk more. Some were adamant about their decisions - both pro
and con - in these first meetings and felt a second conversation to be unnecessary. Most
therapists considering participation opted for a second discussion to review
contingencies, logistics, and work out their concerns. I told them that I was as interested
in their decision not to participate as I was in their reasons for doing so.
I conducted Stage- 1 interviews with nine therapists, speaking with some more
than once. These interviews described a group of therapists who were willing to discuss
research, a subset of whom explained in detail why they would not participate in a study
like this, another subset of whom would consider participating. Unfortunately, we can
know little of those who were unwilling to talk. Of the nine therapists I interviewed, four
actively considered participating in interviews with one or more patients.
Most of these practitioners had long since stopped thinking of themselves as
researchers and many had come to think of research as irrelevant or inimical, as one
subject put it, "the bad object" as far as clinical work was concerned. Those who were
interested in participating had a hard time imagining how the study might be collaborative
and voiced few questions of their own for the study, irrespective of whether they might
volunteer for the paired clinical interviews. Many hoped I had already worked out a
design that would address their concerns about imposing on or coercing patients and did
not feel able to focus on the question themselves. They were interested in research and
had hoped to find an easy way to mix research and clinical work, each supporting the
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other, without taking conspicuous steps toward research in their practice. (For Stage 1
findings see Chapter 5, The Ethnography)
Therapists considered two ways in which to involve their patients, the self-
Sfleded, patients who responded to an open invitation to all patients of the therapist in
question, usually by a letter placed in the waiting room, and the selected
,
patients who
would be invited individually by their therapists. Difficulties obtained in each condition.
Patterns could self-select in only a narrow sense; many might feel the invitation to be a
demand and may have speculated reasonably that a therapist who rarely allows intrusions
into the treatment space must be invested somehow in those he does allow; consequently,
volunteering might be prompted by more than merely a fantasy of compliance.
Therapists used differing criteria when considering whether or not to select a
patient for research interviews. One therapist suggested that he would consider asking
patients to participate if he thought the therapy was in jeopardy and believed they had
nothing to lose. In this case a patient might appear to be, although may not have
acknowledged herself to be, on the verge of abandoning the treatment. Two therapists
suggested that they might consider offering participation in the study as a way of helping
the pair straighten out their difficulties and of endorsing the patient's perspective.
Several therapists described a group of patients on an even keel, that were going
on going on, so to speak, no impasse, no big surprises. They suggested that, were the
study to be provocative it would not be so bad, the alliance would tolerate it and there
would be "more grist for the mill."
Two therapists considered for study what they believed to be their best patients.
The alliance was seen as strong, the patient alert to and interested in the transference. In
this group, the patient tended to be intelligent and articulate.
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Stage 2: Clinical Pairs
Exclusion Criteria for Therapists
As described above, in Stage-1 interviews the first assessment was made of the
appropriateness of the treatment based on the ways in which the therapist described the
treatment and his concerns about participating in research. Two questions arose, that of
whether the technique practiced was sufficiently analytic, and that of the therapist's
judgment in choosing patients for the study.
The problem of false positives (a positivist term but useful here, to some extent),
that is, of including therapists who were not conducting psychoanalytic psychotherapy
but some other form of therapy, say, supportive or experiential, begins to blur with what
might be thought of as the study's focus; that is, these interviews can be seen to describe
the difficulties arising when the analytic process breaks down, is limited in some way, or
never quite comes to be. For example, the therapist, due to some transference or
countertransference blindness may be unable to help the patient to analyze some crucial
part of her experience, perhaps stymieing the treatment which, in turn, might prompt the
patient to volunteer for the research interview. (As I found later, there was ample
evidence from most interviews that the strains patients felt in these areas, e.g., in what
they feared might not be possible with this particular therapist, were among the reasons
patients chose to participate in interviews.) Thus, the measure of success for these
interviews would not be the absolute assessment of what was psychoanalytic on the basis
of some objective measure, but the description of the process and its divergences as seen
by each participant.
Once therapists entered Stage 2, they decided whether to select particular patients
or to invite any and all patients to participate. When I began, I found I was tempted to
exclude this or that therapist from participating for what some might consider the wrong
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reasons, for example, because he might exploit a patient out of some narcissistic desire to
demonstrate his prowess as a therapist (the prize patient), to retaliate against a patient for
failing to value him (“nothing to lose"), or for other reasons. After careful consideration,
I came to feel I could not rule treatments out on the basis ofjudgments like these without
eliminating a crucial part of the field of observation, situations where there are forces at
work, such as induced countertransferences, which might lead patient or therapist to
bring in a third. Such a treatment might have been in the doldrums for some time, a
schizoid deadness to which many treatments must go. To conclude that participating in
this phase would be a breach would be to exclude the possibility that the therapist might
be responding to an unconscious request from the other or to appropriate conscious
recognition that a change was needed. I did not want to miss a crucial element in the
choice to involve a third.
My approach instead was to raise questions concerning therapists' decisions to
include particular patients and remind them not to assume that one or another type of
patient was expected for the study. I did not do this to establish the appropriateness of
patients, rather, to create an atmosphere of openness and inquiry for the interviews and to
encourage therapists to begin the exploration for themselves. Stage- 1 interviews
ultimately had yielded two therapists, one of whom agreed to letters placed in her waiting
room, another of whom agreed to selecting a patient from his caseload.
Exclusion Criteria for Patients
In effect, therapists began the screening process for patients by deciding whether
they would expose patients to the invitation. (Therapists' reasoning for and concerns
regarding participating are discussed in later sections.) In both cases, the general
invitation and the particular invitation, I talked with patients on the phone before
proceeding. The procedure was as follows:
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In the case of selected patients: The therapist raised the matter in one of his
meetings with the patient, identifying me as a therapist and doctoral student in clinical
psychology at the University of Massachusetts. The first patient rejected the idea outright
in their first conversation, surprising this therapist who had expected that she would
"comply out of a sense of obligation." When the second patient agreed, the therapist
gave him my telephone number. If the patient had not called during the period in which I
could schedule meetings - approximately 4-5 months - 1 would have assumed that he
was not interested in participating, would have let the therapist know, and would not have
pursued the matter further. I would not have called him, nor would I have interviewed
the therapist first. I was not interested in speculating about the patient’s reasons for
demurring without corroboration from him. He did call promptly and I talked with him
on the phone, described the study as one of patients' and therapists’ perspectives on the
therapy, reminded him that he was not obligated for having called and that he could
withdraw at any time in the process. I then described the schedule and procedures and
we arranged the first meeting.
In the case of self-selected patients, a letter was placed in the therapist's waiting
room, asking that interested patients call me. When patients called, I described the study
as above. Unlike in Phase I, I did not screen patients for interest in or alertness to the
relevance of the therapeutic relationship. An original intent for doing this had been to
help manage the effect of the interviews on therapies by limiting participation to patients
who seemed best able, because they were explicitly working in the transference, to
metabolize the effects of the interviews on their treatments. I thought, too, that these
patients would be best able to speak to the issues in which I was interested. I had since
come to feel that caution of this kind was unwarranted and that these efforts unnecessarily
limited my sample in Phase I to consciously transference-interested patients, excluding
the possibility that patients to whom this aspect of treatment was less available would
nevertheless speak to it in interesting and relevant ways. I preferred to conduct a lot of
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interviews rather than discourage patients genuinely interested in talking with someone
about their treatments. My approach with self-selected patients was to talk with each
respondent who volunteered, a total of four, all of whom seemed interested in the
interviews and mindful that their participation might influence their experience of
treatment one way or another.
The Protocol
As I had done interviews at the clinic, in Patient Interview #\ I followed the
patient’s lead to the topics that interested him or her. After having the patient sign an
Informed Consent form (See Appendix B) and starting the audiotape (with permission; I
offered to discontinue taping at any time at the patient's request), I asked directly about or
listened for the following: 1) a sense of what stood out to the patient about therapy or an
issue that interested her (e.g., an interaction with the therapist that the patient still did not
understand, concerns about the therapist's technique, etc.), 2) a sense of the patient's
current struggles in treatment (a way of helping her locate herself in the treatment and in
the discussion).
After a break and with permission I used the following projective measures
(described in an earlier section) which provided a third data point in a data-analytic
process which I thought of as triangulation (see data analysis section below): The Object
Relationship Inventory (the ORI: "describe your mother," "describe your father,"
"describe your therapist," "describe yourself), the Rorschach Inkblot Test, and four
cards from the Thematic Apperception Test.
Finally, as in Phase I, I requested written permission to speak with the therapist
regarding both the therapy and the interview, advising the patient that neither was
required, and that the patient could grant permission for the former or both. If the patient
granted permission I informed her that I would be meeting with the therapist next, that the
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content of that interview would not be available to her (no therapist has yet given
permission to disclose to the patient the content of my interviews with the therapists). 1
let him or her know that I would call her to arrange a follow-up interview in
approximately four weeks. If the patient agreed to a follow-up interview 1 did not pay her
in the first interview. All patients were informed that they could quit and be paid at any
time. All participated fully.
In Therapist Interview # 1
, 1 asked therapists to speculate about: 1) why the patient
had volunteered, 2) what the current challenges were in the treatment, 3) to describe the
transference-countertransference dynamics as they understood them, 4) to imagine the
ways in which I might be configured in the patient's and in the therapist's transferences,
5) to talk about the ways in which the transferences - theirs and the patient’s, - the
alliance, and any other, perhaps "real" relationship coexist or intersect.
I asked therapists to talk about their own concerns and fantasies in these matte's,
how it felt to have their patients volunteer them for the study and how they hoped or
feared the interviews would influence the treatment. Then, because all patients had given
their permission to discuss their interviews with their therapists, I inquired about
therapists’ understanding of any episodes mentioned by the patient and therapists'
responses to the patient's characterizations of the relationship. I also began to test out
with the therapist my own impressions of the patient's transference to them and to me.
In Patient Interview #2, we discussed the experience of the intervening weeks and
how the interviews may have affected patients' experiences of their therapies. We
reviewed what I understood to be salient themes and interests of theirs from my first
interviews with them, I answered questions and debriefed them by describing the study
more fully as one of the ways in which we balance our research picture of the
psychotherapy process. Finally, I reminded them that I would be meeting again with
their therapists unless they prohibited it, I paid them for their participation and offered my
telephone number in case of further questions.
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As in Patient Interview #2, in Therapist's Interview #2, 1 asked about the
therapist's perceptions of the effects of the interviews. We reviewed my impressions of
the salient themes from our first intemew, I answered queaions and debriefed them with
a more extensive description of the study, reminded them that this would be the last
interview, and offered a telephone number where I could be reached for any further
contact.
To summarize the substantive differences between Phase I and Phase II clinical
interviews:
1)1 found that I need not apply such rigid exclusion criteria.
\ *.^sked feW6r cluestions °f patients to make it yet more possible to discoverwhat they were interested in talking about and how they naturally tended to do
that. 1 tound that they tended to cover directly or indirectlv, most of the
questions I might have asked.
3
) } hfd
f°und that both participants had been interested in second interviews
so I added second interviews in Phase II for both patient and therapist so as to
increase the opportunity to test my hypotheses with them and to collect more
information.
4) I changed the sequence of testing and interviews, holding all projective
testing until after the interviews so as to minimize any self-consciousness that
the testing might provoke.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS: APPROACH TO INTERVIEWS AND DATA ANALYSIS
I selected two research assistants from a pool of undergraduates volunteering for
course credit and trained them with regard to the need for confidentiality. We transcribed
two of the Stage- 1 interviews conducted with therapists alone. The rest I analyzed
directly from audiotapes. Most of these interviews were approximately 1.5 hours in
length. I and research assistants transcribed all the interviews of clinical pairs in Stage 2,
including projective testing. A 2.5-hour, Stage-2 first interview with a patient yielded,
on the average, a 60-page, single-spaced transcript.
For most of the data analysis, I relied on audiotapes rather than transcripts which I
used rarely to check particular exchanges. This was a personal rather than a data-specific
preference and resulted in a more global, less linear analysis. The subtlety of the
phenomena I had hoped to discuss warranted a level of specificity that indicated a case
study presentation but confidentiality was a constraint; also, there were other aspects of
the data to discuss. Compromising, I will present data primarily from three therapies
discursively rather than focusing on any one clinical aspect in depth. This choice
mitigates the hazards to confidentiality inherent in intensive case presentations and allows
a wider ranging discussion of the issues while limiting minimally the specificity with
which those issues can be illustrated.
As noted earlier, I have analyzed the data using the now-familiar approach to
qualitative data analysis outlined in Glaser and Strauss' 1967, The Discovery of
Grounded Theory . The constant comparative method calls for a continuous analysis of
the data as it comes in, identifying categories, and using discrepancy in conditions and in
observations to refine categories. Ultimately, theory is generated from and grounded in
these observations.
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The application of the constant comparative method to this data started with my
own interests and questions about certain phenomena; [ began the interviews with the
(often unspoken) questions listed below. As the interviews proceeded, I asked fewer
questions but made more shaping and reflecting statements in order to confirm what I was
hearing. Unavoidably, my responses either distracted or focused respondents on their
topics. When 1 questioned each participant about the other, asked him or her to speculate
about the impact of the interviews and suggested that there might be other ways that each
might be feeling, most were able to develop these opportunities and could explore further.
Of course, these interventions may have had the effect of changing their experiences of
each other and may have diverted them from other ways of talking. I was changing the
course of our interactions and may also have influenced their clinical paths.
I was aware of the brevity of my interactions with participants. Both patients and
therapists were so unaccustomed to talking with others in this way and seemed to be quite
confused by and suspicious of the invitation to find their own way. There was not time
to scope out the subtleties of their fears — about the interviews, the impact on the
therapies — in addition to what I considered the essence of the interviews: where they
were in their treatments, what they were struggling with, how they viewed each other and
their participation. Consequently, I do not know how honest the participants could
ultimately have been about, for example, their fears about the interviews; so little had yet
happened between us to be concerned about. In each interview, then, I had to decide
quickly what would be possible in the brief time allotted and found that some participants
required more prompting and modeling from me while others were on a mission and bore
little interference.
Strictly speaking, the interviews are not comparable. Some participants
minimized the inherent triangulation among patient, therapist, and interviewer, some
acknowledged it early. Had the interviews been longer or, more likely, had there been
more of them, something closer to the full scope of my questions could have been
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addressed and more deeply by all participants. Of course there was and would be a
diminishing return; all were challenged and fatigued by their efforts. There was a strain
in the novelty of it and in what seemed to be their efforts to represent their relationships
fairly and faithfully.
In conducting the interviews, I had begun with the spontaneous speech of both
patient and therapist (as did Kantrowitz, et al., 1989). My technique had shifted in
response to the ways in which patients and therapists tended to talk; therefore, the data
were collected only partly in response to my original questions and were partly shaped by
the participant’s initiative and my own changing interests. Each interview influenced the
conduct of the next, both within and across subjects.
Data analysis was a rolling process in which I reviewed each interview on
audiotape, noted salient themes and impressions, and masked identifying information on
the tape by recording over it. I or an assistant might then transcribe it. Each interview
was used to refine my approach to the next and categories became more discriminable.
For example, in Stage- 1 interviews, a pattern of distinctions began to emerge in
therapists’ judgments about whom to select for the study, if they were to participate in
this manner (see exclusion Criteria, above), so I learned to listen more carefully to their
thinking about these matters.
I followed the same process with Stage-2 interviews; in the first set, and starting
with the patient's interview, I developed a hypothesis about the nature of the patient's
transference to the therapist based on my understanding of her and of the treatment, on
her expectations concerning the interviews, on my interpretation of my
countertransference, if any, and the analysis of test data. Occasionally I used the Object
Relationship Inventory (ORI), Rorschach, and TAT to develop these ideas, not so much
for the purposes of providing a profile (in which case I would have performed a full
battery) but as a means of hypothesis-building for checking in second interviews. For
example, if the patient's description of the therapist on the ORI was extensive, detailed,
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and personal, they seemed more likely to have begun to work in the transference or to
have developed a more active curiosity about it. My use of these materials was of the
grossest kind; I did not use statistical techniques such as Exner (1990) for scoring the
Rorschach. Instead, I used the content of the patient’s responses to these measures and
to the TAT to develop my own questions and associations to aspects of the interviews as
a way of focusing my questions in following interviews (Schafer, 1954). I found the
TAT, especially Card #2 in which three figures are present, to be helpful in speculating
about how I might have been configured in the transference. These instruments made
another kind of interaction possible with the patient, and afforded a view into the primary
process and their personal narratives that supplemented the interviews.
I analyzed Stage-2, Therapist Interview #1 to begin to confirm or disconfirm
hypotheses about the patient’s transference and the therapist's conscious and unconscious
involvement in it, based on the therapist's understanding of the relationship and of how
the patient came to participate in the interviews. Having asked therapists to comment on
patient's remarks especially concerning their experience of the therapist, and their current
struggles in the treatment, I began to compare the therapist's with the patient's accounts
with respect to their struggles and important changes in the treatment. I speculated about
what may have been "blind spots" as Kantrowitz calls them in the therapist's transference;
that is, aspects of the therapist's character of which he was less aware and might therefore
go unanalyzed in the patient and in his own reactions to the patient. I listened for the
therapist's formulations concerning the treatment and his understanding of why the
patient had chosen to participate (or had been selected) as a way to understand the
therapist’s perspective and expectations from the patient.
The second set of patient and therapist interviews were opportunities to confirm
hypotheses formed from the first set of interviews. I also examined these to refine
categories that had begun to emerge in previous interviews with other participants. I
gradually incorporated new data from these second interviews such as surprising interim
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changes in the treatment which, in tum, generated new hypotheses about these treatments
which would have to go untested. I did use these new hypotheses to speculate about the
treatments of subsequent pairs.
In Stage-2 interviews I occasionally sought supervision (while maintaining
confidentiality) from the chairperson of my dissertation committee, a clinician, to help
guard against my own blind spots. These consultations were limited, but provided some
checks on my judgments.
The following questions form the outline with which I started in conducting
interviews and m analyzing the data. They range from the most concrete aspects of the
interviews - the formal properties of the interviews - to the most abstract - patient's
experience of reality as against the transference. They also form the analytic structure
with which I started and which changed as I learned from patients and therapists and as
my epistemological stance shifted. Of course, the interviews proceeded and the data and
themes emerged in their own ways, or did not emerge at all, due to time constraints. I
attempt to report faithfully what I heard in subsequent sections.
Question #1
When we address the patient as an informant (in the anthropological sense) rather
than as the object of a highly structured inquiry, what kind of information do we obtain
about the workings of the therapeutic relationship? With regard to this question, I
attended to the formal properties of the patient's responses in the interviews. Was the
narrative coherent in the sense of being organized around a particular idea or question?
Was it associative? Did the patient respond only to questions? What units of observation
did she use? Did she concentrate on episodes? moments? years? Was she "working in
the transference?" Did she talk about the relationship spontaneously? directly? in
displacement? What are the patient's current struggles in treatment? Did she come on a
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mission with a problem to solve? Did it concern the tension between the transference as
against a real relationship? How did she characterize the relationship? did she talk about
limits? social constraints? What had she concluded about the rules of being in therapy?
Question #2
What are the effects on the treatment of asking the patient and the therapist? To
answer this question, I attended for answers to the following subsidiary questions: How
did the patient first respond to participating? Did her experience of participating change?
Why? Why not? Did her experience of the therapist change? In what way did it? Did
her experience of the interviewer change? If it did, did this have implications in the
transference? Did participating change her attitude to being in therapy, to being in
research? I applied the same questions with regard to the therapist.
Question #3
How does any concordance or discordance between therapist's and patient’s
views of the relationship and of the process, relate to their senses that the treatment is
going well and to how well it might ultimately bejudged to have gone? Which
dimensions seem most important: technique? agreement on goals? the therapist's style?
his humanity or realness? the match? In considering these questions, I listened, in the
particular, for the following aspects: Did patient and therapist naturally attend to the same
things? If not, what did they attend to? Did they agree on their understanding of the
relationship? Did they feel well matched? Could I speculate on the match with the little
information I was obtaining? Were there blind spots? complementarity? What were the
effects? Did the patient and therapist see or care? Was either patient or therapist surprised
by the responses of the other to participating?
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Question #4
What are the conditions in which patients talk about their treatment with others,
especially with another clinician, with a researcher? Here, I listened or prompted along
the following lines: Why did the patient participate? Had the patient ever spoken to others
about her treatment? Had the patient every considered requesting consultation to the
treatment? Why or why not?
Question #5
What are therapists attitudes to the use of consultation (defined here as usually
one-time interviews conducted by a consultant with therapist and patient for the purpose
of facilitating a treatment)? Do they use it? I listened to or prompted therapists to discuss:
why they participated, whether they ever had considered or discouraged consultation,
whether they used supervision, and how the experience of being in this study compared
supervision or consultation.
Question #6
How can we improve on the ways in which we study the patient's subjectivity
and a dynamic therapeutic system? Can we use the researcher's countertransference to
this end? Questions I asked myself as I interviewed and reformulated were: 1) Did I
notice distinct countertransference reactions? If so, how successful was my use of
countertransference?
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS: THE ETHNOGRAPHY
Because I have already described the clinical context in which interviews were
conducted at the mental health clinic, 1 begin here with the ethnography (Phase II, Stage
1): interviews with private practice therapists. I have chosen to combine and discuss the
clinical pairs in Phases I and II because I believe the pairs from the two groups are
fundamentally comparable despite their differing settings inasmuch as the patients voiced
similar concerns to which therapists saw themselves responding.
In the Phase II, Stage 1, 1 ultimately interviewed in person ten respondents. Of
these, two from private practice volunteered to participate in interviews with clinical pairs.
Of the nine therapists I interviewed in Stage 1, six were psychologists (three female, three
male), three were social workers (two female, one male), and one was a psychiatrist
(male). (Counting the four research group participants from the mental health agency
with whom I met but none of whom I interviewed individually, there was a total of 14:
eight psychologists (four female, four male), four social workers (three female, one
male), and two psychiatrists (both male)).
Eight therapists who chose not to be interviewed at Stage 1 noted the reasons on
their response cards, such as: "Too busy," or "I'd like to, I’m really interested, but I just
don't have time." One wrote, "Interesting idea, but I don’t see how it can be done." The
therapists I interviewed ranged from the most conservative - rejecting participation in
interviews with patients with the view that the dyad was fundamentally private -- to the
most liberal, who described herself as long having regretted the lack of research on the
patient's point of view as an experiencing subject and as a consumer on the conduct of
psychotherapies.
Many therapists were circumspect about their motivations for volunteering to be
interviewed. They usually cited the desire to help graduate students as others had helped
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them in their own training. All said they supported the idea of psychoanalytic research
but most said they rarely found any way to apply what they learned to their clinical
practice. Commonly, they felt that the subtleties and particulars of their practice usually
were not captured by the research with which they were familiar.
At the same time, most seemed relatively pessimistic about the possibility of
devising a study that would address their concerns, such as matters of technique, the
often nonverbal material of clinical hours, issues concerning projective identification
(when the therapist experiences the affects of the patient that the patient has denied and
projected), abstinence, neutrality, and their stances with difficult patients. They believed
it unlikely that empirical methods could produce satisfying answers concerning such
complex, multidetermined phenomena. When I asked why, given these misgivings, they
had volunteered for these interviews, they often cited curiosity and two suggested a mild
interest in whether I might have devised a protocol that would address some of their
interests directly and effectively.
Although most therapists who volunteered seemed at least well disposed to the
possibility of such a study, one tried to dissuade me from conducting it among local
private practices. He believed it unwise to intrude on a private psychoanalytic treatment
in this fashion, especially because there was "no precedent" for such an intervention in
most treatments. How, he asked, could a patient make sense of a request from a therapist
or a letter in the waiting room but to experience it as just that, a request against which, the
therapist argued, the therapeutic relationship should be guarded?
He also cautioned that I should consider my own position, that I should not
jeopardize my professional standing in the community by exposing myself to criticism
and, further, "Who would volunteer for such a study?" He believed that the small-world
syndrome would or should inhibit therapists and patients from participating. He
staunchly defended the principles and practices of the psychoanalytic psychotherapy
relationship from a primarily object relations perspective: The dyad was private;
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projections in the treatment would already abound; there was no way to account for the
inducements to and pressures on either party for participating; not enough could be
learned from so short an exposure to the treatment about any of the issues 1 had posited;
nor could 1 expect to know much about the effects of the interview on the treatment, much
of which would take months and years to develop and emerge in the transference and,
indeed, might never be known or communicated in the treatment. Results might look
good in the short-term and turn out to have been fundamentally inimical to the process
over the long-term or vice versa.
Others who demurred agreed: It would be an imposition on the patient to
introduce the idea, to introduce anything new into the potential space. The therapist's job
was to reflect and respond to "what the patient brings in," an often used phrase, not to
establish an agenda for the patient as to what should be discussed or done.
Several who chose not to be interviewed with patients cited direct threats to their
practice, and the delicacy of treatments in which they were involved. One woman felt she
just couldn t afford" to disrupt even one of them, they were too tentative, these therapies
which, she felt, ten, even five years ago, would not have been so precipitous. She
attributed such shifts to the changing social climate; it seemed to her that patients were
more suspicious, more uncertain as to whether therapy could help them. Some years
ago, she recalled, patients entered the relationship more trustingly and with a respect for
therapists that probably was founded on an authority conferred by a society less
suspicious of or more willing to reward therapists. She said she had no proof of this.
When I asked her how much she felt her own uncertainties about her position might be
influencing her patients, she agreed. There probably was an effect, she said, patients
might sense that she was less confident, more worried. But she believed there was
enough in the news, in the culture to corroborate her observations. She described two
treatments, each of which had an on-again-off-again quality; the patients would leave for
a while, perhaps because of disappointment in the process but as likely citing minor
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circumstantial changes in their lives. They might as easily - apparently - return some
months later, relatively uninterested in the dynamic reasons for their desire to leave or
return, and equally unconcerned with matters of obligation or the benefits of regular
meetings. She attributed their disinterest to the prevalence of shorter-term therapies, to
financial pressures on patients, and to the falling status of longer-term therapies and
therapists. She concluded by saying, "1 believe I would be willing to take the chance (on
the research) but in this day and age 1 just can’t afford to do it. I've had patients leave for
much smaller reasons than this. Also, Tm not getting the referrals 1 used to."
Interestingly, few explicitly likened the study to the encroachments of other
parties, such as insurance companies or the courts, into the treatment. This issue had
been raised often in my early discussions with clinicians and students who may have been
more willing to object to the design while it was still in its formative stages. One therapist
in Stage- 1 interviews called the researcher a "bad object" but did not go so far as to say
that I or others like me would be just as bad as these other intruders. It is quite possible
that the ever-tactful therapists I interviewed were careful not to insult me directly with
such a likeness.
Many, perhaps diplomatically, took the it's-a-great-idea-but-not-in-my
-practice
stance, some going so far as to suggest alternative designs, such as wiring both
participants for galvanic skins responses. A (self-described) "very classical" therapist,
anticipating my description of the study, posed this idea (and requested second authorship
should I use it). At the same time, he adamantly refused to participate in either design
because he believed deeply in the "fundamental privacy of the analytic dyad." When I
asked him why he would suggest such a design if the work of psychoanalysis were
fundamentally private he told me that "(his) work was private, others (could) study theirs
if they wanted." He seemed comfortable with the double standard he held as to who
should subject whom to methods that were unacceptable to him. When I asked what
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objective data of this kind would contribute to his work he replied, "nothing," and
explained that it would merely advance the objective study of analytic processes.
Therapists* reasoning was often inconsistent. There were other, subtler cases in
which people made ethical arguments but finally, after considering the question for some
time and, I believe, getting more and more accustomed to and interested in the idea,
returned to, "But there is no precedent for it," or, "I think it could work if it were in the
culture, it's too bad it’s not in the culture." By the latter statement I believe this therapist
meant something similar, that there was no precedent for it in the treatment setting and,
further, that he felt unable somehow to contribute to change. It was surprising to me how
many of the therapists said something like, "I wish more of us were willing to do this,"
or its not in the culture, but perhaps if it were ..." or somehow invoking thejudgment of
others. These devices made it harder for me to question them about their choices, as
though the responsibility for making those choices lay elsewhere.
Two therapists (one of whom was not in the formal sample) were quite direct
about the power of social pressure. One said, "I bet you're going to find that people will
make their judgments on the basis of what they think their peers would think of them
even more than whether or not they think it's a good idea." Someone else, one of the
first local therapists to consider the idea, said, "It's probably something that people are
only going to be willing to do if their friends lean on them a little." He suggested that I
might ask people who know me to encourage their friends. Another therapist told me she
thought that people would not be willing to take the first step, but that there might be
safety in numbers. If I could find a way to guarantee to a group of therapists that others
would do it with them ..." It was "too small a world," as one therapist suggested, "why
not try a psychoanalytic institute, a psychiatric hospital?"
Some of the more theoretically driven objections to the design were based on the
integrity of the dyad. To intervene would make the unreal real, putting pressure on the
patient to account for phenomena that he might not yet be ready to do, such as aspects of
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the therapist’s behavior, the distinctions between history and current events in the
relationship, all of the phenomena which defined and filled the potential space in which
neither patient nor therapist need discriminate between the me and the not me (Winnicott,
1971 ).
One therapist invoked Bollas' dream metaphor predicting that the interviews
would disrupt the therapist’s ’’dreaming up’’ of the patient, injecting reality components
that would obscure or pervert the therapist’s unconscious experience so necessary to a
deep understanding of the patient. Generally, those therapists who emphasized the
mtrapsychic (as against the interpersonal) experience veered away from the interviews,
saying that the intervention would have to be a kind of acting out by the therapist - and
ultimately by the patient (for having invited the researcher and having accepted the
invitation, respectively) - which would demonstrate to the patient that the therapist was
somehow unable or unwilling to hold and experience the patient at the deepest level. The
interviews were feared to force the pair to make real for themselves aspects of the
relationship that should not yet be realized. I heard him to be saying that the interviews
would, in effect, force the potential space out of the treatment or the treatment into the
potential space.
As I understood it, for those therapists who saw themselves as working in or with
transitional phenomena, the interpersonal realm was one to which intrapsychic
phenomena occasionally leaked and to which the dyad directed their attention primarily
for the sake of maintenance and repair of the process. The predominant interest in these
treatments was in what arose from the patient in the service of true-self discovery and
exercise, making the interposition of a third an especially anomalous event, one which
would distract the patient from a process of uncovering that usually takes place in the
arms of a faceless other, the therapist, whose embodiment is itself only occasionally and
riskily evident. To move from the intrapsychic to the interpersonal/triadic would be to
deform the therapeutic space in a way inconsistent with the work being done in it.
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Further, it would force the patient to reckon with the reality of what lay between patient
and therapist, the reality of the therapist, and the reality of the external, intruding world
simultaneously, suddenly, and prematurely.
There were some therapists who described themselves as object relationally
oriented but with a somewhat more interpersonal stance. They were less fearful of the
damage interviews might do to the treatment. Although they were as conscious of the
hazards of acting out, they were more interested in the possible benefits of the interviews
and/or of acting out. They observed the commonness and utility of enactment in the
therapeutic process and suggested that the interviews would provide more grist for the
mill. Their main concern was whether or not patients would feel exploited by the
uninvited introduction of others into the treatment to an extent that would exceed their
capacities to work with it productively.
One therapist, cited earlier, described himself as "as classical as you can get." He
felt strongly that interviews would be destructive to a more classical treatment, which he
described as focused exclusively on the patient's experience as brought into relief by the
therapist s neutrality. He understood breaches of the therapist's neutrality as
opportunities to learn mostly about the patient's characteristic experiences; to do anything
more or differently would be to steal from the patient the opportunity to know himself and
to attract undue and ultimately unhelpful attention to the therapist. He worked
interpretively with the patient's experience of the analyst, conceiving of it as
fundamentally distorted.
There was little time available in (usually) one-hour interviews to describe the
theoretical underpinnings of the study sufficiently to ease participants' concerns and bring
them along in the process of adjustment to the proposal. Many mistook my interest in
their opinions and experience for naivete or a failure to consider the psychodynamic
complexities of the study. This turned out to be a significant impediment in some
interviews; when I did not summarize extensively, therapists would try to educate me or,
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hearing more about the study, might concede that I seemed to, "have thought about it
more than (he) originally thought." Two therapists responded in this manner to my
queries and avoided other questions regarding several of the more complex issues. Some
seemed unwilling to address the implications of a changing psychoanalytic sensibility
from an tntrapsychic to a more interpersonal or relational one, and therefore did not
entertain the importance or relevance of considering changes in empirical methodology.
Two told me they shared my interests but had decided against doing similar
research themselves. In one case, a therapist had judged that the political timing was not
yet right when he was doing his graduate work. He told me he wished he had attempted
it having heard my presentation of the study and regretted his decision, feeling that the
risk might have turned out to be worth it. Then, possibly to justify having rejected the
idea for himself, argued himself into a position against it.
Five, including those above, when considering similar interventions for clinical or
research purposes tended to talk about the idea as the gratification of a wish that most
therapists often have, to know what the patient might be withholding and/or how he, the
therapist, was inadvertently obstructing the process. These are fantasies that derive
naturally from an exploratory process and which may be motivated by all kinds of
countertransference phenomena, including the unconscious (and induced) inclination to
repeat with the patient the same traumas for which the patient sought treatment in the first
place. Therapists also have characteristic, some might say transferential (or possibly
temperamental) habits of their own that lead to intervening, such as a tendency to inquire
rather than wait, or to provoke the patient back to life from self-destruction or
withdrawal. (Beyond these reasons for intervening, though, and usually difficult to tease
from them are acting on the frustrations of a method that often seems inadequate to the
task, ignorance of all we have not yet learned about intrapsychic and interpersonal
dynamics, and pressures to accelerate the treatment — by families, courts, hospitals,
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patients themselves - from most of which we like to think we adequately protect
ourselves and our patients.)
Therapists had not acted on their interests in introducing a third, guessing that the
risks would outweigh the benefits, that they could not learn enough, partly because the
patient would be unable to express with sufficient clarity and subtlety, even to a third, a
level of awareness that often takes years to develop. But they also rejected what is to me
the more modest hope that patient or therapist could say or do something, anything, to
reveal information from which the two might learn of impediments to the treatment.
Although almost always polite, therapists' circumspection occasionally gave way
to indignation with which they challenged my assumptions or the design I was
proposing. The antagonism and suspicion were not surprising; I was suggesting an
intervention that some therapists are unlikely to welcome (for many of the reasons cited
above). Many seemed irked by the prospect of such a study, or, perhaps, at having to
defend their decision to reject it. Most therapists took an intellectual stance against the
interviews whereas relatively few therapists spoke to what I suspect must have figured in
the reluctance of many, that few were familiar with me and therefore probably lacked the
trust they would have required in order to agree to participate. I was surprised that none
of the therapists, with the exception of one woman, ever said anything like, "This is such
a delicate matter. I would be reluctant to participate without knowing (and therefore
trusting) you a lot better." A few, I suspect, started and ended with distrust of anyone
who would suggest such an idea.
No more than two therapists talked of their reluctance to participate for personal
reasons and they did so only after an hour of discussion. One therapist expected that he
would be self-conscious at first about exposing the work to a stranger to the process. He
acknowledged that this was a natural and common reaction to presenting clinical work but
that in this case it felt somewhat different, worse for some reasons and better for others.
He found comfort in the fact that the research would be a one-time exposure, that he
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would not have to wony about developing the therapy relationship in the sigh, of another.
and so, would feel less responsible for the ongoing mistakes he made. He expected it
would be worse for the knowledge that the inquiry was ultimately in neither his nor his
patients' interests, limiting his confidence that my decisions would be influenced by those
interests.
Very few talked, even when prompted, about their fears for themselves from the
interviews, objecting mostly on behalf of patients. Those who referred to their own
experiences as patients tended to be more open about the dyadic forces at work, including
their transferences and the ways in which they as therapists might obstruct the treatment
and the interviews. One, who ultimately decided to participate, recounted some of his
experiences in his own treatment of many years earlier and used this, first, as a means of
identification with his patients, and then, by way of identification with his analyst. It was
in moving between these two, trying to imagine how he as patient or he as his analyst
would have felt if a third "had entered the relationship" that he began to explore his own
reluctances and the issues more deeply. He noticed that he was afraid of looking foolish
or ignorant as a therapist or like he was doing a bad job, but, on the other hand, got
interested in "things he never said" to his analyst, things that he now came to see as
important to the relationship that he had withheld, assuming that they were somehow
inadmissible. He was sad about this missed opportunity and wondered what might have
been possible if he had challenged (what I have come to call) the rules of the relationship.
He saw participation in interviews as a chance for patients to reconsider those rules.
Others seemed to adduce their relationships with their own therapists as evidence
that research interviews such as these would be imprudent. One woman said, "it would
have spoiled something, maybe a feeling of trust that something could evolve. Besides,
even if I had wanted to, I don't think he would have stood for it." Her response led me
to wonder whether it was the patient's or her therapist's trust that was in question.
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Some seemed tom, to want to know more about the issues I was studying. Many
cited cases ot patients who might benefit and others who might be injured by interviews.
In one case, a therapist described a relationship with a patient whom she felt could make
good use of the interviews to help the patient understand and decide whether she was
entitled to continue in treatment. In this case, she speculated, the patient would have
experienced my interest in her process as an implicit endorsement of the patient's wish to
think of therapy as complex, at times subtle, and of far larger scope and possibility than
she, the patient, had previously allowed herself to think, having been stumbling on
matters of expense and against her own and others' cynicism about psychotherapy. This
patient had tentatively begun to express her longing for what she had begun to hope
therapy promised, yet feared that it would lead again to disappointment; she did not know
whether its difficulties predicted an inevitable failure.
This therapist had first considered participating as a patient herself, an idea that
had interested several other therapists, with some of whom I had spoken in the planning
stages and whom I did not interview formally. At the same time, she was considering
two of her patients with whom she had been working longest. She felt they could reflect
on their experience with some depth, having allowed themselves to consider her
important to them. They were now beginning to see the relationship as subject to similar
forces as others in their lives. When this therapist contemplated herself as patient as
subject, she did so very cautiously, concerned about confidentiality on the one hand, but
still drawn to the chance to talk confidentially with another therapist about some closely
held experiences. This woman ultimately decided against participating, saying that she
had come to think of the therapeutic relationship as too delicate for such an intervention. I
suspect her fears of exposure in "this small community" also deterred her.
I was interested in how I felt, sitting in the patient's chair in so many of these
offices, talking with these therapists of varying orientations. With the object relational
therapists, particularly the Winnicottians, I felt as if I was moving into a gentle place
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where we could play with ideas around which there was a firm, impenetrable barrier.
These therapists could respond easily to my invitation to speculate about the ideas
involved in the research and were forthcoming about their own experience of the
invitation to participate. They were willing to imagine the varying impacts on the patient
and to speculate about the possible transference-countertransference dynamics. At the
same time, I felt a distinct limit to their consideration - which they did approach more
willingly than others - as though their decision to consider was made possible by their
certainty that that was all they would do. The conversation took place for the purposes of
consideration only and the frame would remain unchallenged and unchanged. As one
man put it, "It’s too bad there is no basis in the culture (of the private practice of
psychoanalytic psychotherapy for this kind of study)" as though there were no possibility
of his influencing that culture. With the Winnicottians I found myself willing to consider
anything and to feel vaguely protected in a way that was almost romantic, simultaneously
sensing in these therapists a certainty that they would not be changed or influenced.
In relation to the more interpersonally oriented therapists, I felt an ideational
flexibility and interest similar to that of the Winnicottians but without the wall around it.
The space we inhabited together felt more palpable, the therapists themselves more
touchable. There seemed to be more movement and reality inside and at the edges of the
space and that these therapists cultivated that sense of immediacy. I felt the presence of
the other with all the comforts and irritations of that other. They were easier to find but
harder to ignore. What was most striking and what I had not anticipated was that I felt
these therapists were open to and interested in their own change in response to the other.
They talked about the study as though it were one in a range of encounters they had that
could influence them and their ways of practicing.
With the classical therapist I felt as though I were sitting in a pool of light,
listening to a voice beyond the perimeter in darkness. There was no space between, only
within. He asked that I question my experience and held his own opinions firmly,
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rejecting the notion that the cultural conditions of psychoanalytic psychotherapy had
changed sufficiently to warrant a reconsideration of technique.
From Control-Mastery therapists 1 sensed a certain toughness and an easy
comfort. They seemed readier for the whole enterprise, for talking to me, for
participating with their patients, for the notion that all parties to the project would be
capable of thinking and acting competently and independently. They questioned their
readiness less than other therapists did and seemed surer of their patients; they knew they
had already conveyed something to patients about autonomy and seemed to feel confident
that questions could be asked and answered with subtlety and complexity. I felt as
though 1 sat outside the capsule in which they sat; the therapy process, their patients, and
I could move easily around these therapists whose openness was set and protected. What
they would learn would be about patients, about the process, but they seemed to be sure
that they themselves would remain unchanged and that their participation would not
change the process.
From what I could tell, there was a moderate relationship between how quickly
therapists agreed to participate in Stage-2 interviews and whether they stayed in the
protocol. Of the group that I interviewed, two agreed readily to participating. One of
these dropped out when problems arose with her patient (described below), and the other
came to be involved in 4 sets of interviews with 4 different patients. Three others took
their time considering whether or not they would participate and I met with each twice
before one agreed and the others finally decided against it. Most others decided against it
within the hour. I should also say that three people I knew relatively well had
volunteered to be in the study or were interested in participating, one, as a therapist (who
had been on the mailing list), and two, as patients (without yet having consulted their
therapists). Because of my personal relationships with them, I decided not to pursue
these interviews. It is possible that those who knew me were more confident in the
procedure and in me or that they were merely being supportive, knowing our familiarity
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would exclude them. The one who volunteered to participate as a therapist had already
selected a patient; consequently, 1 believe this therapist's offer may have been bomfide.
In two cases, therapists considered patients with whom they had been working
for a long time, with whom they felt they had strong alliances, and whom they described
as compliant and likely to agree easily to participating. One therapist assumed that one of
her patients, because she, too, was a therapist, would want do so. At around the time
that these therapists asked or were to ask their patients, they were surprised by their
patients' noncompliance. I present these drop-outs because they shed some light on the
complex ways in which participation in interviews was used by therapists and/or patients
in the therapies.
In the first case, the therapist whose patient was also a therapist, the pair had been
working for over five years and had recently accommodated the patient's move out of
town. The patient elected to remain in treatment, returning once every other week for
sessions. The therapist told me she thought this would be an "ideal" treatment for my
purposes, they had established a hardy alliance and though they were not explicitly
planning termination she thought that it might not be far off. In referring to this patient,
the therapist said, "She is a therapist too, so I'm sure she would be interested in
participating
... We often talk about the fact that we are both therapists and share
experiences." She described the treatment relationship as having resolved toward
something close to collegial, with what I came to suspect might have been an attendant
loss of her availability as a therapist to her patient.
In my early conversations with this therapist I was struck by how quickly she
agreed to participating in clinical interviews. We began a conversation about the possible
dynamics at work in the treatment and her readiness to enter quickly into the agreement to
participate but our discussion in this first meeting was relatively superficial; she tended to
focus on the logistics of our meetings rather than on the conditions and impacts of the
procedure. I reminded her, as I did all therapists I interviewed, that I would not be
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accepting her decision about participating at our first meeting. (I did this to try to open
the field for exploring therapists' reasons for participating and their reluctances to do so
and to learn more about the context and reasoning of their decisions). I suggested that
she consider the idea on her own and that we meet again to discuss it further. She
canceled our second meeting and when we met again, reported that trouble had arisen in
the therapy. (She had not yet broached the study to her patient.) Her patient had for the
first time raised some concerns about the therapy relationship, concerns that the therapist
said were relatively new to their work. I suspected that the patient's move had been the
first sign of an unexpressed shift in their relationship and that the therapist's readiness to
involve me had something to do with the changing balance. This therapist chose not to
participate, surprised that difficulties had arisen with her patient. I believe she had missed
something important about their relationship (or about the study) and had decided against
introducing any new elements into the therapy until they had worked it through. I was
unable to learn enough about the specifics to feel confident about my inferences beyond
my sense that the interview had served a function in this stage in their separation at both
dynamic and concrete levels.
In the second case of patients selected by therapists, the therapist had worked hard
from the start to grasp what I was looking for and to find a way to be helpful in the
research. We met several times over the course of a year, twice in Stage 1 interviews to
discuss the study and once in Stage 2. When he decided to participate, he had a particular
patient in mind whose treatment had "been kind of stuck," a "compliant woman, a hard-
worker (who) does her work and often the work of others without getting any credit for
it, someone who has trouble saying no." He told me that he had been working with her
for over seven years, but that there had not been much movement in the therapy for
approximately two years. He asked his patient to participate. The patient refused.
In my conversations with him he expressed great puzzlement at this sudden turn
of events. After we had talked for a while and I asked about underlying forces at work,
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he began to reconsider and acknowledged his own unexpressed reluctance about the
protocol; he was afraid that the confidentiality of their participation would inadvertently
(and perhaps negligently) be violated. This was a man who, from the outset had "tried
hard to be supportive" of the research, "didn’t want to let (me) down," and who had
chosen a patient with whom, as it turned out, he seemed to identify, a woman who had
trouble saying no. Through our exploration in the interview, this therapist suggested that
it might have been his ambivalence that was being expressed and the refusal was at least
as much his as the patient’s. The patient, he said, had "picked up on it" and conveyed it
unconsciously or tactfully by rejecting an interview. At the time of my interview with
him, they had not processed the interaction further, partly because he had not begun to
recognize the dynamic aspects of his request and her refusal until his conversation with
me. It seemed likely that this enactment was occasioned by my intervention, and in turn
might have occasioned the exploration of an aspect of their dynamic which had not yet
been explicit between them. In this sense I saw the entire episode as two simultaneous
transference enactments, his and hers, on a point of identification, the difficulty of saying
no, which had blinded each to the other as a subject of analysis. This therapist ultimately
did choose another patient for the study, someone who was not yet working in the
transference and who, as this therapist acknowledged, was less likely to evince or enact a
transference conflict with the therapist or with me.
There was an interesting result concerning the theoretical orientation of therapists
who were ultimately involved in clinical interviews in both phases. Three of the five
therapists whose patients participated, from both the clinic setting and private practice,
were of a Control-Mastery orientation, adhering to the treatment principles set out in the
work of Joseph Weiss and Harold Sampson of the Mt. Zion Psychotherapy Research
Group. Two of these therapists participated because their patients had self-selected from
a pool of patients at the community mental health clinic, Phase I, where some therapists
subscribed to Control-Mastery theory and others had different (mostly object relational)
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orientations. From this clinic setting, five patients had volunteered. Of these, I
interviewed three and of these, two had Control-Mastery therapists.
Of the nine respondents in Phase II, all from private practice, two therapists
volunteered to participate in interviews with clinical pairs. One was a Control-Mastery
therapist who allowed me to place a letter in the waiting room to which four patients
responded, all of whom I subsequently interviewed. The other was a more object
relationaUy oriented therapist (described above) who asked two of his patients to
participate; the first demunred and the second agreed. Therefore, of the total of eight
patients I ultimately interviewed - three from the community mental health clinic, four
self-selected from a private practice, and one selected by his therapist from another private
practice — six patients were from Control-Mastery therapies.
Further, of the two therapists who were not Control-Mastery therapists, one,
from the community mental health clinic, did not participate in interviews, possibly due to
the litigiousness of her patient. The other therapist, from private practice, had chosen his
patient. One could say that of all the pairs, these two were the least voluntary; in one
pair, the therapist did not participate at all, and in the other, the patient had not
volunteered but had been selected by his therapist. (For a discussion of the implications
for a sample containing so many Control-Mastery therapies, see Chapter 9.)
I built in no objective means for corroborating whether the clinical techniques of
these therapists closely adhered to their principles of practice; I merely report their stated
orientations here by way of description. My subsequent inferences concerning how they
practiced are based on their statements about their interactions with patients, their patients'
descriptions of interactions with their therapists, and my experience of these therapists
and their interpersonal stances. Therapists' orientations are not the most important factor
under consideration here, except as discussed in the following section. Ultimately, what
I do focus on tends to be the patient's perceptions of the treatment and the therapist and of
the therapist's understanding.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS: THE PATIENTS
There are challenges in telling the tales of those involved in the therapy process.
It is so often the details that carry the essence of the relationship and the details that beg to
be told for the sakes of eloquence and concision. A relationship that may span years and
an almost inconceivable depth of experience comes clearer through the shared images of
the pair, yet to use these images in my account would be to do what some therapists
explicitly proscribed, exposing their experiences of their patients to their patients. This is
a more restrictive form of confidentiality than we are accustomed to accommodating as
researchers, that of protecting identities from other, uninvolved readers. In a survey of
patients alone, there is little likelihood that patients could recognize one another in what is
written about them. Here, the intimacy of the pairs makes each member easily knowable
to the other. These therapists have asked that I protea them and their patients from
identifying the therapist. Consequently, I will be discussing most case material
categorically across therapists and patients so as to avoid the identifying case-study
approach. Where possible, I will quote from my interviews with patients and therapists,
but will be unable to describe particular interaaions between certain pairs that would be
identifying. This constraint expresses the ultimate irony of the study: Even here in which
the focus is the relationship, the relationship must be shrouded. I see this as one of the
fundamental problems in our work with which the profession is currently grappling:
whether, when, and how much to show of ourselves to our patients.
The therapy relationship is a private produa to which the participants, themselves,
have only intermittent and partial access. In studying it I have been constantly mindful of
(indeed, would prefer to write about) what is not said and, more than this, of what may
not consciously be experienced by the participants at any given time but which lies in a
realm of their mutual creation, some of which neither may ever know or share. I do
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beheve that what happens in the therapy relationship is only potentially shared at a
conscious level, and is shared by means of a diligence, courage, and honesty of which
few are capable. What I attempt to describe here is the bare topography of this land, the
tools I used to enter the space and what 1 collected with a bucket full of holes.
I make no attempt to reproduce objectively the nature of the therapy relationships 1
studied. I understand them to be evolving forms, different from all angles and changed
by the light of inspection and the investigator herself. I will describe from my perspective
and, where possible, catch and note my influences, recognizing that there is much that we
will never know about my impact on these dyads.
In this process I had a representational function to the participants, and probably
did incorporealize fantasy elements for the therapist as well as the patient, becoming
someone who may unconsciously have played a part as unconsciously scripted by one or
both participants. It is likely that at one time or another I represented their Others, but in
other ways did not conform to expectations. Encountering a third probably did influence
the process; new material was evoked and the pace of the work may have been changed.
It may be that each participant reacted to me and to the process in characteristic ways from
which we can ultimately learn about their therapies.
I will be describing what I learned from patients (and therapists) from the two
most salient types of conditions in which they tended to volunteer for interviews: those at
what I call the transference threshold and those in a transference muddle. Three of the
eight fell into neither of these categories. I have chosen not to discuss their cases
explicitly here because their interviews did not bear as directly on the main questions that
motivated the study: how patients and therapists use and negotiate the tensions between
the transference and any real relationship they recognize and their dynamic uses of a third
to the treatment.
All of the patients discussed in this section responded to letters in their therapists'
waiting rooms and seemed to be acting mostly on their own interests and impulses. One
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or two said they were partly motivated by curiosity
.bout what their therapists would
allow into the treatment space, but they and the others soon disclosed concerns of their
own that seemed to predominate, leading them to wan. to talk about their treatments.
Four of the five patients stood at what 1 call the threshold of the transference
neurosis (shorthand: transference threshold). By this I mean that they had been in
therapy for long enough to suspect themselves and their therapists of a complication of
feelings about each other. To the patients, these feelings were increasingly confusing or
problematic and were becoming the focus of their interest but, in most cases, had no. ye.
been disclosed and analyzed with any regularity. These patients appeared to have
volunteered at a tumrng point at which some were considering (and may have followed
through on) termmation. Others appeared to be asking, 'Is this OK? Can a therapy
relationship tolerate these experiences? Is it safe to stay?' Almost none had yet learned
(or been told) that the therapy relationship itself is our most powerful tool for learning and
change.
There was one patient and therapist pair that I felt to be fully in what I call a
transference muddle. Their case was so compelling and so clearly articulated a
phenomenon I expected to observe that I have chosen to include it here, despite the
challenges of describing it discreetly. The transference muddle is the essence of the
midphase, in which both participants slog through a miasma of projections and
introjections, originating from both patient and therapist. It is a time when the therapist
has, in effect, become a member of the family, having become the object of the patient's
transference expectations. The traditional term for such a stage is the transference
neurosis, by which some also mean that the therapist has become the problem whereas
the patient's life outside of the therapy relationship begins to improve (Reed, 1990;
Renik, 1990). Change happens in the relationship and radiates or generalizes into the
patient's life. During this period the patient comes to experience the therapist as
unpleasantly similar to past objects and often begins to fear for the therapy; is it going to
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be just like all her past failures? Could she have found yet another lousy partner? One of
the challenges then, is to find a way to learn about the past through its reexperience,
reenactment, and working through in the present therapy relationship.
Recently, psychoanalysts have begun to focus on the therapist's role in
perpetuating the difficulties that can arise at this stage, in which they may reenact with the
patient what were once traumatic interactions for the patient with past objects. Therapists
do this because they find themselves feeling as previous objects felt in relation to the
patient or by identifying with the patient and playing to the patient’s enactment of their
parental roles (both functions of projection). Many feel that periods of blindness and
enactment from whatever source, including the therapist’s unresolved conflicts, are
inevitable and productive aspects of the work, are ways of knowing, as long as the
therapist can continue to stay connected to and communicate with the patient, enabling
one or both to grow from their difficulties. Of course, there is no guarantee that either
will be able to tolerate the anxiety or discomfort of such a period and be able to move
through what can often be mutual change. The therapy arrives at impasse when one or
both become stuck in a pattern of relating to the other. These are troubled times that can
lead to rupture and premature termination or to true transformation.
The following accounts are primarily from the patients’ perspectives and, where
possible, are corroborated by their therapists' accounts of the relationships. A discussion
of the therapists' experiences of patients is reserved for a later chapter to be reported and
discussed in a different format made necessary by the need to maintain the privacy of
therapists' experiences of their patients.
How Patients Spoke
The questions I had asked as I started this project ranged from the most
elementary, regarding the units of observation in which patients described their
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experience, to rather abstract, whether patients distinguished somehow between an
expected or imagined relationship and a so-called real relationship with their therapists. It
was unclear to most clinicians with whom I discussed the study that patients would be
able to respond at all on some of the dimensions in which I was most interested.
As it turned out, the interviews were quite mixed. Some patients spoke directly
and immediately to the more abstract aspects while others were barely able to accept the
notion that I was after what I claimed to be after, their experience of and ideas about the
treatment. What follows is a relatively schematic summary of what patients told me,
organized by the groups into which they fell, transference threshold or transference
muddle. In many cases patients in both groups spoke to the same issues. In later
sections, I will comment on the similarities and differences between transference
threshold and transference muddle patients. Ultimately, there will be further
consideration as to which of my original research questions were the ones most usefully
asked and how they might better be answered.
Most patients seemed quite uncertain about how to proceed in the interviews.
They seemed suspicious of me but to be unwilling to speak directly to that issue; when I
suggested that they might be feeling uncomfortable about this novel situation, most said
something like, "Well, I'm just not sure what you're looking for." My sense at the time
was that they were unsure of how to talk because few had ever spoken to others about
their treatments (by their own reports). They did not know what was called for because
the vagueness of the study aims as I described them left a great deal open to
interpretation, placing patients in a situation ripe for projection, an anxiety-producing
circumstance. They may have feared that I was not what I seemed; several assumed that I
would have spoken with their therapists about them already despite my assurances on the
telephone that I neither would nor could speak with their therapists until I received
explicit, written permission from patients. It seemed possible that some had heard of
deceptive psychological research and suspected that this, too, might be a trick somehow.
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One patient barely could believe that 1 was genuinely interested in her experience or that
she could have any insight into the process. She said, "1 don't know how 1 could
possibly be helpful, 1 just don't understand how they do it. How do they know what to
do (as therapists with me)?"
When many patients had difficulty talking, I elaborated on my original request that
they speak about their experience and ideas and suggested that they start with what most
mterested or puzzled them about their psychotherapy or with their current struggles in
therapy at the time of the interview. My prompts elicited a wide range of answers. Some
chose to focus at first on current life circumstances - a relationship with a partner, weight
problems - others talked somewhat more obliquely about what I came to see as the
therapeutic relationship. Some approached the issue by telling me how helpful their
therapists had been and how grateful patients felt to them, but then they would move on
to some form of discussion about the distance between them. Some referred to the
interpersonal dimension as that of warmth (or the relative lack of it). Another (Mary,
described earlier who worried that she would be labeled "mentally ill" as her mother had
been) talked about being seen into in a way that made her anxious, as though her mind
were being read before she herself had a chance to know it. One began our interview by
talking about a previous therapy from which a friendship with that therapist had resulted
and which sharply contrasted with her current treatment which she experienced as cooler
and more professional. She seemed interested in the contrast and unsure how to think of
it, then circled round to telling me that she was beginning to suspect she would have to
terminate her treatment in order to find a job out of town (this patient is presented in more
detail later). Another patient who was most openly and expressly concerned about the
relationship told me he felt misunderstood and unloved and occasionally feared that he
would have to become his therapist's therapist.
Some patients chose to talk first about their life circumstances and tended to
describe their therapists in global, respectful terms, such as being "very professional" or
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"reliable." They were quite interested in the notion that they, the patients, might have
anything at all to say about their experience of their therapists or to their therapists about
that experience, but were unsure how to talk. In one instance, my invitation to a patient
to consider the effect of my behavior on her both deepened and intensified our
conversation as well as her understanding of the therapy relationship:
The patient, whom I will call Margaret, was a health professional. She had been
in treatment for four years with a psychoanalyst and had begun her seventh year in
treatment with her current therapist. She began to talk about what had come to be a
serious weight problem. She had made almost no improvement with respect to this issue
in either of her treatments. She reclined with her eyes closed during most of the interview
and spoke deliberately and with little emotion until I pointed out a parallel between her
impassive response to my lateness to the interview and how, as she was telling me, she
minimized the ways in which others disappointed her. She sat up smiling in her chair,
opened her eyes and began to talk animatedly, soon moving the conversation to her
therapist. She finally observed that she experienced her therapist in some ways as similar
to members of her family, especially her mother. When I asked her whether she had ever
discussed this with her therapist she told me she had not and seemed genuinely surprised,
as though the prospect had never occurred to her. Later, when I asked Margaret's
therapist whether it was possible that the transference was unfamiliar to the patient after
1 1 years of treatment, the therapist told me that Margaret had not yet shown much interest
in it.
A continuing question for me through the interviews was the degree to which I
should test the level at which patients began to speak. Because I know my approach to
have been inconsistent across patients, pushing more with some than with others, we can
see here only a range of patients' degree of openness rather than strictly an indication of
what they chose to discuss. As in the example above, my experiments not only affected
what patients told me but may have influenced what was available in the therapies.
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Patients at the Threshold
Of the original four (female) threshold patients, one had notified her therapist
before our interview that she would be terminating; one, that she would probably
terminate; a third decided sometime after her second interview with me to end her
treatment. The fourth continued in treatment. Rather than present each of the four
transference threshold patients in detail and enumerate what arose from each set of
interviews, I have chosen to present two: the one who would probably terminate and the
one who decided later to do so. These were the two participants most involved in their
interviews with me and most forthcoming and articulate about their experience.
The histories of these women lack detail but contain enough of the specifics -
regarding character and circumstance - to illustrate the most salient phenomena of the
group as a whole. However, these patients do not represent all transference threshold
patients in the following respects: They made stark comparisons between their previous
and current treatments, not all did; they ultimately chose to leave treatment, not all did;
they were able to verbalize their expectations and fears of their therapist, not all could;
they stood the most precipitously at the threshold, whereas one had passed it and opted
out and the fourth was just approaching it.
As it happens, these two women shared a therapist and could be seen in some
ways to have experiences of her in common. I must emphasize, though, that they can in
no way be seen as representative of this therapist's patients as a group nor of all
hypothetical transference threshold patients. The remaining two patients of the four I saw
from this therapist's practice (not all of whom are transference threshold patients) were
quite different. Briefly, one volunteered for what I came to see as witnessing, she
seemed to want a third to observe her improvement. The other was approaching the
threshold slowly and her therapy far more passively. She used our meeting as a way to
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propel herself into the question and seemed to draw energy from our meeting and to
employ it tentatively in her search for her therapist.
The following accounts are compiled from my conversations with the patients and
complemented by my conversations with their (shared) therapist. I observed examples of
most of the phenomena in my interviews with Margaret and with Mary (cited earlier) but,
due to the complexity of the material and the special urgency of the patients who follow, I
will present only these: I will call the first patient Susan, the second patient Lila, and their
therapist Dr. B.
Susan responded to a letter in her therapist's waiting room asking for volunteers
interested in talking about their experience of and ideas about their ongoing therapies. In
our first phone conversation she sounded genial and competent and spoke with the
flourish of someone enjoying the language and accustomed to attracting people with her
spontaneity and informality. She was a business-woman, and seemed accustomed to
putting others at ease and attending to their concerns. She quickly positioned herself as a
peer but with deference.
She asked me toward the end of our phone conversation, in which we had
concentrated mostly on general information and scheduling, whether I thought the
interviews might aid the therapy that she had found helpful but confusing at times. She
was especially concerned that I not portray her to her therapist as primarily critical,
noteworthy to me given the care she took to express her gratitude to and appreciation of
her therapist.
Early on in the in-person interview Susan began to talk about a previous therapy.
I had asked about her reaction to seeing my letter in her therapist's waiting room. After
an excursion into her intellectual interests in psychology, she stopped "rambling" and told
me that this was not her first therapy, that she had been in therapy once before. Although
her manner had been affable, almost breezy, and had moved associatively from one train
of thought to the next, she settled on this subject definitively. As we talked about her
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previous therapy, there was uncertainty between us until I named it, that of whether the
previous treatment was a "fair" subject.
. soon learned of her concern about fairness, tha,
she used it to keep things neat but with paradoxical effect; her efforts to gmm both her
therapists every leniency had the effect of highlighting their infractions.
Susan told me that she had chosen her first therapist (whom she did not name)
when her marriage was dissolving, when "(she) was dissolving." She emphasized how
important it had been and continued to be to her to find someone who would genuinely
"delight in (her), to really care about (her)." She suspected early in the treatment that the
therapist was at least potentially available in this way when he discontinued their work
after two sessions citing "multifarious reasons" (her words) that she could not recall
precisely. She sensed at the time that it was due to "an inappropriate attraction" between
them. This was soon borne out in the treatment which he agreed to resume after she had
petitioned him with a 25-page letter.
She often wrote to him between sessions, her way of "squeezing in an extra
hour," and railed against the limits of the treatment, the 50-minute, once-weekly hours.
She exerted what she called "merciless" pressure on him to tell her "what he thought,
how he felt, rather than "merely reflecting back." She soon found that he was
responding to her but the relationship devolved into a friendship instead of shifting into a
more intersubjective therapy. The therapist finally terminated again after two years but he
continued to visit Susan at her home, visits which Susan called "friendly and nonsexual."
It was not until Susan began her second treatment almost two years after the formal end
of the first one that Susan suspended her first therapist's drop-in visits. Dr. B had come
down hard (by both their accounts) on the behavior of the first therapist; as Susan put it,
"We talked about this and how totally inappropriately she thought this guy had behaved,"
which prompted Susan to end their contact altogether. In Susan's words, "I think we
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(Susan and her previous therapist) crossed the line, actually, and developed a friendship
and that s part of why I withdrew from the therapy."7
In some ways Susan seemed to have found Dr. B's clarity helpful, but, Susan
"was not about to talk (with Dr. B) about all the stair things that happened in (Susan's)
first therapy ..." My sense was that Susan was still clinging to what had been important
to her in the first relationship, a feeling she had possibly been "loved for who (she) was."
These feelings were clouded by her suspicion that she had ultimately been used, but not
without some confirmation that to know her was not necessarily to abandon or neglect
her, at least not in the ways her mother and father had done; here, according to Susan, her
first therapist had come to know more of her than she felt any others yet had and had
shown genuine concern for her. Susan said she felt unable to discuss the first treatment
with Dr. B because of the stand she had taken against it and because Dr. B's "style" was
so different from her first therapist's.
At first, Susan talked about Dr. B in professional terms, with respect and
gratitude. Her praise sounded appreciative, if somewhat formal, and was quite specific;
Dr. B had helped her to cut through some fuzzy thinking and had "been there for her":
had, in contradistinction to her previous therapist, been a reliable, helpful presence
"without her own ax to grind."
Susan told me and Dr. B that the breakdown of the first therapy relationship had
been her fault, that her unremitting pressure and possibly "the force of her personality"
(Dr. B's words) had been his downfall. She still held herself responsible and compared
him favorably to Dr. B (that is, about equal in importance to her) from whom she said she
did get more feedback ~ which she appreciated -- but of whose attachment she seemed
less confident. Susan wondered aloud whether Dr. B would continue to see her and to
"be on her side" if Susan were no longer able to pay the $80/week fee.
7 To underscore: It had been the therapist who had formally terminated. Here, Susan refers to
"withdrawing from the therapy," indicating confusion, at least, as to what constituted the therapy.
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Interestingly, Susan had created conditions in which this hypothesis might be
tested, had quit her job "precipitously" (her therapist's opinion) and was no longer
collecting a salary by the time Susan and 1 met that summer. She never quite allowed the
experiment to commence, quitting therapy before she had a chance to discover whether
Dr. B would accommodate her and whether she, Susan, could tolerate and make use of
her therapist's generosity.
Susan’s sudden action to quit her job suggested a watershed to me. She had
worked hard in her second treatment to "behave herself to keep herself from "abusing"
Dr. B and her "emotional energy" but seemed plagued by a feeling of disconnection from
Dr. B who had been working more cognitively with her than had her first therapist and
whose motivations for attachment to Susan seem unfathomable to her. Why, in a world
in which "everyone has his or her own ax to grind," would someone be interested in her
if not for her sexual favors, her caretaking, or her money? Susan had also been
increasingly aware of feelings about Dr. B, such as suspicions of her therapist's
disapproval, for which Susan feared there would be little place in the therapy. Susan had
hoped to find a therapy relationship clean of complication in which they could "cut to the
chase, get to the heart of the matter." She already knew the detriment of a treatment in
which the interpersonal got out of hand.
Susan attributed her decision to end her current treatment to her inability to find a
suitable job in the area. My impression was that she had gradually allowed the job-search
to draw her from the therapy into which a well of painful material had sprung through her
dreams. Susan would come to each (especially recent) session with a catalog of
frightening or disturbing dreams on bits of paper from the previous week. Often there
would be little time to do more than describe the dreams, a pattern which would have
contributed to what I believe were Susan's growing fears that her problems and feelings
would overwhelm her and Dr. B. Occasionally, Dr. B suggested that they concentrate on
one or another dream to what seemed (to Dr. B) to have been minimal interpretive effect
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With the exception of a small category of dreams that Dr. B interpreted in the transference.
This was an as yet rare move in the treatment, according to Dr. B, little work had been
done in the here and now. Susan told me that she had at first rqected the notion that a
dream could relate to her therapy or, even worse, might represent her therapist as a dark
figure, but over a period of months Susan came to agree with Dr. B that the connection
made sense. Susan’s interest in the transference seemed to grow as she judged whether
to leave the treatment. She seemed to both suspect and fear that her decision to leave
related to the therapy itself. She returned to the subject several times in our conversation,
and seemed frightened by the correlation. As she put it: "Does everything have to be
about the therapy?" a gross exaggeration of her therapist’s attributions, by her and her
therapist's accounts.
Interestingly
,
as Susan s acceptance grew of the transference elements in her
experience, her attachment to Dr. B seemed to loosen and the treatment began to lapse.
Susan sustained the possibility of its continuation until the last month, that of her
therapist s vacation. It struck me at the time that there had been little acknowledgment of
the importance of her therapist's upcoming absence - Susan laughed at the possibility
that the hiatus would occasion any anxiety ~ and that Susan may also have been
struggling with the recognition of her dependence on her therapist at a time when she
would have to have taken what would have been an unusual step for ha-
,
settling for a job
in the community, a clear acceptance of the primacy of her attachment to Dr. B. Susan
worried aloud whether she should interpret Dr. B’s suggestion that Susan stay in
treatment to mean that Dr. B "thought she was a basket case."
Susan was interested in how treatment worked. She energetically asserted that it
must only be possible when someone "can focus on you completely without their own
stuff getting in the way," but then she added regretfully as our interview ended and we
were taking a break before testing:
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^ ^dividual is so different and so complex, it’s amazing to meet themere they are; you really have to, it seems, like, a therapist really has to stenout of herself or himself to meet them where they are. It’s a head-scratcher^every person who comes in the door. y atcher,
Susan’s wistfulness seemed to belie her praise of Dr. B in which Susan had
depicted her as a conscious, clear-thinking stalwart who never changed and always stood
her ground. Instead, Susan's sadness betrayed a longing to be approached, for someone
to demonstrate a sincere and particular interest in her. She told me she sought for
evidence in her therapist of a willingness to bend the rules, "to do something human," to
come off her mark. Her previous therapist may have done the latter to the neglect of the
former, his responsible and qualified use of himself. I wondered whether Susan was
having difficulty using Dr. B without more affective evidence that Dr. B was willing to
involve herself with Susan. In a crude but meaningful way, Susan's first therapist had
sought and cared about her despite knowing her better than anyone had yet come to do.
Susan told me at the end of our meetings that she thought I would be a good
therapist, that I cared about my patients and asked good questions. I believe she was
saying that she experienced with me a feeling that she needed to feel with a therapist in
order to know that she has chosen the right one, a warmth as well as a willingness to
explore that did not feel exploitative. It felt to me that Susan was looking for evidence
that she was appreciated for who she was yet knew that she needed help to change and
hoped that someone would stand firm enough to help her do that.
Susan terminated the therapy in the late summer, two months after my interviews
with her and her therapist had ended. She asked Dr. B for a referral to another therapist
in the city to which she was moving who would be willing to hear from Dr. B, so as to
be "up to speed," a request which, though reasonable, seemed to emphasize the cognitive
aspects of their experience, what could be transmitted as data, as against the more
emotional and regressive aspects of the relationship. Perhaps Susan was hoping that she
could avoid what she may have experienced as backsliding into a dependency on
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someone whom she could not quite trust would be sufficiently immediate or devoted. My
sense was that Susan used the interview to decide how much she could expect her
therapist to be involved with her while exercising sufficient self-control with her to be
helpful.
* * * * *
Lila, a social worker, was openly curious about her experience of her therapist
and her recognition of her own assumptions about therapy. Lila’s training was not
primarily psychodynamic, although I believe she was superficially familiar with
psychodynamic constructs. She used the interviews to more deeply consider her own
reactions to the psychotherapy process. I quote from her because she speaks directly and
clearly to several issues that concerned most patients: what therapy was supposed to feel
like, the rules of being in therapy, the therapist’s humanity, and the appropriateness of
feelings about and dependence on the therapist.
Lila had been in treatment with her therapist for approximately eight months. She
had been in five shorter treatments before, some of which she had terminated when she
had changed jobs and health insurance, others of which she had ended when she became
dissatisfied with the therapist for one reason or another. She complained of at least two
of these who had given her homework and advice that she felt unable to use. She talked
with longing of her previous therapist, a "warm and caring woman" who held her therapy
sessions in front of the fireplace. Lila recalled once seeing her on the street carrying a
child piggy-back and wished "for a mother like that." Lila ended that treatment with a job
change, saying she could not afford to continue, given the new, lower salary she was
earning. Lila was able to say to me that at that point she had not yet been able to feel that
she deserved more.
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More than any of the patients I interviewed, Lila seemed to be trying to decide for
herself what she could expect the therapy to look and feel like and appeared to be most
affected by our conversations. Early in the interview she was jolly and joked often, but
commented on her own behavior to me, noting that she had developed her manner to
"avoid confronting the harder stuff." She told me how she had once said to her Dr. B, "I
want my mother to hold me and tell me everything's all right," and that Dr. B had
responded, "Well, but it's not all right, and it can be all right but it's not all right now,
and sometimes a mother has to be the one to say that." Lila attributed her willingness to
"look at some of the issues" to her therapist’s straightforward, no-nonsense approach
with her, and how she had not let her terminate some months before on the pretext of
having lost her mental health insurance. Lila said she was grateful to her for taking
herself and Lila seriously (a point on which they both agreed) which Lila said had rarely
been done with her before. As our interview proceeded, Lila's mood darkened and,
through the testing phase, especially at the Rorschach and TAT, sank dramatically to
sadness and anxiety (demonstrated in images of blood which recurred from one card to
the next and which plagued and confused Lila). It seemed that the testing had pushed
open a door in her that she had been unwilling to open for some time.
At the time of our second meeting, Lila called to cancel, telling me that she had
been "in crisis" and that she was willing to meet again but not for a few weeks. She
would not meet me at my office at the University but accepted my offer to come to her
home. By the time we met again it was three months after our first meeting and after my
meetings with her therapist. I had feared that Lila might not agree to a second interview
after all and I decided to conduct my second interview with her therapist.
Much had happened in the previous months. Lila had applied for two jobs and
had been offered each of them which she told me had been exciting and rewarding. At
the same time, she acknowledged that one of her problems had been that "every job has
let me leave just when it's getting uncomfortable." She likened this to the ways in the
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past that she had "sleazed out" of things, rather than confront the hard issues. On the
other hand, she had stepped up to a job from a position at which she had been
underemployed, was now earning more money, and had responsibility more consistent
with her experience and competence. She had begun to talk more openly about her
feelings with others, including making an anonymous call to an Emergency Services
hotline when she was feeling overwhelmed about the job decision and her therapist was
on vacation. The anxiety had arisen during a series of her therapist's absences. The
sense I had as I listened to Lila was that our interview had stimulated a great deal in her.
hopes for something better for herself and a longing to be held firmly as she grew and
sought what she needed. This was confirmed when, after I had run out of audiotape and
we had started to leave, she told me of what she most wanted from her therapist and
believed she could have had from her previous therapist: to be hugged. I asked Lila
whether she had ever talked with her therapist about this, she told me she had not.
Within a few months, after her therapist had returned to her regular schedule, Lila
again asserted her intention to leave the treatment because her new job did not cover the
therapy bills. She terminated.
Lila's therapist was quite puzzled at this turn of events and it was here for the first
time and as we were ending our final meeting that she acknowledged the interviews might
have influenced Lila to leave treatment. I agreed, but was not sure about the mechanism,
nor was I sure that Lila had in fact wanted to leave the treatment. As I saw it, the
interviews had awakened in Lila a longing for and consciousness of her attachment to her
therapist that both emboldened and frightened her. Though Dr. B had caught on to Lila's
fear that Dr. B would leave without providing for Lila's care in her absence (and had
provided a back-up contact whom Lila did call), I believe she may have underestimated
the power of the feelings that had arisen in Lila and her need to be held through them. As
in the other cases of transference threshold patients, I believe this therapist may have
underestimated the degree and extent (to a physical longing) of attachment that the patient
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had already formed and that her therapist misread Lila's second attempt to terminate -
using the same excuse that they had debunked earlier - as her determination to leave.
Lila may have sought to hold her therapist to a new standard, a strong attachment of her
own to Lila. Had her therapist demonstrated a strong, feeling commitment she might
have been the person Lila sought for the work she next had to do. Her therapist reported
to me that Lila had terminated with the intention to return to her previous therapist who
was now covered under Lila's new health insurance. Perhaps Lila was going for that
Transference Threshold Phenomena
In the following section, I will draw heavily on my conversations with Lila and
Susan and less so on interviews with Margaret and Mary, also transference threshold
patients. Although some of the following categories may at first appear to apply only to
certain patients - because they contain examples from only one or another patient - they
do not. Rather than supply multiple examples from each patient for each category (which
I could have done for most categories) I have chosen to limit the number of examples so
as to allow a sense of the narrative within interviews to develop. While this can convey
the impression that interviews across patients had less conceptually in common, it does
allow some of the subtlety and continuity within interviews to come across and may make
it easier for the reader to imagine the interpersonal tone of the interviews and to draw
inferences. To this end, categories are organized so as to underscore their conceptual
relationships rather than by applicability to one or another patient or otherwise. What is
immediately evident across categories is that transference threshold patients did have
characteristic concerns in the interviews deriving from their uncertainty about the therapy
process -- how extensive and intensive it might become — and from their hesitation to
include their therapists in their internal family, so to speak.
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What's Helpful
Susan came to the interviews with a list of things to say and used the following
metaphor:
LJS ano^er thinS 1 wanted to say is that (pause) it's, what happens withme and problems are that, somebody told me this image once, I didn't think ofthis image, I spin through something and when I get to the same point orwhen I get to a point where I still don't see a solution I file it or 1S on ft or Iput it aside or something like that. What's extremely helpful for me about
therapy, particularly therapy with Dr. B is that it gets pulled back out of thehie drawer and looked at and usually a much more simple view of it or
perspective can be taken in the therapy, often surprisingly simple.
All transference threshold patients cited their therapists' helpfulness in clarifying
their thoughts and feelings and talked mostly about new information they had gained
about themselves. They were grateful to their therapists for emboldening them to
consider themselves and their own desires despite the daily pressures on them to conform
or capitulate. Few refenred to their own symptoms with much specificity beyond saying
that they were "less depressed." Their understanding of the process, then, was still
fundamentally cognitive, seeing change as arising almost exclusively from verbal learning
and understanding. None described their therapists as parental figures beyond the
recognition that they were helpful mostly to the extent that therapists differed from
patients' parents. The creeping possibility that their therapists might, in some ways,
resemble their parents or that they, the patients, might experience them similarly was
disturbing and in some cases, possibly disruptive. Most were not yet conscious of the
therapeutic relationship itself as a form of memory and an opportunity to learn.
All talked in one way or another about the importance of their therapists’
reliability. One patient, Mary, whose therapist found it necessary to cancel some sessions
and come late to others, worked hard to ignore her own anger about this, wanting to
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believe in her therapist as reliable and interred. The notion that she, Mary, might be
angty, about these breaches was a problem to her. It was as though she needed to think of
her therapist as dependable rather than respond to the ways in which she was not. Of
course, the opportunity to explore the transference is equally important, if not more so,
but to Maty, the inconstancy may have put her past the point at which she could have
tolerated it.
Love and Confrontation
In our second conversation, Lila told me of her earlier, unsuccessful attempt,
prior to our interviews, to terminate with Dr. B:
L: I said, and I thought I did pretty well because I got this really socially
acceptable reason for it, for getting rid of therapy.
I: That s what you said the last time (earlier in the conversation). That you
thought you had gotten a socially acceptable
...
L: Yes, and she said well it's socially acceptable everywhere but in this room,
and I was like, woooo, nailed, I've been nailed, umm, anyway, and I said, it'
was really funny because, well funny, it was really strange because it was
just, like, not what I wanted to hear, you know, and I said to her, and it was
like a reflex, I said, you know, I want my mother, she said what do you
mean? I said I want somebody who's going to hold me and say everything's
all right and she said, but it's not all right and it can be all right, but it’s not all
right now, and sometimes a mother has to insist that people do what is maybe
hard for them to do and I said, nobody has ever done that to me, I have
sleazed my whole life out of situations that I didn't want to be in and certainly
this, the job situation is a perfect example, companies keep hiring me and then
they keep letting me change jobs, when it gets too uncomfortable in the job
that I have. ... I related that story to a couple of my friends, who I happen to
work with, and they said, boy, she’s good, you better keep her, she knows
you.
(She talks about having joined a health club that she describes as having a
caring, supportive environment for young and old and says:) "They don't
want just your, just want your money, they want you."
It was very important to Susan and Lila that their therapist was willing to exert
some pressure on them. Both patients (and Margaret and Mary) were clear that they did
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not merely want to be gratified (my word) but that they needed someone to be clear and
tough with them. All four patients were grateful when their therapists confronted them
(with some exceptions) and several referred to the challenges as evidence that their
therapists cared and were willing to stick with them through difficulty.
Susan described her search for a second (her current) therapist and what she had
found:
S: I was looking for someone insightful who would not be put off by mv
cou}d kind of cut through some of that. I think part of the problem
with the first therapy was that I spun these tales, I told these philosophies,
you know. I did all this stuff which was more interesting to the therapist than
urn, I don t know, that he was able or that his style was such that he could
say Are you aware that that doesn’t agree with this" you know I need that I
need someone to just kind of say, "but this!" instead ofjust reflecting back in
a very sensitive and caring way, which I get from Dr. B, much more direction
and observation which I've asked for.
All of the transference threshold patients reported their respect and appreciation
for their therapists' honesty. Patients saw these as evidence of care and courage. No one
complained about whether their therapists were wrong.
Transference as Obstacle
To me, evidence of the mid-phase is in beginning to accept the fact of the
transference, not easily done nor a single act. Susan entered the interview and,
apparently, her two treatments with her own understanding of the transference, a term she
had heard but defined idiosyncratically. It was she who brought up the word,
transference, and seemed to be thinking of it as erotic feelings that would inevitably
impede the work, a reason to end the treatment.
S: I told her I thought it (therapy) was great! I just couldn't afford it any more
(the previous therapy). That was the primary reason (to terminate), was the
matter of cost. There was another problem too, a strong transference issue
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with the man that I was
the second time around.
seeing. I purposely sought a woman as a counselor
It was something I just couldn't deal with.
I* Transference is a term. How was the ...?
S: What do I mean by that? Well I was falling in love with my theraDist and it
h^PainrU 1 !hought ’ my God, 1 can't even focus on myself herebecause I m already - because these are some of my ideas - falling in love
tth people who are unavailable, who are ridiculous! they're married! What's
!hdnTrnm
Wlth 1
^
anted to be in a Nation in which at least that issuedidn t co e up for me. Being with Dr. B is like a cut to the chase, let's get tothe heart of some of these problems. e
I: How did you deal with, you call it a transference issue, how did you deal
with it in the previous therapy?
S: I call it a transference issue as a handy phrase to say that does happen a
way to excuse myself for the feelings I felt were not good. One of the issues I
have are (sic) being a bad person.
Limits
In the sense of both the frame and the interpersonal field, most patients seemed to
be struggling with the nature of limits in therapy. Susan spoke to the issue of limits in the
frame most succinctly in the following exchanges:
S: She said. What if I had said to you (something about: "You come and get
to know me and we'll be friends — relating to the previous therapist") (TAPE
REVERSES, there is a short ellipsis) it would be ridiculous! and of course
I'd just met her so that was easy to say and she said those limits are here for a
reason and we talked a little bit about why as I recall and about my
understanding of what that was about and have since been much better about
being able to understand it and accept it so I hustle my stuff out as fast as I can
I: Oh, out of the room?
S: No I try to throw out ... For instance -- I'm all over the map here - I've
always recorded my dreams since I was six or something but now I dream
prolifically during therapy. That's one of the big things that happen to me
during therapy so I can spend most of the 50 minutes discussing dreams and
what I attempt to do is come in with all these scraps of paper with all the
dreams on them and throw them all out and talk about all of them and then
figure out which one's the most important to me and what the images are and
the meeting is long since over and I've gotta go. And I've got more the next
week and the next week.
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I: Was that true in your first therapy too?
S: As I recall there were a lot, but because I wrote extensively in between in
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about how totally inappropriately she thought this guy had behaved
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tt (the letter) to him and he'd read it in the interim. (Yes)And you don t do this with your current therapist.
S: No. I thought that would be abusive of me.
I: So that had shifted for you.
S: I felt, I really felt that to honor, that there was a reason for the fifty minutes
and the weekly meetings and I needed to behave myself and honor and not
fight, I learned, I really, I felt I'd taken advantage of this person’s (her first
therapist's) time. And emotional energy.
In this section it is evident that Susan is struggling with what she has come to
learn about limits by reading about therapy ~ to which she had referred elsewhere in the
interview - from her second therapist's judgments against her first therapist, and from
her own experience of limits. She denies her own hostility about them (as she says
elsewhere in the interview, "I'm not some ax-murderer!") and does not quite recognize
consciously that limits make the expression of aggression safe and therefore possible.
At the same time, Susan observes that something improved with her therapist's
willingness to read her letters in between hours: "And I wrote to him a lot, actually, in
between therapies, in between meetings, and I think it helped a lot because one of the
other problems I had had, less so now but still to some degree, was that I cannot stand
the time limit." She explained that this made something possible for her when the time
limit almost prohibited her (as she experienced it) from making a connection with him.
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him t0 lau§b - My brother says in his therapy he's likeSeinfeld and his therapist is (she pantomimes a stoneface) "So whenare yougoing to get to the real issues"-kind-of-thing. I remember when I made thatguy laugh, it was like yes. I wanted someone to delight in me to really care
about me. J
I: And it felt like he didn't care?
S’ be cared but I just wanted more. I came to want, because he and I
clicked in a number of ways, I guess I didn't want it just to be a
therapist/client thing even though I knew perfectly well that it was against my
best interests. I think we crossed the line, actually, and developed a
friendship and that's part of why I withdrew from the therapy/8
I: Developed a friendship in the therapy?
S: Yes. And I know the person outside as well. So I think the boundaries
were ... Friends! So it was clear to me and clear to him, an agreement that
we made together really, that the closer I got to him and he to me, the less it
felt ... and it was me! I know it was me pushing and pushing and pushing at it
unconsciously and consciously.
I: Well, what do you mean when you say it was you?
S: Well I'm sort of merciless, I don’t stop. I feel I pushed him in terms of
that . . to try to make him laugh, to try to get a human response when that
wasn't the agenda. And I can see why I wanted to do that was because it was
a safe place in many ways to try that stuff out. I had been a goody-goody
student, my parents had divorced when I was 14, my mother was seeing all
kinds of people that were highly unacceptable to me. My father had
abandoned the family, abandoned me, abandoned all of us, we don’t see him
for decades at a time. So I became a highly straight-laced and soldier-like
individual and married a man I'd met my freshman year in college who was
very safe and not likely in any way to be developing a, oh how do I put it? to
risk any of what's really inside me getting exposed. So I guess looking back
on it now part of what I doing was trying on that self with a man in therapy.
A backslash (/) denotes an interruption.
theThemnT
81 ^^ 10 °Ut What Was accePtel>le and figure it out in
When I asked Susan whether either of her therapists had invited her to discuss her
experience of and speculations about the causes for limits, she told me they had not. She
said that her first therapist had merely attempted to deflect her inquiries about him or
would capitulate and, for example, read what she wrote. On the other hand, Dr. B’s
judgments against the excesses of her first therapy had convinced Susan how to
"behave." Susan took few further risks that occasioned analysis. I suspect that what
Susan felt to be an omission to explore the transference elements in her experience of
limits and to discuss more explicitly the stance that each therapist had taken had left Susan
feeling abusive in the first case (of the therapist's emotional energy) and held-off and
chastened in the second case. As far as I know, her actions had not yet been interpreted
to contain a progressive element, her search for constant, reliable objects. Instead, in
response to her changing understanding of her obligations, Susan "behaved" herself
which probably became increasingly difficult to do and may have contributed importantly
to the final rupture of the second treatment.
Faith
Interviewer: Feeding into this problem is whether you feel you need to protect
something about it. In one sense it was something you were looking for but
in another, I guess maybe/
S: I guess I was surprised to find what I did find. Part of what I went in for
(she knocks on the table for emphasis) a part of why I went to that individual
was I was afraid that my Christianity was not going to be acknowledged or
understood and that my faith in the supernatural was not going to be in some
way ... "You have to put all that aside and we have to dig through this and
shatter all these myths for you and then we’re going to shatter all these other
myths and see what happens then!" So I was looking for someone who was
going to be a Christian before .. someone who was going to be a therapist
before they were a Christian. Ideally, I wanted someone who was definitely a
practicing psychotherapist who also believed in God in the same way that I
did or in some way important to them, in some way these two things could
coexist and I thought I had found it in this individual. Which was great to
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start off from that basis. I suppose looking back on it now one could itwasn t necessarily great, I'd needed someone who would question all those
f,
my T?/ theraPist is doinS- ^tting chUl"eX whyI m glad I layered. (I nse to close the air conditioning vent) Oh don't turn itdown, unless you re uncomfortable. My hair's wet That's great Thai wasnoun effort to dislodge the conversation' So faith matters L?veJy L^nt
Although Susan seems to move here from talking about her therapist’s caring
about her to matters of religious faith, I believe an argument can be made for the
possibility that she is also talking at a deeper level about an underlying faith in herself and
that others can believe in her. In this, she says, she has found someone who, she
believes, is not waiting to "shatter" her, but who might be capable of "delight(ing) in
(her), to really care about (her)."
Patients are often confused by the matter of change, what to hold on to, what to
leave behind. The clue to one of Susan's conflicts is her physical reaction to the return in
her awareness to her current therapist and to what I suspect still feels like a capitulation to
her new therapist or an alien way of seeing things:
S: I suppose looking back on it now one could say it wasn't necessarily great,
I'd needed someone who would question all those things like my current
therapist is doing. I'm getting chilly in here ... That was not an effort to
dislodge the conversation. So faith matters are very important to me.
At this moment, it felt to me as though a cold wind had swept through her. I did
not believe her disavowal, she did shift the conversation back from what it had just
become, from fears of disillusion to matters of faith, and reiterated what she sought in the
treatment. She alluded to an opportunity she had lost and feared she would not find in
her second therapy: "A safe place to try that stuff out" (the self she had suppressed in
favor of the "highly straight-laced and soldier-like individual").
Susan came out of her cold spell wondering whether she had pushed too hard
with her first therapist, whether, as she put it, "It was all (her)." She told the story of
how he had attempted to end the treatment after two sessions which Susan attributed to an
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"inappropriate attraction," to Susan, a sign that the therapy could not have worked. 1
suspect that she carried this belief into her second treatment where she told me she had
been "behaving" ever since.
The Therapist Persona
Susan moved associatively from limits to what I believe was at the core of her
frustration, her belief that her therapists are different outside of therapy:
\1 ^ k the same waY in therapy as I do during the ordinary day, this iswhat I don t get about therapy and therapists is that I don't understand how
they just sort of have this bram and heart during therapy and they’re someone
else hours later. I think they're the same person and so I want to talk to them
in the same way.
I: You mean the same as outside?
S: Yes and so it's a problem.
Susan has the sense that if she surpasses the frame she will find access to what
she knows she needs but does not know how to gain appropriately, her therapist's "heart
and brain," what I call his humanity. She believes that in doing so she has a chance to
become a person to her therapist and to be "loved for who (she) is."
Rules
Lila: Monday, I realized, it was really funny how it happened was, she,
always at the end of the hour, and I think I said this to you before, she says,
it's time, like that, that's her, like, ritual, then it's like, oh, and it was, like,
five minutes to, and I was, like, well, I want to go now, and she said, well,
why, and I said, because I don't want to talk anymore and she said, well,
what would happen if you didn't talk and I said, well, I'd be thinking about
what I should be saying or whatever, umm, and again it was kind of, like,
until you kind of explore that out loud, it's, like, well, gee, that goes along
with one of many rules that I've made up that, that exist here in this
relationship between us and in fact what I said was, you know, I said, maybe
it would be helpful if we did some kind of contracting to discuss, like, what
the rules are, are there rules, umm, and, so that kind of, I think that was a real
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that, you know, it would be like an exploration almost or an experiment to
see what happens, but umm, it brought up the whole issue of the rules vouknow, like that
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I: Can you say a little about what you think, what the rules
... ?
L: Maybe that there aren't any rules, maybe that being said, (pause) because
without that being said, I, like, assume, it's a kind of authority relationship
tor me so it s kind of just another one ... that's never just occurred to me, that
that s really what it was, that whatever I needed it to be, umm, obviously, it's
not just what I needed it to be because, well, (pause) it’s not just what I want
it to be, it may be what I need it to be, but not just what I want it to be.
For Lila, and for the others, the question of rules is at first a procedural one, she
wants to know how she is allowed to behave, she wants to avoid transgression. She may
wish to minimize conflict and the risk of rejection or to protect herself from her own
longings or her therapist's excesses. She may wish to keep her distance and maintain her
option to "get away with" leaving.
Also and reasonably, Lila wants to root what she does in her treatment in some
kind of interpersonal reality, she wants to know how much room she has, loosely
speaking, what the difference is between her expectations (transference) and the
opportunities in this new relationship. In doing so, she also raises a crucial question, the
distinction that each patient, each therapist needs to make for the good of the match, that
is, the difference between what the patient needs and what the patients wants.
I suspect that for Lila and for other patients, the first full discovery is that she
*
needs. Her desires led her into treatment but she does not yet know them fully. As she
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comes to know them, she has begun to associate them, unconsciously at least, with her
therapist and now, as we will soon see, to recognize that some of these desires will be
frustrated. The question then becomes what she needs from her therapist - what must
she obtain - and how much can she merely want - and so, tolerate frustration?
Correspondingly, rules may be projected such as the patient's expectation of satisfaction,
frustration, and her effort to ward off disappointment, humiliation. She may try to
establish external limits for when internal ones fail.
Lila is able to see and be grateful for the opportunity her therapist offers her by
debunking her belief that she should leave the session rather than behave as she would
like. "There are no rules" seems to honor Lila's adulthood while enabling her child-self
to move around a little. It is possible, though, that her therapist was not aware of the
longing this leniency may have aroused, a longing which may have been potentiated by
the intervention of someone (me) whom she may have experienced as more gratifying
(friendlier) than her therapist and who inquired about (and endorsed?) her wishes at this
moment in her treatment.
Impact and Change: Effect on the Therapist
Lila and Susan may have been struggling with some of the same problems when it
came to influencing the therapist's behavior; their mutual therapist may have presented
similarly to each of them to which they may have been reacting. This problem of the
therapist's "real" contribution is often confounded with transference elements for patients
of parents who would not or could not adapt to their children's needs. Many therapists
not-so-coincidentally fail their patients in the same ways that patients' parents did. Susan
told me that she interpreted her therapist's body language to mean that ha therapist was
disapproving and unsympathetic as her mother had been. When I asked her whether she
had ever talked about this with her therapist, she told me she had not:
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can they help how they feel? My father can't help, apparently, not caring
about us. There s nothing we can do to make ourselves more lovable. (She
cries) Urn and so. It would probably be good for me to say to her "When
you cross your arms that way it makes me feel like you're evaluating me
disapprovingly and that reminds me of my mother or this or that or the other
thing, it reminds me, it makes me feel there's something wrong with what I
said- She may well say, No I was chilly" or something, she may well say
that, but I don't expect that. I expect her to say, "You're right, this aspect of
your behavior, you’ve been doing this all along" or "This is a continuing
problem for you" or something.
Susan seems to be working on several tasks: telling the difference between what
she fears or hopes and what is possible; trying to disabuse herself of the fear that she has
no impact; and deciding whether she, herself, wants to and is capable of change. In her
scenario, the statement she expects from her therapist, "No, I was chilly" could relieve
Susan of an anxiety that she is a problem to her therapist or it could have a chilling effect
on any need she may have to think of herself as affecting the therapist and to learn from
her therapist about it. The response could throw Susan back on her heels, to the
alternative: "This aspect of your behavior, you've been doing this all along ... this is a
continuing problem for you," Susan's version of "This is all me," which would
perpetuate Susan’s solipsistic pattern of inference and repetition. If statements like these
were to relieve the patient's fear that she negatively affects her therapist, they would still
have to be followed by an exploration of that fear. Susan seems to feel unable or
uninvited to delve far enough into this matter with her therapist to enlarge her sense of
safety and room to move in the treatment.
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Fears of the Therapy in Dreams
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about God, often it s about my mother, often it's about relationships in the
workplace I got a lotta stuff going on in my life that can't even fit in. UrnAnd why she kept reading everything as a statement about the therapy
.. that
was an objection I had starting off in the therapy. I see now that there was a
feaf deaI of truth m that and over the long haul it all fits in in different bits ...For instance most of the years since I’ve been in therapy with Dr. B and often
there have been pets of mme coming back from the dead and animals (she
weq)s), I hate to see animals suffering, but mostly this one, my two dogs that
we had, one that was mine during adulthood and who finally had to be put to
sleep m old age. Both of these dogs were very well loved and well cared for
and loved and exercised and really had a great, I took them to work, they
really had a good life. But I dreamed that they were alive and I was very
worried about how they were going to be cared for. And I remember two
years ago when I first started, the dog Raymond kept coming into the dreams
and I could never find cold water, I could never get the food in the right place
or it would be filled with maggots, and somehow this animal was not being
fed and I couldn’t take care of him and of course it's about me. But I told her
the other day, I guess Tuesday, my latest dream was elephants and giraffes
were in a lagoon and something was stalking them and they were feigning
death in order to hope to dissuade this stalking evil presence from getting at
them and they sought me out and I couldn't do anything about it. It was
horrendous. Anyway, I brought it up in therapy (she begins to calm down)
and that this, these animal dreams had just come up during therapy, that I
hadn't had all that many outside of therapy. And she said, "See, this is part of
the process, the dreams." And I came to understand that the dreams are
complementing and interacting with the therapy process, they aren't just
happening to me as I am happening to see Dr. B and that was new information
for me really.
I: How did it feel to hear that?
S: It seemed fine (laughs).
I: I ask because you said when you first came, that earlier that you felt as ...
S: That was an overstatement, it was an over-read. But now I feel that that's
more the case. I understand that more, I guess, or I’m seeing it happen more.
Maybe it means that I'm engaging in it more, I don't know.
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Interestingly, it was unclear from Susan's accounts how her therapist had
interpreted these dreams. Susan reported that her therapist had cited them as evidence of
the deepening of Susan’s experience in the treatment; that much also came across in my
conversations with her therapist. It was unclear whether her therapist had interpreted or
responded to Susan's fears in a way that had lessened her anxiety. If Susan was left only
with a vague sense that the anxiety dreams correlated with the intensification of her
treatment, she might have been expecting worse without relief.
It seemed, too, that there was something in particular being represented in these
dreams which had not been explicitly suggested by either Susan or Dr. B, but which was
indicated by the train of Susan’s associations in her account to me; that is, the link
between these very disturbing dreams and her anxiety about what she thought her
therapist had been telling her, "that it's all about therapy." It is quite possible that these
dreams were warning signals about the treatment itself, either that Susan was coming to
recognize in herself the fear that she, in the form of her animals, would be unable to find
succor and safety where she needed it, with her therapist, that she recognized somehow
that this fear or incapacity might be a feature of her own character - expressed in the
structural ambiguity of the dream, herself as provider, as therapist - and that she
expected her own needs to be beyond her therapist's competence. Susan's dreams may
have been saying, in a general sense, "I am afraid I will not find the help I am looking
for," but they may also have been saying, "I believe you (Dr. B) are not capable of
providing what I need." The dreams may have been more than a product of the process,
but an indicator to the process, specifically, the ways in which her reactions to her
therapist predicted failure. As far as I could tell, there had been no discussion between
them about this therapy in particular, or Susan's experience of her therapist, or the ways
in which the dream might suggest Susan's fears of her own limitations as a patient.
The possibility that Susan had lost faith in the treatment itself makes for a
somewhat subtler interpretation of her following remarks:
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For Susan to hear that she must stay in the area to stay in therapy might have a
speeial, unacceptable meaning, that is, that she is to accept her role as the overwhelmingly
needy one played to her therapist's role of the one who will not or cannot provide.
Movmg on, for Susan, may not merely be an avoidance of deep and uncomfortable work
but the search for a new therapeutic situation in which she can be The Patient Who Can
Be Helped or a correlate, to find The Therapist Who Can Be Moved.
Susan reported a dream that, to her, concerned her therapist (and her mother):
S: And when the dreams come in that have a woman in them it's usually cast
in a negative light and I always see the negative response, for instance in
wondering, here's the dream that got that response from her, that was
happening at all this time we’re sorting through my mother, we're always
talking about my mother. I keep saying, why does ... she's not even
involved in this. But she is. In the dream I go to a conference center and
there's something about it that I'm not really sure whether it's right. There's
something not right about it. I love conferences, I love classes and stuff and
yet there was something kind of, not sure, there was evil there. There were
various details about it, it could be, have been a religious conference, it could
have been something else, it wasn't clear. So I was kneeling on this very,
very shiny floor, sort of open, like ballroom sort of thing, and all of a sudden,
from kneeling position either in thought or in prayer, a force dragged me
backwards toward what turns out, and I looked up, a man, I've forgotten now
what he’s doing, it’s not apropos to this right now, I don't think anyway, but
he told me something, looked across the room and there’s this woman holding
a black cat who's in charge of this conference and I told this dream to Dr. B
and (ellipsis) (laughs)
I: And how did you interpret this?
S: And, of course, and as soon as I got that, I had 6 or 8 other dreams that
occurred during the week and so I rattled them all off and that’s one thing
she's commented on is that you rattle off all these dreams and then we don't
have enough time to focus on the one, and then you haven't left enough time
to focus on the one that's important. But it, I can, it's like I anticipate, I could
be totally wrong, it could think it's my mother she could think it's anything,
she doesn't say, but I just have this feeling that she thinks it's some kind of
commentary, that it’s negative and critical of her therapy.
I: Uh-huh. And what if it were?
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because 11 wasn ’' a conscious one
I: Oh! (mock surprise)
s^
“ bC faiF t0 be judged that 1 was being critical of her. I think
I: It sounds like you're not sure there's a place for that.
S: Yeah, I guess I've wrestled with that, and I should probably address it
nead on. J
Length and Pace of Therapy
Some patients did not know what to expect about the length of therapy, or how
quickly they should feel it to be going. One patient at the transference threshold said:
P: It's a huge, I feel it's a huge time commitment and it's expensive,
extremely expensive and on top of that it goes so slowly. I want it to be like,
well, I hear this and this and this and you can solve it by doing this and this. I
want it to be easy. Doesn't everybody. I’m willing to hear the truth, I wish it
just wouldn't take so long.
Although patients probably complain about these aspects of treatment at all stages,
the threshold appears to have a fragility all its own, at which the patient begins to become
aware of how deeply the work might run and therefore how long and how hard it might
be. All transference threshold patients expressed in one way or another their surprise that
their feelings about their therapists had become more complicated — or that their therapists
seemed to expect that they had or would — and were balking at the implications for the
work, all the while minimizing or openly disavowing these feelings. I had to infer from
the ways in which they circled round to the subject after having raised and dismissed it
that this deepening was important to them. Their fear seemed to arise mostly from an
assumption that these feelings were evidence of broken rules, either their own or their
therapist's. I suspect that without some of the comforting experiences of change and
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company in the relationship and the mutual and open recognitton that the relationship
itself is a powerful agent, the growing involvement could be frightening and
discouraging. Some of those with whom 1 talked experienced the deepening as falling
into a well rather than venturing into a cave with a grip on the tow-line or the hand of a
guide.
Exposed, Exploited by the Interviews?
No patient told me outright that she felt exposed by the invitation to participate in
research interviews. Some patients did say they were interested in what it could have
been that would lead their therapists to introduce another into the treatment. Two patients
from the same therapist's private practice commented that the research "must be
something good if their therapist had allowed it into the space, but both seemed
surprised by it and had been somewhat suspicious when they discovered that the letter in
the waiting room was about research.
When I asked patients about their hopes or expectations for the interviews, most
denied having any, telling me instead that they just wanted to help or were interested in
what psychological research of this kind might be like- Susan characteristically
minimized the importance of her statements to me, possibly because she felt I willfully
misunderstood or overemphasized the negatives. It is quite possible that she was right. I
may have overcompensated for her denial by attributing too much importance to what she
denied. When I asked her about her expectations for how the interviews might affect her
or her therapy, she responded:
S: I didn’t have a fantasy about it, I didn’t think, I guess I see it as very
sturdy, the therapeutic process, I don't think it's a very fragile something that
one could draw off, I think it's a perfectly natural thing, talking to somebody
and sometimes you hear stuff you do like sometimes you hear stuff you don't
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Here Susan is wrestling with the possibility, reinforced by my queries about it,
that her experience of her therapist as disapproving derives from a similar experience of
her mother. Her therapist has begun to interpret this but Susan seems frightened of the
looming antipathy. She could say this much, but did not yet see that these similarities
between parent and therapist were, in effect, expected and intended for use in her
treatment. Without this knowledge, she may have experienced the interview as accusing,
exposing, but she did not remark on it. The question of whether her therapist is
exploiting her is bound in with the question of whether her therapist "has her own ax to
grind" which would motivate her criticism of Susan or Susan's of her. If Susan could
consider this, she could consider more openly any feelings she may have had about being
exploited. Of course, the two - interviewer and therapist - are not necessarily linked;
Susan may have felt exposed or exploited by one and not the other.
In a Box: Is the Therapist Human?
Lila: It was just that one little piece of the relationship, which I did discuss in a
way to her, about the whole, like, feeling, like we were in a box and you
know that it was very limited and all of that, and that I had these kind of
expectations about, you know, what she was going to do, and I, I in fact even
said to her, that, I said, because I hadn't even like considered the fact that I
was like being late every time, umm, and so the next time then I was there
early, so I was in the waiting room, and I said to her, I said I don't have any
conception that, you know, you are like always in this chair when I come in
and I don't have any conception that you, umm, (PS) that you are like human,
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to a certain extent, that, you might be late,
stockings, you know, it was just like that
or you might have a run in your
kind of a thing
...
We have often heard or read of patients who question the therapist's humanness,
who experience the neutrality and reserve of therapists as robotlike. All the patients
spoke to this phenomenon with relief especially when they were able to talk about their
therapists as "warm" or "caring," and wondered, as Lila does, whether their therapists
had foibles and idiosyncracies, whether, if fallible, therapists would allow themselves to
be seen.
Readiness
Lila: My therapy has always been, like, on a really intellectual plane so it's
like, it hasnt really been an issue for me before, but it was definitely an issue
tor me this time, you know, I was kind of like floating with a lifejacket and
feeling like this lifejacket is about to fade, you know, is there going to be
another one if I need it, so it was, it was really helpful.
It would be easy to attribute all that happens in therapy to therapists' skill or lack
of it or the turn of events in these interviews to intervention, for better or worse, of the
researcher. I believe it would be a mistake to underestimate a third dimension, the
readiness of the patient for change and for the use of another or two at a pivotal moment
in the patient's development. Lila could say clearly that she was more open than she had
been to therapeutic work but she may not have been able to say that her therapist was not
the one with whom she should continue. Further, it is unclear whether her readiness
made her more or less vulnerable to influence by a Third.
No Feelings
Many seemed to believe that they should not be having feelings about their
therapists and suspected their therapists’ motivations on the relatively rare occasions
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when the matter was raised. Mary told me that she felt her therapist was "baiting her'
when she asked about Mary’s reaction to her therapist’s lateness to a recent meeting.
M: But she has brought up things to me, she said well, how do you feel aboutme and I’m like, I don’t! You’re my therapist, I don’t have any reUtionship
as far as a therapist/patient, I mean 1 trust her, I mean I do all that ... I think
P
ahn!it r\r
speak to her about anything that she wants to
you feel about me, and I’m, like, I don’t! So that’s another way that she just
like, with her being late she brings up. (umhm) And I try to think, well, am I
supposed to feel something for her? or about her or against her? and I don't.
We can see from Mary's account of the exchange that Mary's therapist attempted
to do some reconnaissance about her effect on Mary. Mary unfavorably compares this
effort to what she believes to be the therapist's role, clearly that of a listener about whom
the patient should feel little.
Some patients seemed to have the impression that therapists, through their
training, achieve the ability to have no feelings about their patients and that any
divergence from this constraint indicates that the treatment has entered the red zone, that
preparations should be made for a full stop. By report, none of the therapists in clinical-
pair interviews had explained otherwise — directly or interpretively - to their patients.
Authentic Engagement
Like Susan, a number of patients commented on the relative degree of "feedback"
or "reaction" from their therapists, usually saying that they found more better than less.
Lila said: "One of the things that make therapy problematic for me is I find it really
strange to have a one-way conversation. That's why I appreciate Dr. B, she gives me
more feedback than my previous therapist." When I returned to review the
conversations, I found that patients seemed to be saying more than this; all who
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commented on the helpfulness of therapists also wished they could know more, as Susan
and Lila quoted above, about what the therapist was "really" thinking and feeling. They
occasionally suspected therapists of insincerity or evasion, betraying a curiosity about
therapists despite their own expectation that therapists remain neutral and impassive.
Patients revisited this conflict repeatedly in our discussions: Was the therapist someone
who had had normal responses trained out of him or did he harbor secret feelings that the
patient might inadvertently uncover to deleterious or possibly useful effect? On reviewing
the interviews I found myself wondering whether therapists might limit confusion by
educating patients about the function of the transference and then make their own
judgments about how and whether to disclose their own feelings to patients.
Effects of the Interview
Interviewer: The main purpose of this conversation (the second interview) is,
umm, and there may be more to say this time because it has been a while, is to
get an idea of, you know to kind of catch up, this is a follow-up
... it's to find
out, just for us to have a chance to talk about what your experience was with
the first interview and umm, how or whether it affected how you thought
about the treatment or about yourself or just to get at, yeah, mostly that and to
answer your questions or things that, issues that may have come up for you
since we met, or things you feel I should know, umm, you know, about what
we talked about or any of the materials we used, or things of that nature.
Lila: I can start with how it affected my treatment, because I think it really did
to a certain extent, and I think it was really helpful. I think it was helpful for
me to talk about the work that I'm doing with Dr. B, because I really hadn’t,
with anyone prior to that, and I tend to think while I talk, so that sometimes I
might not have put some idea together until I've had the conversation and then
the lightbulb goes on and says gee, that's funny, that I, that thought never
occurred to me before, something to explore or whatever, so, umm, I think it
was very helpful for me to have the first meeting that we did have. It made
me, or allowed me to look a little more closely at the relationship that I have
with Dr. B, the relationship as opposed to, like, a person who I went to see
on a weekly basis and we went, met in a little room and that was the end of it,
you know, it was kind of like, I, I think until then, I was seeing it as not part
of my life.
L: ... that that changed because I saw that, that it really, I mean, my life was
going on obviously during that time that I was there, umm, and it (the first
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interview) gave a little bit more, I know that the tape can’t pick this
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57S ’ °pe? ing her a™18 wide) expansiveness or depth depthis really the word I wanted to use to how I thought about my work with I>
L : I hadn't really talked much about what went on in that room, outside of it
fh
nd ^ first research interview) kind of, like, gave me permission to dohat a little bit, to bring it, my life, to bring that into my life to a certain extent
to.bring the treatment into my life. I think that it also let me see how much of
a box I was putting her in, in terms of, like, she’s there and, that’s the end of
it, umm, and since then, some things have happened that have kind of affected
that in a certain way
,
that I can talk about. One of the things that happened
was, I had, if you will, call it like a relapse, and actually I think we (the
patient and I) were supposed to meet that week.
L: I called her, because I really needed help, which was something that never,
like, had occurred to me to do, prior to that, that was also her role, that I could
also call her if I needed to, umm, and so that was a very positive thing,
obviously she was very helpful to me on the phone and we had an
appointment that day anyway, so that worked out really well, but again, that
was kind of like me taking her out of the box.
Before the interviews, Lila had restricted her awareness of her treatment to their
once-weekly sessions. She had not thought much about her therapist outside those
hours. At around the time she volunteered, Lila had started to wonder about aspects of
her treatment and her therapist and used the interviews to begin to explore these. I
suspect that the interviews went deeper than she had expected, given her reaction to the
projective testing that I conducted at the end of our first meeting. After a conversation
that had gradually modulated from jolly to sober, Lila began the testing in which her
mood darkened further, particularly in response to the Rorschach. In the cards she saw
recurring images of blood that seemed to convey, among other things, a formless
memory and dread. If the experience did evoke particular fears and experiences, Lila did
not communicate them to me.
When I called Lila to schedule our second meeting, she demurred, saying she
didn't feel able to continue at that time. When Lila and I finally met almost three months
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later, she told me she had "relapsed" during her therapist's vacation and had called on
other supports - her therapist's psychiatric back-up, the local Emergency Services - and
had abruptly accepted a new job offer which included health insurance that did not cover
her current treatment.
When 1 inquired about the influence of the interviews, Lila told me she had
forgotten about the testing and her reactions to it. She did acknowledge that the
interviews had stirred things up, but denied any ill effects. Some months later, in a wrap-
up interview with her therapist, I learned that Lila had terminated using the same reasons
as before - a change ofjob, a change in health coverage - despite a large increase in
salary that would have enabled her to continue their work.
For Lila, the interview presented an opportunity to compare her experience of her
therapist with that of another therapist (me) and to inquire, if indirectly, what was
acceptable or expectable in a therapy relationship. The interviews may have provided a
comparison with a (possibly illusory) therapy in which her fantasy of closeness could
come true and may have supported her wish for something more or different from her
current treatment or spurred her to test her therapist for what she wanted. Perhaps more
important, the invitation to take her therapist "out of the box" may have stimulated
longings in Lila that she did not yet know how to modulate. Because the therapist
expected little effect on the therapy, she may not have been attuned to the ways in which
Lila may have needed her help with this difficulty. I may have contributed to patients'
difficulties in assessing these questions. The third to a problem can easily represent a
solution to a problem perhaps only newly conscious.
Many patients asked me outright or by inflection whether surprises and problems
in the treatment -- their feelings about their therapists, the inclusion of therapists among
patients' problems -- were safe and acceptable. Not surprisingly, none had thought of the
repetition as a therapeutic opportunity nor the therapist as sufficiently conscious of the
difficulties or skilled to handle the ensuing complications.
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Patimts at the transference threshold seemed quite sensitive to the delicacy of the
situation and were at least outwardly loyal to their therapists. Most had not yet decided to
announce any unease they may have been feeling in the treatment. Many seemed to use
the interview to begin to consider whether they could tolerate the notion of the therapy or
therapist as problem. I suspected that even those patients who were terminating were
preparing for the next therapy.
Patient in the Muddle
To describe the relationship of the transference muddle pair without violating the
therapist's request that I keep her experience of the patient confidential, I have had to limit
my account to what the patient told me, what the therapist told me she had told the patient,
and my experience and impressions of the relationship as I was configured in it. I have
left some of my observations for a later, more categorical discussion of interview trends
and phenomena so as to draw further on the richness that I found in this relationship.
The patient, whom I will call Joe, was a socially withdrawn man in his thirties.
He had been in treatment with his current therapist, whom I will call Dr. M, for close to
two years, having been in a previous treatment of similar length - a non-psychoanalytic
treatment, as far as I could tell. Like most of the other patients in the study, he had
responded to a letter in his therapist's waiting room asking for volunteers interested in
talking about their experience of and ideas about their ongoing psychotherapies.
Joe had implied to Dr. M (and subsequently to me, but not on audiotape) that he
was coming to the interview looking for a romantic opportunity. In fact, his therapist had
expressed her concern to him (and to me) that he might be volunteering for "the wrong
reasons." He chose to come anyway without discussing it with her further; as he put it:
"I don't need her permission."
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Joe described a painful pattern with his therapist that led him to question whether
difficulties in the treatment resulted from his therapist’s defects or from his own
characteristic way of getting stuck in relationships. His complaint was that his therapist
too easily felt criticized by him and withdrew from him in anger whereas he felt he went
to great lengths to convey his warmth and attachment to her albeit provocatively at times.
He recognized the irony of the circumstance, that he was criticizing someone for thinking
he was criticizing, and he could see to some extent how he criticized and injured her. He
did tease her, he told me, by twice greeting her with, "Hi M " (her last name), to
which his therapist responded with only hurt and confusion (confirmed to him by her).
He, in turn, was injured by her inability to experience these ploys as expressions of his
love and warmth, his kind of play, and felt her to be cold, unsympathetic, and cruelly
unwilling to understand. Casting about for explanation, he referred to his earlier
treatment in which his therapist occasionally "said nice things about him." He was
confused as to how to interpret the difference between his therapists. His current
therapist did not say nice things about him. Did that mean that there were no nice things
to say? Did she not like him at all? Or did she just "not do that?" Joe was able to convey
the warmth he felt for her to me, but not without testing me, too, with playful and
occasionally hostile remarks, some of which he would reflect on, asking, "Is this the kind
of comment that would make people angry at me?"
When I realized I was experiencing Joe as affectionate, I wondered about the triad
in which I was now a participant. The patient told me of another triad in which he was
involved with two female friends that helped me to develop and support my hypothesis
about our interactions. Although the relationships among the three friends had started out
on relatively equal footing, he had begun to see one friend as angry, unresponsive, and
unwelcoming, and the other as sympathetic and caring. The sympathetic friend soon
began to act as a go-between for her friend and the patient. Most important, he continued
to be drawn to the unresponsive friend and to have only a qualified attachment to the
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friendlier one; his interest in and relationship with each seemed to depend on the other.
Increasingly, it seemed that I was the other half of a split transference in which his
therapist was the unempathic, uncomprehending, judgmental, and rejecting object, while
1 was the warm, sympathetic, and wise object. It appeared that I was beginning to figure
as the container and, perhaps, the messenger of the love lost between them.
Once I had interviewed Joe, I contacted Dr. M to make our appointment. She was
quite busy and almost gave up trying to find a time to meet after having to cancel one
appointment with me. It was a month before we sat down together, three weeks longer
than I had estimated to her and to the patient in my proposed format. Although the patient
ultimately learned of the delay through me, I do not know whether he knew during that
month that his therapist had not yet spoken to me. I believe this may have been a factor to
the patient in his decision or agreement to terminate. He may have been hoping I would
somehow set the therapy right and that he did not know whether I had tried and failed or
had not tried at all.
Dr. M told me that at the time of our interviews she might have been somewhat
cut off from her own affectionate feelings toward Joe with which she had begun their
work. The presence and alienation of those feelings was confirmed by a fleeting and
unexpected experience of him that surprised and relieved her. She recalled her warmth
and acceptance of him in a way that repaired the empathic failure. She talked about this
with me but had not yd with the patient, and told me that it was rare for her to learn about
her patients in this way.
Over the course of our conversation Dr. M told me that she had begun to think of
their relationship differently than she had been and was wondering more about the
possibility of returning some of the warmth to their relationship. It was not until late in
our discussion that she told me that plans for their termination had already begun.
It felt to me that Joe had volunteered to be interviewed for a right reason, to
recover his therapist's love. By her report, Dr. M was having trouble acknowledging the
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love in Joe's aggression. Joe, for his part, was barely able to acknowledge the
aggression in his love. Dr. M seemed confused about the intensity of the feelings, almost
as though they were evidence only of joe's resistance, minimizing the likelihood that they
were his best, even progressive efforts at attachment.
Transference Muddle Phenomena
Experiment and Comparison
Joe tried out a hostile" comment on me: "A good example of what I say to people
is what I want to say to you, is just that I was thinking, that I hope your handwriting is
more legible than your signature. Is that one of those My sense was that Joe was
checking out the experience, testing to see how another listener would respond. We can
see this from how he had made the decision about whether to say it to me: "I wouldn’t
have said that to you probably, you know, if it was a friendly relationship. I would have
thought about it and said, 'no I better not' and here I thought about it and said, 'oh, I'll
mention it.'"
Joe knew already that it was a hostile comment and he had a sense of how others
would react. He may have been curious to see whether I would differ from his therapist
in my desire to please him as an alternative to his therapist. Would I take the bait?
Irrespective, Joe used me to test the impact of his behavior and implicitly to compare our
responses.
It is unclear whether Joe knew or was interested in whether or not the comparison
was representative, whether he used the same criteria to judge each of us. My guess was
that he did know because he described his relationship with his therapist as consistent
with a pattern in his experience. Joe seemed to be trying to evaluate their interaction, to
gauge from my response, no matter how careful, gratifying, or judgmental it may have
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turned out to be, whether his own perceptions were skewed. He was not testing to prove
that there was no belligerence in his approach, he was testing its degree and workability.
The Patient Rebels
Interviewer: So you mentioned this to her and she felt that ... it felt as thoueh
she was saying that you were doing this (the interview) for the wrone
reasons. 6
Joe: Or that my expectations were unrealistic, or what she thought were my
expectation s.
I: Umhm. (pause) Well, it seems that we're talking about a lot of different
expectations here and how you work them out with her. The expectation that
she respond fairly or openly to your remarks and your expectations here. So,
1 think there s a lot of different things going on at once. Do you have anv
thought about that?
J : Do you have a more specific question? ( He softens his tone and looks up
invitingly.)
I: I guess I was wondering, how did you feel about your coming here given
your interactions with her about it?
J: I didn't feel I needed her permission.
I: Maybe there was some satisfaction in coming without having had it.
J: (He laughs) I don't know that she didn't want me to or she didn't say it.
We can think of Joe's effort here as acting out, in this case, retaliating against his
therapist (possibly by evoking jealousy of another potential love object), removing some
element of the work from scrutiny, and avoiding its exploration and analysis. We can
also see his move as a test of his autonomy, as the need for reassurance that his
perceptions of the therapist are accurate and as a reminder that they may not be. For him,
though, there was an edge on it, as if he were striking out on his own behalf, to collect
evidence that he was neither trapped nor defined by their interaction and still had room to
move.
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The Patient Does not Deny the Complexity of His Actions, Real/Enactment
Joe told me: "Yeah. I can just see the next session after you talk to her she would
have that look of anger again that I’m being critical of her. And I am being critical of her
so she wouldn’t be wrong. There’s a real irony there that my main criticism of her is that
she perceives criticism that isn't there."
Here Joe betrays a partial awareness that he is doing what he says he isn't, that
there are several levels of meaning to the interaction. At the least and rather than
completely denymg his criticism, Joe may want his therapist to respond to his criticism in
a different way, to take his loving efforts into account. It is here that the real - his
objection to the aspects of her personality that prevent her from experiencing him this
way, which she acknowledges - shades into enactment - in which together they replay a
pattern in his relationships in which love and hate are split and enacted by two tied objects
in his life.
In our interviews, Joe never objected to his therapist's observation of hostility in
him. He agreed that his comments could be hostile. He did object to her retreat from him
and her refusal to consider other elements in his communication to her and he sought
certain conditions in which to pursue the issue: "If I knew she didn't like me or didn’t
want to see me it would make it difficult."
This issue arises from the transference, but possibly also from the patient's
ignorance of one important function of the therapist's forbearance (or any emotionally
mediated response to the patient); that is, to learn from the enactment. It is one thing to
believe you may anger your therapist who may retaliate and abandon you and another to
believe that your therapist may need you to anger her so as to learn about you through the
experience of your anger (leaving aside for the moment the importance of helping the
patient learn that his anger can be tolerated without destroying the relationship.)
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As far as I could tell, in this treatment there was no communication about the
function of the transference enactment, of the use of the therapist's emotional response -
in this case, forbearance and then anger - in learning from the patient, or of the value to
the patient of learning that the other can survive his anger. I suspect that after an initial
period in which Dr. M attempted to survive Joe’s anger, she tired of his passive
aggression and began to withdraw without being able to transform her experience into
communication with him. Judging from his statement above, "If I knew that she didn't
like me or didn't want to see me, it would make it more difficult," Joe is trying to protect
himself from the knowledge of her retreat by denying his experience of it or by reverting
to what patients at the transference threshold hoped, that the therapist is somehow able to
diffuse emotions that others could be expected to experience with the patient. Joe and his
therapist do not consider a third possibility, that he might come to know of his therapist's
reaction to him and learn that both of them can metabolize and use it.
The Therapist's Durability
Joe: Well, that's the problem I have, I feel that I can’t say those (critical)
things. I think I'll start saying them and who cares what happens. If she's
mad at me every time, so what? That's the advantage of the professional
relationship, it’s not based on 'cause she wants to see me. I don't know how
bad it could get before she would
...
(he trailed off).
Joe wants to be able to explore his hostility without fear that his therapist will lose
track of his affiliative strengths. He feels entitled to his indiscretions because the
relationship is a professional one but he wonders how long he can expect her to tolerate
his badness. To the extent that Dr. M does tolerate it, he may wonder, how different can
he expect this to be from the way it was at home? Is this a professional tolerance with a
certain limit, or a personal, therefore idiosyncratic and unpredictable limit? What measure
to use? How patiently, so to speak, should he expect to be treated? And, by extension,
how bad is a patient supposed be?
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Repetition Without Reparation
When taken together with Joe's earlier statements of similar difficulties in
relationships, his following response to a TAT card seems to indicate that he recognizes a
repetition with his therapist that has not gone well.
Interviewer: What's going on there (indicating a card showing a close-up of
two people m an embrace)?
J. (Long pause) Let's see ... I would say it's an older woman comforting
another woman. b
I: How come?
J : I don't know. Something bad has happened, bad news.
I: What do you think they're each feeling?
J : Sad about what's happening. Trying to draw comfort from each other.
I: What do you think they're each thinking?
J: If they can hang on for a while they’ll eventually feel better.
I: What do you think will happen?
J: Come to terms with what's happened and go on. (His mood here has
saddened and deadened.)
It is the shift in Joe's otherwise glib, seductive, but often earnest manner that is
the most crucial here, suggesting to me that he had allowed the material to connect with an
otherwise submerged aspect of his experience. We had just finished a discussion of his
frustration with his therapist's incapacity to understand any aspect of his efforts as
loving. It is possible to infer that Joe thinks of himself and his therapist as trying to help
each other through something painful with which they may only be able to "come to terms
and (then) go on." And the patient did go on; he terminated.
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Repairing the Defective Therapist
Joe said later in the interview: "I feel sometimes her problems get in the way of
our interaction, of the therapy
... whatever, that she has problems relating to people that
affect our interaction" and then, later, "sometime I feel like I'm her therapist." Searles
has written eloquently of his experience with patients who try, in what he believes to be a
progressive, even necessary effort, to heal the therapist. There is something important to
the patient and therefore to the treatment about the patient's reciprocity, an idea that jibes
with more contemporary notions of a two-person psychology in which the therapeutic
relationship is seen as the collaboration and construction of and by the two. But Joe,
here, and others elsewhere, have complained of the need to adapt to or try to change their
therapists character pathology in order to proceed with their own treatment. Alice Miller,
in her 1981 work on the gifted child as narcissistic instrument of parents in need of
mirroring and narcissistic supplies, describes the child's predicament, to meet the parents'
needs in the (probably vain) hope that, having satisfied or satisfactorily treated the
parents, that the parents will then be able to help them. We could speculate about the
extent to which these two clinical phenomena are discriminable as a function of the
therapist's rigidity in expecting the patient to meet him where he is.
Couples Therapy
Joe observed: "We need to
...
(laughing to himself) couples therapy for the
therapist and the client." To Joe, it is relatively clear that being his therapist's therapist
would not be therapeutic for him and he openly says so. Joe may never have had the
familial job and may be unfamiliar with its rewards, but he does bring his therapist to the
attention of someone who, he may believe, can help, to another therapist inquiring about
their relationship.
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Joe spoke like the child of a troubled family or like a disaffected spouse. His
laughter suggested a self-consciousness and discomfort about his own perceptiveness and
perhaps some sense that his observation recognized or created a new balance of power in
the therapy, different from that of their starting point. He was no longer the patient of a
therapist/authority, he was the equal and complainant, a difference with direct
implications for the therapy relationship and my relationships with each of them and with
the therapy. Such a statement to a third has a dynamic function with a number of
variants, positioning him and the therapist as children requiring help from a strong parent
(possibly me); him and me as peers, the only ones conscious of the need for extra
measures, leaving the therapist out. There are many configurations, among them: We
become the couple, she the child; the patient achieves an oedipal victory with a new, good
mother, relegating the therapist to a position either as an inadequate father or; if she, too,
is seeking approval, to that of an edged-out sibling. His statement also implies a change
in my role from researcher to couples therapist, making more explicit my potential
function as consultant to the treatment, to the couple.
This is It
Joe told me: "I was just thinking she can't hurt me any more than I've already
been hurt." It is probably difficult for some patients to come to this stance, inhering in
which may be a recognition of the repetition of a familiar interpersonal pattern. The
patient may speak of a difficulty he has had before and which he feels he cannot,
somehow, escape; the therapist can do no worse than injure him (possibly in a specific,
familiar way) and refuse to acknowledge it. The choice for the patient, then, is whether
to give up again or hope to break the pattern with this therapist.
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Differences Between Threshold and Muddle Patients
We can see from the above examples that although both types of patients were
involved in important ways in their treatments, they had somewhat different awarenesses
of their positions in the process. While neither group was yet talking about the
relationship as a prototype in which change must take place (which would have been a
full recognition of the function of the transference and the utility of the relationship), Joe,
in the transference muddle, accepted the relevance of his situation in therapy to his
underlying and problematic relationship pattern. There was no evidence that he conceived
of the relationship as an inevitable product of his history but he did recognize that this
was as bad as it got and that it was bad in a recognizable way. He was anxious and
discouraged not so much because the muddle had occurred; indeed, he seemed involved
in it and enlivened by it. It had brought him out of social retirement to talk with a stranger
in — by both patient’s and therapist's accounts — an unusually assertive search for love.
His anxiety focused on his therapist’s withdrawal and the possibility that she neither
wanted to nor could proceed with him, that therapy might founder due to her inflexibility
or incapacity.
Joe engaged the difficulties with Dr. M as troubling but perhaps unavoidable parts
of the process, as though he recognized that to deal with ho- he needed to address these
problems. He considered leaving the treatment not because the problems had arisen —
which the transference threshold patients seemed to be doing -- but because he felt
insufficient movement in solving them. The transference threshold patients, on the other
hand, seemed to be fighting the recognition of aspects of the negative transference and
then left treatment before the difficulties could be addressed in the transference. To them,
the problems may have seemed beyond the scope of the relationship.
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Themes Common To Both Groups
Trial Disclosure
One of the most important functions of the interviews was the opportunity for
patients to experiment with the disclosure that they had some experience of their therapists
and that the news was not always good.
One therapist said:
In addition to whatever else she s doing, she's using you (interviewer) as a
trial run. It s safer to do that with you because she's not going to have an
ongoing relationship with you so she can try it out, she can raise some of
these issues with you and see well, do you seem horrified by her saying these
things, umm, do you act as though you believe that, yes it would push me
away if she did these things, or no it wouldn't, or do you have any way in
particular that she can make any sense out of, and that that probably will go
into her thinking about this, in terms of timing, let’s say. Does she want to
bring it up with me and when and your not being horrified, umm, or
confirming her worst fears about what might happen, might help her in terms
of the timing of it, that she might bring it up a little sooner, but she's still
going to have to pursue her own timetable in terms of when it feels safe
enough to open up this issue, even though she's been chewing on it for a long
time, but when does she want to actually take the leap and tell me about it.
She can only do that when she feels some confidence that I’m not going to be
pushed away.
Margaret, Susan, Lila, Mary, and Joe all talked first with me about their anxiety
about their complaints and feelings about their therapists. It felt to me as though they
were testing with another therapist the appropriateness of having and voicing these
concerns and were using my responses to anticipate those of their therapists. These
conversations felt like rehearsals of a process that I, perhaps naively, expected would
begin soon in their therapies. I underestimated their need to sit with the experience with
me, to consider (probably unconsciously) their and their therapists’ readiness for such a
shift and their own willingness to invest emotionally in a relationship that they may
already have sensed to be the wrong one for the next stage of work. Most patients who
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did experiment with me, ventured only a fraction of their concerns to their therapists after
the interviews. Besides their observations of their therapists' reactions, they may have
been observing their own experience of speaking as indicative of goodness-of-fit.
Evoked Alternative
In some of these cases, patients may have run out of the time they were willing to
spend in their treatments or the experience of the interview may have evoked a longing
that threw the treatments out of balance. A relatively uncomplicated and possibly
gratifying experience with another therapist may have induced patients to seek new
treatments elsewhere.
In Lila's case there was a coincidence of conditions that may have contributed to
her termination. At the time of our interview, her therapist's vacation was approaching,
one of several recent absences which they had not discussed much yet. Lila did not
acknowledge any anxiety about the vacation but I sensed an undercurrent of longing,
resentment, and anxiety about her therapist's poise and professionalism, as though Lila
experienced her as too able to keep her distance, for Lila, an indication of indifference to
which she seemed particularly vulnerable. I suspect my interview with Lila piqued her
desire for someone more responsive (which I may have been, in my more informal
stance), deepened her awareness of her vulnerability (through her experience of the
projective testing), and that these, combined with her therapist's absences and their
minimal attention to them deepened Lila's longing, led to her relapse, and to her quest for
the closeness which she was certain she could find elsewhere.
For Susan, too, contact with a therapist who was less guarded and more
spontaneous than her therapist (by Susan’s description) may have confirmed for Susan
that she could find these qualities in therapists other than hers. She may have felt more
hopeful about the alternatives and less compelled to stay.
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Comparison to Previous Therapies
Four patients compared their current treatments to previous treatments that had felt
warmer somehow, trying to decide how much they could expect from their current
treatments in the way of immediacy, support, and warmth. Joe said his previous
therapist sometimes said nice things about him; his current therapist never said nice things
about him.
J: Another thing about her — well, I've said this — the other therapist, she
would occasionally have something good to say about me or I don't know if
that s normally done or not but it's nice to hear occasionally but Dr M's I
don t ... never had anything good to say about me at all. I don't say that's the
reason, that I want to hear something good about myself. I would but ...
having gotten it from the other therapist it's sort of ... I assume that she
doesn't do that, but ... the other thought is there's nothing good to say about
me.
I: Have you mentioned that to her? I mean, does she know that you ...
J: No. Again, criticism.
Some of these patients' predicaments may be complicated by the likelihood that
their previous therapies were not psychoanalytically oriented. Most denied that previous
therapists had talked about the relationship with them. However, it is hard to tell from
their reports; the same patients were only somewhat more likely to describe their current
therapists as interested in the relationship. My impression was that their current therapists
had left these patients to make sense of the discrepancies, if any, between the modalities
and had demonstrated little about the function of their inquiries into their interactions. If
so, they may have assumed that patients would talk easily enough about their confusion if
it was sufficiently important to them and would do so when they were ready. In each of
these cases, patients raised questions about technique as against personal expression
when they were considering termination. Some had already been discussing termination
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with their therapists without ever having mentioned these issues. As Susan put it, "You
can’t make someone care about you any more than I could have made my father care more
about us or prevented him from abandoning us." Patients may be ashamed to bring up
what they experience as a relative lack of warmth or responsiveness, preferring not to fish
for compliments, so to speak, and to risk further rejection.
A patient said:
P: One thing that would be very hard for me to tell her is that I preferred the
other therapist. It would be very hard for me to say that. I don't know how
she would take that.
I: That's a judgment call.
P: It's not something I would want to hear.
At this point we can begin to appreciate the complexity of the patient's position.
The subject of being preferred or rejected had not yet become subject to analysis or
discussion in the transference
;
that is the patient's possible experience of lack of love
from parents, her reexperience of that in her therapist, and her defenses against that
experience — possibly by projection (thinking of the therapist as rejected by and
vulnerable to her) by projective identification (actually positioning the therapist to
experience herself and the patient in this configuration in a way that might or might not
have been congruent with her inclinations) - had not yet been interpreted. At this stage
the patient had little insight into the contributions of her own history to her experience of
her therapist because of her belief that the whole matter of feeling about each other lay
outside the bounds of their work and had arisen to be impediments to the work. Her
statement here may have defensive, reality-testing, and expressive functions.
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Protecting the Therapist
Even though some came close to accusing their therapists of exploitation,
indifference, intrusiveness, or cruelty, all worked hard to protect their therapists from my
criticism.
Susan: I am very protective of this individual (the previous therapist)
I: Ah. In the fear of what?
S: Revealing any kind of .. not indiscretion so much because that didn't
occur, but in any terms of ... doing what therapist aren't supposed to do,
revealing even incompetence — I don't mean that he’s incompetent in any way
- or revealing any errors made in any way. And that’s also an issue for me,
forgiving and covering over people's whatever
.. my parents' were the main
issue.
Many seemed nettled when I prompted them for information about the more
ambivalent aspects of their experience even though they had raised the topics themselves.
The patients who spoke to the issue asked how I would communicate our interviews to
their therapists and told me explicitly that they "did not want to seem critical" of their
therapists.
When I asked Susan what it would mean to her to have her therapist experience
her comments as criticism, she responded "That would make me a bad person." I asked,
"And then what?" and she replied, "That wouldn't be good!" and she laughed with what I
believe was genuine amusement at her own naivete. The same patient, though,
immediately burst into tears, the watershed of what I came to understand had been her
effort to restrain herself from misbehaving in the therapy. She had characteristically
accepted the responsibility not only for her own foibles but for those of her therapist, a
function with which she was well acquainted. The historical pattern was evident to her
but had not yet been exposed and interpreted as a dynamic in the treatment.
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Later in that conversation, Susan referred to a dream she had had in which she felt
she had depicted her therapist as an evil presence (as quoted before) and then giggled on
recognizing she had probably criticized her therapist in a dream and "should probably
address it head on." In our follow-up interview, this patient, like others, had stopped
short of addressing it head on but continued to move toward termination in what appeared
to be an unwillingness, probably a fear, to bring it up herself. When I wondered about
this, some patients responded similarly: "It didn't come up."
Discriminating Transference from the Real Relationship
Joe: In general I don't want people to get a (pause) an impression that’s not
what I intend. I don't want to be saying things that anger people without even
realizing what I'm doing. That's a little different I suppose, from
... because
I do have a criticism of her. There's the real criticism and the stuff that she
thinks is criticism added together.
Here the patient tries to disentangle for himself and for his therapist the difference
between complaints about his therapist and what he vaguely seems to recognize as
characteristic problems of his own. He seems to be struggling with the recognition that
there is something to analyze and work through, that he may provoke and simultaneously
must draw attention to the real problem in the therapeutic relationship and that there has
been no movement on that score.
Susan: What I'm saying is that she probably reacts the same way out there,
she's probably the kind of integrated person who can do that but I wish in
many ways I didn't think of her as a person whose feelings I can hurt by
speaking strongly or something like this or disappoint by telling her certain
things are coming up in my life because sometimes I do feel at times that
there're things that I can't either reveal all of or I'll disappoint her and it may
be projection on my part, that it's the same as my mother, a judgmental
person. I do see reactions out of her that lead me to say or amplify later or
find a more discreet way to describe ...
I: How much of this comes up in your discussion?
S: Very little actually. I have not actually commented on her gestures. I’ve
been meaning to. I've been meaning to for a while.
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In the patient’s words "I see reactions out of her," we can appreciate the
importance of recognizing the patient's burden of reckoning with the therapist's
responses - which might be products of the therapist's transference or
countertransference - which confirm patients’ worst fears. The burden is heavier in the
absence of some education or early interpretation at the outset of treatment about the ways
in which the relationship will come to resemble previous relationships.
This is a Real Thing
Susan felt she could rely on her sense that her first therapist was distinguishing
between "real" feelings that they each might have about the other, or at least his for her,
and something else that was not named. It was Susan who brought up the issue of the
transference, and seemed to be thinking of it as erotic feelings that would have to impede
the work, a reason to end the treatment. (The following section has been quoted before to
illustrate another point):
S: I told her I thought it was great! I just couldn't afford it (the previous
therapy) any more. That was the primary reason, was the matter of cost.
There was another problem too, a strong transference issue with the man that I
was seeing. I purposely sought a woman as a counselor the second time
around. It was something I just couldn't deal with.
I: Transference is a term. How was the .. ?
S: What do I mean by that? Well I was falling in love with my therapist and it
was painful for me. I thought, my God! I can't even focus on myself here
because I'm already -- because these are some of my ideas - falling in love
with people who are unavailable, who are ridiculous! They're married!
What's the matter with me?! ... I wanted to be in a situation in which at least
that issue didn't come up for me, being with Dr. B is like a cut to the chase,
let's get to the heart of some of these problems.
I: How did you deal with, you call it a transference issue, how did you deal
with it in the previous therapy?
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I: You mean the therapist disclosed
...?
S. Yeah. Essentially, he said this is a real thing. Because there were all kinds
ot issues with me on imaginary things. In other words, "You’re not crazvyou re feeling something, you know, the attraction that we have we have
chosen not to, we’re not acting on it blah blah blah" and that’s all fine
In this patient's account, the therapist attempts something, it is not clear what. He
may have been confused about the phenomenon himself, tom between the two
possibilities for the relationship, but he may also have been trying to help the patient feel
less crazy by confirming the intensity to which a transference feeling may build. By the
same token, the patient may have come away with what she needed to believe at the time,
that his attachment to her was so "real" as to be confusing, possibly a projection of hers
from which she fled.
Narcissistic Issues
Interestingly, all of the patients who volunteered were working on primarily
narcissistic concerns, attempting to establish stable, reliable connections with their
therapists and seeking nurturance and mirroring (as described by patients and therapists).
This phenomenon in itself is worthy of further study, especially because among these
were patients who had been relatively reclusive yet were motivated to volunteer. Because
this is such a small sample of patients, it is hard to know whether the pattern is
representative of a larger population of patients who might volunteer for such interviews.
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However, I believe it is true that the evolution of newer, more intersubjective’
approaches which allow for the mutual exploration and exploitation of the "real elements"
of the relationship have evolved along with and in response to our increasing knowledge
about how best to treat narcissism. These patients were looking to solve several
particular problems with these interviews, among them, how to position themselves
relative to their therapists, that is, how closely, and how they could expect their therapists
to position themselves relative to patients. Put another way, patients wanted to know
how much they could hope to see their therapists and what they could know about how
their therapists saw them.
9 Here, by intersubjective I mean a technique of mutual exploration in which the therapists
discloses his own experience to help the patient to understand her impact and to establish a more vivid
interpersonal reality.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS: THERAPISTS IN CLINICAL PAIRS
For every therapist there are patients who present insuperable problems, problems
that may never be named and acknowledged mutually but which may persist through
therapies that may be, for the most part, successful or which may dissolve due to these or
what may appear to be circumstantial or other reasons. Therapists are in the odd position
of always being expected to be willing to present their work to a supervisor, no matter
how private their work may feel, but many therapists, as they advance in their profession
present to others less and less frequently. Therapists rarely expose their work to
someone with whom they are unfamiliar unless that person is an expert, often of their
own choosing. Because so much depends on the match between patient and therapist, it
is easy to see how certain patients may do very poorly with some therapists while other
patients in treatment with the same therapist are able to flourish. It is also, therefore,
difficult to predict which therapists are likely to hide their work from scrutiny because
many therapists may feel competent enough in some of their work so as not to fear all
exposure per se. With enough work to be proud of, the hazard of some ignominy is
tolerable.
I interviewed four therapists in paired interviews with patients. Two of these
were volunteered by their patients at the community mental health clinic and two
volunteered from private practice. One of the therapists in private practice, described
earlier, had originally volunteered with a particular patient in mind. When the patient
refused to participate, he chose another whom he expected to be less sensitive to the
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procedures. '0 The other therapist from private practice allowed me to place a letter in her
waiting room inviting any patient to call me to discuss the possibility of an interview
regarding her experience of and ideas about psychotherapy (see Appendix B). From this
practice, I interviewed four patients, each twice, and interviewed their therapist twice per
patient. This one therapist, then, participated in a total of nine interviews, two per patient
and one additional meeting at the end of the series to review the experience and to update
my information about the therapies.
Therefore, of the five patients discussed here as members of the two groups,
transference threshold and transference muddle, two were from interviews conducted at
the clinic and three were from the single private practice in which all patients were invited
to participate; none had been selected by their therapists but had volunteered for their own
reasons.
In the case of interviews at the clinic, there was less opportunity for therapists to
observe and report to me because I met with each of them only once. Their observations
of their patients were based only on the interim period between the patient's first exposure
to the letters in the waiting room, their interview with me and then the therapist's
interview with me, in one case, a few weeks with a week between interviews, and in the
other, almost two months with a month between interviews.
On the other hand, the therapist in private practice had had the chance to meet with
me twice per patient and to observe patients over periods ranging from several to seven
months by the time I met with her last. Although we did not talk at length about each
patient in our final interview, we did have a chance to review the most recent events.
1
°This patient is among the three I will not discuss here at length because, as expected, he did
not speak much to the focal issues of study and talked instead and exclusively about his recovery from
drug abuse. My sense at the time was that he had been working hard on his recovery and sought an
additional witness to his experience as well as to help "the profession" recognize drug abuse in patients
earlier than his had been recognized (by a previous therapist of many years). It is not at all clear that he
was less sensitive to the procedures - some years from now it may turn out that his participation was
crucial in some way for him - but because there was little evidence to me ofhow he was specifically
using the interviews and of his awareness of their relevance to his treatment, I do not include him in the
discussion here.
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Therapists occasionally reported that after interviews patients ventured a little
more about the relationship, may have asked somewhat more direct questions of
therapists, or demonstrated more interest in the relationship. On three occasions,
therapists told me, patients had referred to the interviews, saying they had been helpful or
mteresting and had talked about aspects of their experience of their therapists that they had
not commented on before. One noted that her patient had begun to disclose historical
material that she had previously been too ashamed to discuss. From my vantage point,
these ventures by patients seemed important; patients had told me that they had been
considering them for a while and had seemed quite anxious in some cases about
broaching these subjects with their therapists.
At the outset, patients and therapists had soft-pedaled the impact of the interviews.
When asked, therapists who participated in clinical pairs told me they thought that
interviews probably would not influence patients much in one direction another, and
possibly would help them clarify issues on which they were working. Two told me
explicitly that they believed interviews would not be disruptive in any way. These had
also been the words of at least one patient, who assured me that talking could in no way
be detrimental to her treatment.
Apparently, in therapy sessions subsequent to my interviews with patients,
something different from past sessions was communicated to or heard differently by
therapists. By therapists' (and patients') accounts, patients spoke mutedly to their
therapists about these matters, understandably cautious about the impact of their actions.
Some told therapists that they experienced them as distant or judgmental, others, that they
felt them to be mind-readers. Yet others confided an attachment that they had not yet
declared. Patients returned to their second interviews with me and often did not
spontaneously report these actions. When asked whether the interviews had influenced
them, they reported what they had said and, usually, their pleasant surprise at their
therapists' reactions, that of interest and acceptance.
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Attitudes to Consultation
Of the therapists whose patients had begun to talk of termination, none seemed
interested in the possibility that the termination might be related to a matter such as the
therapist/patient match. Most attributed the difficulties to circumstantial or more
circumscribed problems - the impact of situational changes, fear of merger, unrequitable
longing, their own misreading of certain earlier cues from the patient as to the direction to
be taken in the treatment, etc. — and had already begun to accept the imminent
termination. None cited the possibility that their style or approach had discouraged then-
patients.
Of the larger group of therapists interviewed but who did not necessarily
participate in clinical interviews, most told me they were open to consultation but few
reported using it or serving as a consultant. When I inquired about this, many told me
that "it had not come up" or that they felt that patients would not be interested in
consultation. Of the therapists who did participate in clinical interviews, one told me that
she would not seek consultation from local peers because they would be unlikely to
approach the work the way she did. She preferred to seek supervision from someone in
particular with whom she was like-minded and had a long relationship. Another told me
he hoped it would be the research interviews that would "unstick" a stuck treatment by
giving the patient the opportunity to see it freshly as he portrayed it to someone new.
Expectably, all stated that they were far more likely to seek supervision than consultation
and most suggested that they would use consultation as a last resort, given what they saw
to be the hazards of imposing a duty on the patient or exposing the treatment to unfamiliar
conditions and, consequently, breaking the frame.
In talking about their participation before the clinical interviews, two of the four
therapists acknowledged that the interviews might have a consultative effect on the
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treatment, but afterwards few reported a substantial impact of the interviews on the
treatment. One, whose patient had unexpectedly (to her) terminated, guessed that the
interviews might have contributed to the termination but adduced many other possible
factors. All were reluctant to say that the interventions had been disruptive; interesting,
given their reluctance to use consultation.
The Impasse
In several cases, therapists used the interviews prospectively or retrospectively to
process difficulties in the treatment. In one case, a therapist revealed what had been a
limitation in her use of supervision. The patient appeared to be heading toward premature
termination and the therapist was using supervision to save the treatment. She reported
that she had discussed the matter with her supervisor primarily in terms of the
interpersonal and patient-centered aspects but not to discover her own habits. The
impasse remained firmly in place due to a barrier she had encountered but had not yet
described to herself. As she later told me, it was through our conversation about her
experience of her patient that she began to understand the transference elements, hers and
her patient’s.
Control-Mastery Therapists
As I pointed out in an earlier section, all of the therapists of patients in the
transference threshold and transference muddle groups were working from a Control-
Mastery orientation. When I asked one of the Control-Mastery therapists to speculate
about the disproportionate representation of Control-Mastery therapists in my sample, she
suggested that Control-Mastery therapists may be more inclined to value research as a
clinical tool, having subscribed to a theory that relies heavily on empirical methods for
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validation. They would be more interested in participating as a way of furthering
empirical methods and as a way of reciprocating to their research benefactors by helping
others in research (although this might be true of any psychologist who participated).
To explain the dynamic reasons that therapists might participate and that patients
might self-select, we have to look closer. There is probably something about the
atmosphere created in a Control-Mastery therapy that attracts a certain kind of therapist,
making the therapist's participation in interviews like this more likely. The theory
stresses the importance of strengthening the patient’s confidence in her autonomy and of
providing opportunities for the patient to learn that the therapist does not need the patient
to cleave to him but hopes instead to help the patient discover that separation from the
parent/therapist is possible, desirable, and does not warrant the guilt and anxiety with
which it has come to be associated. Some of these progressive efforts take the form of
tests of the therapist in the transference. Control-Mastery theorists were more likely to
see the patient's volunteering as a further search for herself and for assistance in her
unconscious plan for cure and might be inclined to think that the interviews need not
significantly influence the treatments and might be helpful to them.
To one Control-Mastery therapist, a crucial difference between her therapeutic
approach and that of other paradigms was with respect to the function and necessity of
regression in the treatment. This therapist described herself as less likely to allow herself
to perform self-object or ego functions for the patient. More likely, she would challenge
the patient's retreat from these self functions; she might, if appropriate, interpret the
patient's fears that her strength and independence would threaten the therapist. In the
case of "sicker" patients who were unable to get past certain developmental impediments
and instead had to "go through" them, she saw the regression as an inevitable reenactment
of pathogenic beliefs in the transference which would only then become available for
therapeutic work.
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A patient in Control-Mastery treatment might step outside the therapeutic
relationship to, say, seek the advice of a consultant or a friend at a juncture where the
patient feels pressed to higher ego functioning and before she evokes the therapist's
willingness to accompany her to a more regressed state in which the work can be done.
At this point, the patient may question her attachment to the therapist, or the therapist's
attachment to her, may have feelings about the therapist that seem unacceptable in the
relationship, and may want to experiment with a third person with these feelings before
exposing herself or her therapist to humiliation or rejection. A Control-Mastery therapist
might be more likely than others to have communicated the acceptability of finding a
(trial) alternative - in the form of the interviewer or others — an option which may
strengthen or weaken the therapeutic alliance, such that the patient returns reassured or
abandons treatment seeking a more conducive opportunity to work through her
difficulties.
For the therapist, passing the test in the transference is not a simple matter. The
test might as easily be for the therapist's reassurance that the patient need not move so
fast, that a degree of dependence on the therapeutic relationship, a willingness to stay and
explore painful experience, and the capacity to trust and rely on another are also important
to the patient's healing. It may be that Control-Mastery therapists err, when they do,
toward endorsing the patient's autonomy whereas object relational therapists may err,
when they do, toward fostering dependence on the therapist, two points of error in the
development of the transference in which a patient might be inclined to seek the advice of
a third. However, it seems less likely that the patient of an object relational practitioner
would do so if she suspected an injunction against more autonomous movement in the
relationship.
Inferential difficulty arises with the possible confounding of Control-Mastery
orientation with personality of the therapist. In as small a sample as this, it is hard to tell
whether difficulties arising within the pair are the product of a misattunement based on
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theoretical issues, on what Kantrowitz calls "the bad match," or on the peculiar interaction
of therapist, patient, and/or research interviewer. There are probably good personal
reasons that each therapist chooses his ways of working; certain approaches best express
aspects of his own experience and beliefs about therapy, about life, better suited to his
own transference - a matter few therapists spontaneously addressed in our interviews yet
occasionally cited as relevant to their work. It seems likely that there would be a
somewhat characteristic stance of Control-Mastery therapists (as there might be for any of
the practitioners adhering to a paradigm), which they might describe for themselves (but
which I, unfortunately, asked only one of them to do) that would distinguish them from
other therapists, other practitioners, one that might correspond to the subjective
experience I had in the offices of so many of the therapists I interviewed, a tone, an
attitude to change, the interpersonal, and therapy.
Discrepancies Among Patients’ Presentations
Dr. B had the feeling that some patients might be presenting an "earlier version of
themselves" to me in the interviews; there did seem to be some inconsistency between
patients' developmental presentations to the therapist and to the interviewer. As she put
it, some were "earlier," some perhaps merely different, others, perhaps "later" than they
had yet mustered in the therapist's presence.
In this case, Susan started, narratively, from the beginning. She brought out her
slips of paper:
S: Therapy is a strange thing. I came gripping three pieces of paper, which I
always do, I always seem to have shreds of paper. I asked you if there was
any way I should prepare for this, you said just do what you'd ordinarily do
for therapy (I had not said for therapy, I had said, just do what you’d always
do). This was the original piece of paper that I came to Dr. B with. I should
look up when I began therapy which was late spring two years ago. So I had
a list of things how to introduce myself and my issues.
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Susan in particular worked hard to be a good subject and to supply good data,
whereas other patients were less conscious of what interested them and what they wanted
me to know. But Dr. B believed that she and others might have been doing more than
that; they might have been starting from closer to the beginning, characterologically,
presenting themselves as they had earlier in the treatment but from which they had since
progressed. She told me she had formed her impression based on my accounts of her
patients which I knew to emphasize what was salient to me but which might have
resolved somewhat into the background for their therapist.
The patients to whom Dr. B was referring were three of the four women (one of
whom was not a transference threshold patient) who described their lives to me in dimmer
terms than Dr. B felt they had since coming to see her. Dr. B told me they were no
longer as depressed as they seemed. She seemed offended, at first, by their presentations
to me, as though the accounts discredited or denied the gains the pairs had made together,
but she speculated that if there were such a pattern of earlier presentation (not merely an
artifact of my descriptive style or my snapshot view) that it might reflect the slowness
with which gains are consolidated in the treatment.
As we proceeded, Dr. B became less convinced of the "earlier presentation"
phenomenon, a shift which I believe might have been due to her progressive
reconciliation of our two views of the treatments; I wondered whether my reports had
reminded her of aspects of her patients on which they were no longer so focused but
which remained significant elements in patients' character structures. Also, it became
clear that patients were changing, not all presented as they had to her before.
Apart from Dr. B's observations, I had noticed inconsistencies in patients'
presentations to me as compared to their therapists' descriptions of them. Whether they
were "earlier," "different," or "later" developmental presentations from what their
therapists had suggested, there always seemed to be a discrepancy which could have been
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an artifact of the differences in our (the two observers') foci or patients' efforts to use the
opportunities differently, among others.
Obviously, the differences between presentation to therapist and presentation to
researcher are attributable to many factors related and unrelated to the study. There are
the situational ones, the demand characteristics of the settings (school, home, or
professional office), and interviews. There are also the interpersonal forces, what I
characteristically evoke as against what each therapist does and the clear and not-so-clear
differences between what I want from and can do for patients as against what they expect
from their therapists. Any of the discrepancies between patients' public and therapeutic
self-presentation might be attributable to the lag in consolidation of therapeutic gain and
therefore perhaps to a kind of true-self/false-self split. A "later" presentation might show
the results of therapeutic gain not yet demonstrated to the therapist or a pseudomature
stance which I might have mistaken for the real thing.
It is possible, too, that the discrepancies in presentation reflect an interpersonal
recapitulation similar to what Pfeffer reported in post-analytic studies in which patients,
over a series of as many as ten interviews with him, seemed to reenact the transference
and the course of its resolution in the treatment. Perhaps what I saw here was interview
as trial run, an unconscious test, as it were, of the self in relation with someone who
might be expected to respond knowingly.
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CHAPTER 8
ROLES OF THE RESEARCHER
My entrance on the scene gave patients an opportunity to ask questions about
therapy that they did not know they had, placing me clearly in the role of educator. Some
questions had arisen during the course of therapy and could be put into words, vague
ones such as Mary's: "How do they (therapists) know, how do they know what to do?"
or quite specific ones such as Joe s regarding his therapist's failure to say nice things
about him. Equally as often but less explicitly, I was asked about what to expect from the
relationship, how warm or personal it should feel, how much the patient could expect to
hear about their therapist's reactions to them. Most important, many patients seemed
ignorant about the transference and its utility in the process and betrayed some anxiety
about what was or was not developing with their therapists. I chose not to explain
beyond reflecting and suggesting how therapeutic interaction might already be elucidating
unconscious experience. I stopped short of what I came to feel was called for, an
orientation to the process that would help the patient to be a full participant.
Dynamically, patients used me in a number of ways. In some cases, my
intervention in the dyad had a similar function or effect to that of the Freudian or Lacanian
father, one who represents reality and the capacity to symbolize and who intervenes
between the mother and infant to introduce or restore reality. Patients seemed to be
asking about incipient entanglements with therapist/mothers: 'Is it safe or necessary to
long for and be frustrated by someone I had expected to experience as neutral? How do I
know whether I am falling or stepping into a new level of relationship? Do I have to be in
the dark?'
In the case of the transference-muddle patient and at the most superficial level, I
believe I represented lost aspects of the therapist, that of an interested, open-minded,
beneficent listener who could talk mutatively about what transpired between them. I
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represented what made it a therapy relationship rather than merely an intimate
relationship, what would restore the analytic attitude to the therapist (Schafer, 1983).
At a deeper level, to Joe, I was the other half of the split in his experience.
Having found an object, he soon experienced her as divided and against him, the loving
half split off into another form. The one, a judgmental, distancing parent who was
willfully ignorant of him and what he needed; the other, the loving, accepting, and
inquiring parent who wanted to help. In this case, I believe the patient hoped that I would
find a way to return these qualities to his therapist, that she would then experience him as
whole, as both loving - which she seemed to reject - and hating, which he cautiously
acknowledged to me.
Technically, some of my interventions could have been seen as what family
therapists call positive reframing; specifically here, statements that reinterpreted the
patient's picture of a therapy deteriorating into a merely intimate relationship (or, the
converse, threatening to stay too impersonal) as that of a therapy relationship that might
be moving into a new stage. Of course, not all patients believed or could use these,
somewhat educative statements (which were not necessarily accurate), and not all liked
the implications, but many seemed interested in the concepts they reflected and in the
notion that there was something to learn about how the therapy worked. For example,
when, hearing my questions about their experience of their therapists, patients inferred
that they might have such experience, they were not always reassured, but did begin to
voice what they later told me they had been guarding for some time.
Interpretation And Reflection
Among therapists' first fears about the interviews had been whether I might
inadvertently (or purposefully) influence patients one way or another or would present an
idealized alternative to the inevitably conflictual relationship forming in the treatment.
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Bearing these concerns in mind, I asked myself how best to intervene; should I
strive toward abstinence and neutrality as I would if I were conducting a conservative
analytic treatment? Should I position the interviews as something different, a new context
incomparable to that of the more analytic stance that their therapists may have taken?
When I considered the latter, I realized that I could assume little about the therapy
environment and could only surmise based on my sense of each of these therapists in my
interviews with them. I could not yet speculate about what patients would have
contributed to the creation of those interpersonal fields.
To differentiate the interviews from treatment technique, I would have to adopt a
conversational style that might inhibit patients' associations. I decided that the best I
could do would be to stay with my own way, a somewhat informal but intellectual
interpersonal style with a relational, interpersonal bent and stay attuned, when I could, to
the effects of my interventions. I believed I could limit my reflections and interpretations
to those that would clarify patients' otherwise obscure statements.
As it was, my stance with patients gradually modified from that of a somewhat
conversational interrogator — devised to deter being taken as a second, alternative
therapist to their own — to a more reserved, occasionally interpretive interlocutor. The
shift began to be evident as early as the first interview in which Joe persisted, looking for
the interpretation of a difficulty between him and his therapist. It was over an hour before
I ventured an educative comment about the appropriateness of his interest in the
relationship and its difficulties, then a modulating piece about how long it can take to
work some of the difficulties through. At the time, I hoped these remarks would relieve
some of the pressure on Joe in the interview and enable us to move through to other
aspects of his experience. It soon became evident that these concerns had brought him to
the interview and that he was not interested in talking about much else. My comments
occasionally had the effect of allaying enough of Joe's anxiety to allow him to talk more
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widely, but he returned often to tell me more about how his therapist ignored or took
offense at his attempts to express his attachment to her.
The extent of my interpretation is demonstrated in the following examples. As I
understand it, I chose to speak in these ways at these moments to test the extent of a
patient s beliefs. For example, in the case of an exchange with Susan quoted before:
S. But it, I can, it s like I anticipate, I could be totally wrong, it could think 1
1
*?
1
moth
,
er
’
she 00111(1 think it's anything, she doesn’t say, but I just have
this teeling that she thinks it's some kind of commentary, that it’s negative
and critical on her therapy!
I: Uh-huh. And what if it were?
S: (She giggles) Well it wouldn’t be fair, because it wasn’t a conscious one
on my part (giggles)!
I: Oh! (mock surprise)
S: It wouldn't be fair to be judged that I was being critical of her. I think
she's great!
I: It sounds like you’re not sure there's a place for that.
S: Yeah, I guess I’ve wrestled with that, and I should probably address it
head on.
On another occasion, I said far more than usual, as the patient began to withdraw
from what I was beginning to hear was a growing fear, that she was beginning to
experience her therapist as her mother and believed her therapist to harbor judgments
against Susan. I suspected that she had more to say about it and I guessed that if I
interpreted her fear to allow herself to have feelings about her therapist that she might feel
more able to consider and discuss them.
1
1
I observed a strange phenomenon with three patients I interviewed, all of whom were at the
transference threshold: when they were most anxious while talking about their therapists, they began to
confuse personal pronouns. As quoted above, Susan says, "it could think," rather than "I" or "one could
think" possibly a shift between "it could be" and "one" or "I" could think, but conveying an impression
that she was unconsciously reserving her judgment about the attribution. Lila and Susan also made these
errors in speech. In listening, I felt we had broken through to the terrain of internal objects some of
whose features had not been distinguished and made conscious.
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my therapy or anythin8 that it's my primary
concern is how shes feeling in any way, I'd say I'd put it in the 20th
nercenti e at the hntt™ J—
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I: Well, I think you would be somewhat cautious about how much you
speculate about or how much you care about her feelings considering your
experience in the first therapy which left you feeling at least confused about
something and probably sad. So I wouldn’t be surprised if that's one way in
which you were protecting the therapy, protecting yourself and protecting her
from caring too much, or something like that.
Susan did the best she could with my awkward intervention and responded by
talking at length about cases in her life in which people gave her what they wanted to give
her, helped her in ways they wanted to help her but not what and in ways that she really
needed. Although she described her therapist as helping her to recognize this pattern, it
was unclear to me how she had associated to it. Was it that I was asking her to
understand herself and her therapy the way I wanted her to? Was it because she felt her
therapist was missing the point and pressing another? Or, more abstractly, was Susan
acknowledging her adaptation to her therapist's more affectively distant stance?
Occasionally, when I saw that my interventions had impact, whether they had
been explicitly interpretive or otherwise, I grew anxious that I might be influencing
treatment events inappropriately by encouraging the patient to do work outside the
treatment rather than in it and I tried to stand back or undo them. In one instance, I found
myself getting deeper and deeper into an interpretive trough with Joe, who, as I
understood it, was seeking a specific dynamic function from the interview, an essentially
transformational effect on his treatment (Bollas, 1987).
Joe returned often in our conversation to the difficulty between him and his
therapist. Although I made several efforts to end our interview, which ran almost three
hours, he seemed unwilling to go until he got an interpretation from me about his hostility
and the split-off love in the treatment. Because this was my first interview with a patient
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and I was excited that he was speaking to the very issues that I had expected, I allowed
the conversation to lengthen and tried to understand - by trial and mostly error - how
best to respond to him while maintaining my position as both therapist and researcher.
Joe's way of insisting on my transformational function was by prompting and
taking in my successive and step-wise observations about his and his therapist's
interactions (my attempt to avoid being what some would consider too influential, hoping
he would be satisfied with a partial answer) and pressing for more. There is a just-
noticeable deepening of my statements, so we can see the interpretive material mass
slowly in the interviews, but he returns from various topics - from testing, from
scheduling, from signing consent forms — to the same subject, as if sure somehow that I
can tell him enough about what he needs to know.
J: A good example of what I say to people is what I want to say to you, is just
that I was thinking that I hope your handwriting is more legible than your
signature. Is that one of those ...?
I: Why do you hope that?
J: So somebody can read it. I guess you're the only one who has to read it,
but is that one of those hostile comments that I make (laughs)? That’s the sort
of thing that it occurs to me to say to people?
I: Well, what does it feel like saying it?
J: In the past I never gave much thought to it, but now I sort of wonder. I
make a lot of those sort of. ...
I: I think it’s mixed. You know, maybe it's not just one thing or (the) other.
I: Well, but I think, see, I think the reason that you're here and the reason that
some of the stuff that's happening between you and your therapist ... is
because you are working out how much is in those statements. You know,
there's a lot in them, you're saying a lot and that it sounds like you're feeling
like the two of you haven't worked out a way yet to get at all ... To get
enough of it so you feel like she understands the warmth in what you say
also. And this is an important piece of your work.
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hear y0U say is that I m inscrutable and that you wish or you wonder
whether I expose more or tell more to other people in what I write in other
situations than I do in my signature to you. And what I hear in that is ... Ihave a sense that, because it's more complicated in your relationship with(your therapist), because it’s more involved and it's a longer, older one thatyou re trying to find a way together for her to hear more of what you say so
that you (yourself) can hear more of what you say. And that’s part of the
work. (Pause) there s an edge on it, but that's not all you're saying.
J. Sometimes I feel like I'm her therapist. Why she's interpreting it that way
I: Why ...
J: Why she just takes the negative.
I: I think that's a very worthwhile question.
J: I think it does say something about her.
Process Observations
Consistently, as we passed the fifty-minute mark in interviews (all of them:
Phase-I and Phase-II, Stage- 1 and Stage-2 interviews) the tenor began to change.
Therapists, especially, loosened up and talked more, when they did at all, about their
countertransference and misgivings about their work. It felt to me as though we were
entering uncharted terrain or had passed a certain almost muscular tolerance which
therapists had conditioned in themselves for being with or talking about particular
patients. Whereas therapists are accustomed to spending 50 minutes with a patient or
supervisor, they rarely spend more, except with close colleagues or in public
presentations for which they have ample time to prepare and edit.
With patients the 50-minute phenomenon was more subtle but still discernible.
There was a gradual loosening as we passed the mark but — and I noticed this with
therapists, too - after an occasional patch of impatience or restlessness, patients would
settle in to talk more frankly. Of course, it is impossible to say how much patients' or
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therapists openness past the 50-minute mark was due only to the greater comfort or
pressure of having more time to talk.
As a group, therapists were less likely to agree to meet for longer than an hour.
They tended to schedule our meetings during open therapy hours in the middle of a work-
day. But for a few exceptions, those who did agree to meet longer did so in the evenings
after work. It was easy to understand the scheduling pressures on therapists and their
desire for privacy at the end of the day, but I wondered, too, whether the effort,
unconscious or otherwise, was to contain the interview in the frame of the therapy hour,
thereby limiting the likelihood that they would say more than they might feel comfortable
doing.
Patients would have had less experience with the hazards of "breaking the frame"
and would have been less accustomed to guarding against breaches. It may be that the
longer meetings with patients induced an intimacy with me that was counterproductive,
making me appear more available and therefore possibly a preferable alternative to those
seeking a greater personal connection with their therapists. On the other hand, it is hard
to imagine developing adequate rapport with patients during any period of time in one or
more sessions to make conversations of sufficient depth possible without running such a
risk. To discover the reasons for patients' willingness to volunteer, we may have to
allow them a chance to discover it at some level for themselves.
Many of the phenomena in interviews are subtle and would have required the use
of material quoted at greater length; therefore, I have chosen not to explore them in detail
here. My attributions do arise from my interests and experience but are based on my
observations of conversational patterns, such as coming late to a topic that seems to have
been skirted, the abrupt return to a dropped subject, the tone of voice, a change of mood
that suggested the importance of what was then said. I found all the interviews to be
technically demanding and noticed that with each interview - of which there were
relatively few - my technique improved significantly. It is hard to know how much of
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the variance within and across subjects is due to changes in my ability, with familiarity,
and with subtler interpersonal variables. It is also unclear how much 1 contributed to the
emphasis on these matters. Patients may have been adapting to me as they might adapt to
their therapists, finding the ways in which we each could accept the other.
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
When I embarked on this study, I was interested primarily in the patient's view of
the therapy, in particular, of the therapist's contribution. I had originally formulated my
questions in terms of the patient as theorist, as someone who could see and say more
about a reality at the edges of the treatment’s necessary illusions. My hope was to begin
to assess empirically and simultaneously the patient as informant, the interviewer as the
third. I suspected that these explorations would lead us to several areas of interest; 1) the
patient s sense of the therapist, especially in transference enactments, her reactions to
countertransference disclosure, and the desirability of newer approaches such as authentic
engagement; 2) the conditions in which the patient might involve a third in her treatment,
such as when trouble looms, and how the patient presents herself, her ideas, and the
circumstance; and 3) what we can learn from a limited, exploratory study about how to
approach further research.
I started with a design based on the principle of parallax, three data points, my
interview with the patient, my interview with the therapist, and projective testing, by
which I expected to triangulate our positions and to arrive close enough to a description of
the constellation. The emphasis shifted from what was so ~ including any effort to
generalize about the patient/therapist match — to what wanted to be said. In this, there
were marked trends. Patients were interested, at times urgently, in how the relationship
should feel, what they could expect, how frightened they should be of their therapists’
variance from absolute neutrality, and how safely and helpfully they could have what they
wanted: true attachment, understanding, some knowledge of the other, and, of course,
change. To me, their interests do go to the heart of a contemporary psychoanalytic
concern, how to make use of the authentic elements of the relationship in ways that are
productive without being intrusive.
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Explicitly, patients wanted help judging the appropriateness of their expectations,
wishes, and fears. They seemed to have little sense of the relationship as a tool for
learning about themselves and were preoccupied instead with what they and their
therapists should or should not be feeling. Most groped for the edges of the frame, of the
relationship, trying to orient themselves in this unique context, apparently fearful of any
potential breaches. They were grateful - but not unconflicted - for what they learned
about limits from their therapists and for "feedback" in general about themselves and the
process. I believe information from me and their therapists was important to patients in
their efforts to be good collaborators, agents in their own change.
Most patients were conscious of and could talk about aspects of their experience
sooner than their therapists had expected. Lila could articulate her longings; Susan, her
suspicions; Joe, his concerns that his therapist needed help for herself in order to help
him. Often, patients observed much about their therapists that seemed plausible to me,
given my limited exposure to both participants. With surprising frequency patients were
able to describe misgivings to me having made the choice not to speak yet to their
therapists, strengthening my curiosity about the proportion of repression to discretion in
therapy hours. It seemed possible for research to begin to distinguish the necessary
illusions of the treatment (the ways in which we as therapists allow the transference to
build and organize itself rather than interpreting prematurely to superficial or destructive
effect), from the data or intimacy for which the relationship may not yet be ready, from
the unnecessary mystification that may confuse and inhibit patients from participating
fully in their treatments. To make these distinctions would be to discriminate the ways in
which therapists and their technique obstruct the therapy from what therapists as the
objects of projection prohibit. It could also reveal a great deal about the interpersonal
dimension of repression itself, for example, the extent to which it is a function from
episode to episode of the company one keeps or may be discretion mislabeled.
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It may be that some of the reality sought or avoided in the therapy - sometimes
represented to the patient in what the therapist "really" feels or thinks - is what the patient
needs to know about how the thing works. A rudimentary knowledge about the process
may supply the secure foundation on which the relationship and fantasy can be built. As
patients learn the principles through education or explicit interpretation, they may feel
safer to internalize the analytic function and tolerate the vagaries. Generally speaking, I
believe that the patient s search for authenticity in the therapist has been confused in
psychoanalytic thinking with the attempt to avoid herself. For many of the patients who
spoke here, the alternative seemed true, the therapeutic journey may have felt too lonely
and dangerous without a little bit of training and the warm, real hand of a guide.
Joe made it clear that he was troubled not by the fact that he and his therapist were
in difficulty but that they were having trouble working on it. He could tolerate the notion
that they were reproducing something familiar as long as there was the possibility of
learning from it and moving through it. It was because Joe feared impasse, not trouble,
that he volunteered for the interview. He had tolerated trouble in the therapy for some
time and had not avoided it.
Once the inevitable repetition had taken place and an impasse loomed, Searles'
therapeutic phenomenon began to evince, Joe's attempt (for him, a short-lived one) to
cure the therapist. Joe recognized that in some ways he was having to address his
therapist's needs in order to enable her to attend to his own. He told me, "Sometimes I
feel like I'm her therapist." He may have experienced her as a defective parent to whom
he had to adapt as a child and whom he then had to change to use. Many have observed
the patient's efforts to cure the therapist in their work with patients. Searles felt that it
was probably quite common and important to the patient's healing. It is easy to see how
the patient's understanding of her impact would contribute to her sense of instrumentality,
leading to a capacity to repair. But to Joe, the rigidity in his therapist represented a loss
he could not overcome. He encountered a barrier in his therapist which his therapist
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appeared to experience as a barrier in him. He could feel his therapist retreating, did not
know how to recall her, and, feeling hurt and abandoned, gradually lost hope. But it was
not Joe alone who chose to leave the treatment. My guess is that his suggestion that they
terminate was a test of his therapist's love and her willingness to continue. Her decision
to terminate may have confirmed his fears.
Patients rarely leave failing treatments easily. Yet many patients do leave therapy,
often precipitously and without persuasive explanation which therapists may attribute to
fear of change, of deepening, of dependency. There is another dimension to which,
perhaps because it is obvious, we may accord insufficient importance; that is, when
patients leave, it may be because they are not yet willing to acknowledge the force of
repetition, and when they leave slowly, it is because they have come to expect no better
anywhere else (as Joe said, "She can't hurt me any more than I have already been hurt").
Patients like Joe have begun to formulate the problem in terms of repetition, as he did:
"It's always been this way," "All my relationships end up like this," but may not yet
conceive of it as a function of projection, among other forces.
It seemed that the transference threshold patients were discovering the incipient
relationship in the therapy, one they were not at all sure they wanted to begin with their
current therapists. For some, then, the discovery of a realm (the relationship) in which to
work can offer hope and reassurance that misunderstandings can be worked through, that
what we fear (for example, Susan's therapist’s disapproval) may not always be real and
that what is real (for example, Lila's impression that her therapist took her seriously) may
turn out to be a comfort. For others, perhaps, what lies ahead may loom uncomfortably
not merely because it is the exploration of the unknown, but because the person with
whom we find ourselves may not be the one we had in mind for the journey.
My sense about some of these terminations was that they were an accommodation
to what one or both participants may already have known, that for the next stage of work,
if there ever was to be one, a different match must be made. I suspect that many patients
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knew this sooner than their therapists and devised ways to save therapists from the
supposed indignity of rejection.
For any therapist there will be patients who prefer another way, more or less
activity or affective responsiveness. Therapists vary in their capacity to both see and
adapt to different patients' needs and preferences so as to make good-enough fits. What
most patients do not know when they enter a treatment is how to tell what they want from
what they need and, on another dimension, what is constrained for the sake of the
efficacy of the process from the therapist's limitations. Patients come to learn about these
as a part of what they learn about themselves. One of the therapist's functions is to help
them.
I observed that the patients in both transference threshold and transference muddle
groups were beginning to have a sense of both of these dimensions, a sense that
threshold patients were not yet able to articulate as could the muddle patient. I believe
some were learning that they needed something realer, something warmer, but that they
did not know a) that these issues were acceptable issues to explore in the treatment, b)
whether they could effect change in their therapists, c) whether they could try to do so.
My sense, too, was that the therapists I interviewed had not 1) educated patients to "a"
above, 2) were not aware of their patients’ preferences, or 3) saw these preferences as the
subject of later analysis rather than as requests from the patient to meet them where they
were. One therapist had described to me the accommodations she makes to patients'
needs for responsiveness, her willingness to pull back or come forward, to be more or
less confrontational. I suspect in these instances she was unaware of a misattunement
and the patient's inability to express it effectively.
Predictably, my role in interviews as therapist-as-researcher shaded often into
therapist-as-consultant. Patients tended to split the difference in their approach to me,
speaking at first with reserve, uncertain of their roles and also to avoid premature
intimacies that could not be contained in these meetings. They sought guidance from me
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as to what I sought and tried to balance this with what, in some cases, grew to a
recognition of their own that they sought something from me. Joe clearly arrived with a
problem to solve with which he expected help. Susan brought the list she had taken to
her first therapy session, having interpreted my instructions to approach the interview as
she would a therapy session. Joe, Susan, and Lila were readier than others in these
interviews to discover the differences between my way and their therapists', and seemed
to be searching more openly for a sense of the variety of therapists' styles.
These interviews differed from most other qualitative research interviews in the
intervention by a second therapist into an ongoing process known as much for privacy as
for monogamy, the exclusion of others. Yet in most ways, patients appeared to be using
the interviews the way subjects often use qualitative interviews and, not incidentally, the
way patients use therapy, as an opportunity to explore and describe aspects of their
experience that they might not otherwise have done. In most interviews conducted by
clinically trained interviewers the balance is always delicate; how do we enable the
volunteer to speak deeply and safely without undue exposure or, in the worst case,
retraumatization for lack of an adequate response from us?
I expected some patients to raise questions about their treatments that they would
want to work through with their therapists and I had hoped that the therapy would act as
an additional layer of containment for the research intervention as a place to process what
emerged. I did experience a distinct discrepancy between what patients were telling me
and what they were telling their therapists and between what I sensed to be their not-yet-
conscious unease in therapy as compared to what they were able to describe to me and
their therapists.
What I had not expected was that some of these patients would already have
announced their intentions to terminate and were probably past the point at which they
would have used their sessions for such a purpose. Did this limitation make for
interviews as bad therapy? Did I — do we -- owe it to patients to make sure the
material
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can be worked through in the therapies? Were patients stimulated by the interviews to act
out, to abandon their treatments? It is impossible to infer cause and effect given the
complexities of timing, the fact of patients autonomy, the conscious and unconscious
efforts of all parties. As I see it, participants learn what they can using the resources
available; all we can do is encourage them to approach the project as a personal
investigation to continue beyond the research interviews.
There is always a plausible element in what we project (Gill, 1983). The same
difficulties attend the research and therapy relationships but in different proportion,
different measure. In therapy the patient devises dreams and fears of the therapist and
works with and against them to discover what does and can exist between them. Patients
come for some kind of assistance in developing a relationship with reality and with
themselves.
From what I have been able to gather, the same is true of the research interview.
The patient comes with a mission or a question or something she needs to convey. She
does so often indirectly and may not be conscious of what she seeks. She uses the
interviewer as a means to discovering or rehearsing or denying something; there is a
distinct service to be performed as well as a fantasied element in the interaction. The
patient imagines that the interviewer hears and communicates, in the same or some
transmuted form, what the patient needs the therapist to know 12 . The interviewer
inevitably serves an unconscious function.
Patients may have used the opportunity to compare therapists to test their
attachment, their engagement, the strength of those of their therapists. They may have
feared they were too much for their therapists, may have hinted this fear by means of
participating in the research, perhaps may have wanted to draw down their own needs by
1
2
In first interviews and, of course, having given permission, in follow-up
interviews, patients
often assumed that I had told therapists what patients had conveyed to me. I
believe it is possible to
argue from this and especially from Joe's case in which I believe he was
actively seeking help with his
therapy, that patients wished for therapists to get the message.
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diverting the pressure to another. I was unable to confirm some of these hypotheses with
patients because I believe they, like their therapists, were afraid to think of their
participation as having been so purposive and influential on the treatment. I suspect that
if I had more time and experience with subjects they would have been abler to explore
their hopes and fears for the impact of interviews. One could argue that more contact
with patients would undesirably magnify any effect of the interviews on the treatment, but
I suspect the contrary is true, more time could enable the interviewer to better contain and
contextualize the interviews, help the participants articulate the inevitable effects and so,
improve the usefulness to patients and therapists.
In retrospect, and despite patients' and therapists' assurances to the contrary, I
believe that interviews did, in some cases, have powerful impacts on the therapies and
may, in at least one case, have contributed to the termination of the treatment. There is no
way of knowing the exact nature of the influence, but it may be that the timing of the
interviews, occurring as Dr. B's absence approached and commenced, further
destabilized an already shaky moment in the treatment which neither I — nor, apparently,
the patient and Dr. B — addressed in the interviews or in the therapy hours. Further, I
cannot rule out the possibility that I did unconsciously present myself as an example of a
good alternative to their therapist in the service of a wish to find solutions to enmiring
problems, in the cases of Susan and Lila, what I saw as their need for more authentic
engagement.
Whatever difficulty I introduced into the treatment probably was compounded by
the fact that I had taken a very active step by intervening in the therapies but sought
somehow to mitigate (and in some cases undo) my influence. In retrospect, I believe I
would have been more helpful and effective if I had considered a wider range in my own
activity, to have been more active in cases where I could consider with patients the ways
in which the interviews might affect their treatments and how I might be experienced by
and presenting myself to them. If I had practiced what I preached and been able to
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employ more relational technique when needed I might have been able to facilitate the
intervention. A more active stance on my part with regard to these situational issues
might have helped to contain the anxiety which I might have augmented. In future
interviews, the best approach might that of what I think of as the best clinical technique:
to give the patient as much room as possible, but, when in the way to explore with and,
yes, influence the patient (as we always do, even when inactive). It continues to surprise
me how often we relearn the same lessons in doing clinical work.
It is possible, too, that I have overstated the impact of the interviews in some
cases. It may be that some of patients' new queries or indirect challenges to therapists,
while conspicuous to me, did not carry much weight between them. Therapists' reports
about patients' change or the lack of it may merely have been to scale with their longer
exposure to the patient and her ups and downs whereas to me were the figure against the
unknowable ground of the therapy relationship.
The interviews aided at the early midphase of my own development as an
interviewer. I had many more interviews to conduct to develop the skills I would have
needed (and was developing) to do justice to the complexity of what I was hearing. With
better, more efficioit technique I believe I could have pursued the issue of parallel process
(the ways in which my interviews may have recreated or induced any phenomena in the
therapies) and learned more about how participants had configured me in their work.
Reflexive questions of this type were a key part of the design for the interviews but were
less productive than I had hoped. I did feel quite limited by my own technical
inexperience which improved substantially over the course of the interviews and which
would best be improved with more interviews. I believe I could have helped my research
subjects to know themselves better if I had been better able with, among other things, my
own use of countertransference.
Perhaps unpersuasively, I did raise with participants the issue of their perceptions
and expectations of me. I suspect that these were the most difficult subjects for all of us
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to address yet the success of doing so may ultimately be the measure of clinical interviews
with a third. No one speaks to another without taking the other into account; I am sure
that my interests were perceived more or less accurately if more or less unconsciously
than any participant acknowledged. Therapists may have approached the interviews with
reserve if they knew me to be struggling with my own threatening therapeutic impasse,
patients may have talked more about fears than they might have done with another
interviewer. There is much more that I want to know about my influence on participants
that might be easier for me to learn now, having come through my own therapeutic
rupture and with the advantages of distance and hindsight.
My inquiries about my role with subjects could have been too cautious but I felt a
distinct barrier to this material, perhaps the stance that patients and therapists had to take
to participate in so novel a situation, namely, that the interviews were somehow too
separate and safely apart from the treatments to be vulnerable to the forces about which I
was inquiring. It is possible that, within the pairs, each of us sensed something from the
other; patients may have inferred from their therapists that the interviews were not to
function dynamically between them, or at least not too much; therapists may have sensed
their patients’ caution about new ventures and responded with equal and justifiable
caution; I may have been afraid to ask. Each may have feared to rock the boat or to imply
that another could influence what she had not yet chosen to or believed she could not
change. Loyalty, shyness, insensitivity, denial, some or all could have been at work.
After all, most of these therapies had not been defined by the pair as conflicted or
troubled. Irrespective, the terrain on which I stood with these patients and therapists was
already so alien, the time so short that we were probably unable to explore deeply its most
interpersonally hazardous stretches. There is no reason to believe that displacement
phenomena apply only to the therapeutic dyad; patients could also have been
communicating indirectly their uncertainty with me.
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I believe that clinicians interested in this research could develop a facility for
walking the lines between therapist and researcher, between therapist and consultant,
between researcher and consultant. The skills are, for the most part, clinical skills; we
have developed powerful if alternative ways of knowing about the kind of phenomena of
interest here. In several clear instances, especially with Joe, my emotional reactions were
crucial to an understanding of my developing role as the third to the therapeutic dyad.
Loosely speaking, countertransference exists in every aspect of our lives and is always,
initially, an unconscious phenomenon. We are always reacting characteristically and
unconsciously to others but can make sense of these experiences only with a (usually
carefully developed) sensitivity to them. Using psychoanalytic technique, the facility
develops and the choices become somewhat clearer and are more easily articulated. With
more experience with this kind of intervention, I suspect we can make good choices
about, say, the optimal stance with one or another subject, more formality (or neutrality?)
so as to minimize the possibility of overgratifying some subjects, less, to put other
subjects at ease. Before I were to make substantial changes in the design of a study of
this type, I would want to be sure I had tested my own capacity to conduct the interviews
at my best. As any interviewer grows more certain of her position in the role, she will
have more success with all questions, including some of the harder ones, such as the
interview process itself.
To ask people to explore such delicate material in a sudden acquaintance is always
difficult. The first and most obvious impediment for therapists was what one therapist
referred to as "the culture" and the tendency to view research as "the bad object."
Research of this kind will be useful to and find its ways most easily into clinical situations
that are already conceptually most hospitable to it, such as the Interpersonal school of
psychoanalysis, primarily represented at the William Alanson White Institute which had
expressed provisional interest in hosting the interviews. I believe work like this can
become easier and more familiar as changing psychoanalytic sensibilities continue to
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influence private practitioners who are often still trying to adhere to standards of
abstinence and neutrality that might seem inconsistent with intervention. Therapists know
a lot about the environments they provide. It would be counterproductive to introduce
interviews into a hostile environment.
In conducive settings, possibly those in which therapists already acknowledge
their self-revelation to patients, the constraints of confidentiality may not feel so tight.
The therapist who is engaged authentically may be willing to find ways to permit the
report of his experience more faithfully and thoroughly so as to make possible more
explicit comparison with patients’ experiences. My discussions with therapists
contributed greatly to my understanding of the specifics between them and their patients
and shaped the course of the work and my method in it. In some later study, I would
hope to be able to share their words and insights with the reader.
Once over the cultural and conceptual hurdles, and they are giant ones, clinical
research interviews may be as much or more a matter of listening rather than talking
differently with patients, while enabling each interview pair to explore ways in which the
interview itself may elucidate the phenomena in question. With therapists, interviews are
inherently a more complex project. Therapists can and do speak from a number of roles
(the differences among which are exaggerated here for the purpose of making a point): as
patients, when they are the sources of transference, as therapists, when the sources of
countertransference, and sometimes as researchers to the extent that their training allows.
Because therapists and their livelihoods are vulnerable in these situations, as are their
patients to therapists' disclosures, helping therapists to talk forthrightly and for disclosure
both about their treatments and about the research interviews will be difficult but crucial to
a rich and balanced understanding of the therapy and the research.
It was not until I had finished the data collection and most of the writing of this
study that I learned of the work of Sue Nathanson Elkind in Berkeley, California.
Motivated by her own experiences as a patient and as a therapist she has been studying
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failed or failing treatments in her primary role as a consultant to those treatments. In her
own private interviews with over 80 patients and therapists who had sought consultation
with her since the early 1980s, Elkind found many patients seeking to heal wounds and
repair bridges back into therapy relationships or to make sense of failed ones, rather than
patients who, as their therapists often feared, attempted to use consultation to retaliate
against them. She found therapists who sought her consultation, but usually as a special
resource or a last resort at impasse not, as Elkind hopes may become more common, as
an occasional support available to ongoing therapies. Elkind usually entered these
treatments as a stranger to both parties and on the condition that she serve only as a
consultant and never as a replacement therapist. Her view of her job in these therapies
came to be as "an empathic channel and holding environment for patient and therapist
until a shift in the therapeutic relationship can occur" (1994, p. 5).
Elkind came to the process with the same fears that I and therapists had shared
and which they voiced in my interviews with them: the possibility that patients would use
the interviews to split transferences, act out hostility, idealize the interviewer. Elkind
noted that patients did not appear to be (primarily) seeking a means to retaliate against
therapists, but to repair damage to the relationship, that any splits, idealization, or other
phenomena were relatively minor and in the service of these reparative efforts and could
be used in the consultation. In order to do so she made herself available to both parties
for as long as they felt necessary, usually in one to three meetings with both patients and
therapists in separate sessions of one hour and 15 minutes, sometimes with periodic
follow-up appointments and telephone contact as needed.
Elkind reports phenomena some of which arose in my research interviews. She
found that therapists were rarely aware of the depth and intensity of patients' attachments,
perhaps especially during the difficulty between them, and that patients were very
protective of therapists, in some cases, refusing at first to name them. She observed that
patients seemed to identify astutely their own and their therapists vulnerabilities but that
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therapists rarely had endorsed nor perhaps knew of the accuracy of patients' perceptions
of them. At the same time, patients were rarely aware of the intensity of their impact on
their therapists (viz., Joe). Elkind concluded that she could most usefully "affirm
patients’ accurate but disavowed perceptions of their therapists at the same time that (she)
help(ed) them recognize their impact on the therapists" (p. 6). As consultant, then,
Elkind attempts to change patients' experience of their therapists.
Caution is appropriate in interpreting data gathered in the two contexts: one, in
which the therapy relationship has been defined as troubled, the help of a consultant
explicitly sought, and the role of the consultant limited; the other, in which the therapies
are supposedly ongoing, the researcher intrudes, the clinical role of the researcher is open
to question. On the face of it, there is an obvious difference, the researcher's feedback is
neither required nor necessarily welcome. Certainly, therapists engaged in this enterprise
with the idea that they would supply information might have learned indirectly about
patients through reports of my discussions with them, but expected not to ask my
opinion, seek my help, and, more than that, probably believed that to do so would be
inappropriate or confounding in some way. This leaves aside the obvious disparity in our
clinical experience; I, a graduating trainee as consultant to the work of an experienced
professional seemed unlikely. But not so to patients; one, Joe, asked my opinion, others
were obviously curious. I believe the disparity between patients' and therapists'
perceptions of what was possible and appropriate in interviews did account for some of
the differences in what patients and therapists were willing to discuss. Lacking the
pressure to solve a problem and feeling cautious instead with much to risk, therapists may
have chosen to say less.
I have come to feel that in ensuing interviews the researcher should more carefully
and openly orient patients and therapists to the differences between this kind of study and
controlled studies, report how interviews (Elkind's and those reported here) have been
used in the past by patients and therapists, and suggest that participants use the interviews
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as they wish. I believe it is worth muddying the waters by inviting the fact of role
complexity into the discussion if it makes the turbidity of the enterprise more obvious to
all and so, makes a more clarifying conversation more likely. Here, then, I can follow
my own recommendation of articulating an unnecessarily mysterious empirical process.
Some might argue that it would be simpler and more efficient to study only those
cases in which the roles are clearer, e.g., to interview only those already involved in
consultation as Elkind does, and avoid the inferential difficulties that I encountered here.
I do believe that Elkind's work is invaluable and is the best way to answer her questions,
but I believe there are other questions that can be answered only through the study of
treatments that have not identified themselves as troubled. In the case of transference
threshold patients, for instance, if I had not made myself available and used the more
finely grained clinical technique that has served us so well in psychotherapy, I would not
have seen the intensity of patients' early misgivings and confusion. I would not have had
the opportunity to observe how early (and possibly systematically) trouble can develop
and begin to research the reasons for it.
Differing contexts of discovery obviously influence data, but the distortions
attributable to the duality of the researcher's role as investigator and clinician can be
overemphasized. In her research on supervision, Doehrman demonstrated well the
systemically inherent multiplicity of function in our routines visible everywhere, ranging
from the external to the internal: Therapy trainees are often taught, supervised, and
evaluated by the same person; dynamic phenomena are reproduced and transmitted
multidirectionally via parallel process from pair to pair; and last but most of all, the dance
and projection of internal triadic and dyadic object relations that make our daily
interactions so very interesting. The challenge for qualitative research into dynamic
phenomena is the same as that to the psychoanalytic process itself: to describe thoroughly
and bravely and from all perspectives, respecting the need for multiple uses to which all
information is inevitably put.
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Doehrman and Elkind draw on more content-specific theory to explain and
elaborate their observations — such as attachment theory (Bowlby, 1982; 1988)
matemal/infant interaction (Stem, 1985; Mahler, 1975; and others), the loss and regaining
of the treatment s potential space (Winnicott, 1971) — without reference to the axis of
theoretical and technical issues which now cuts across paradigms and which most clearly
address the dilemmas discussed here. Psychoanalytic schools have been wrestling with
the problems articulated best by relational theorists in the profusion of papers and books
concerning similar issues by many names; the degree of the therapist's involvement (Gill,
1983), the expressive uses of countertransference (Bollas, 1983), the ways in which the
pair negotiate the "intimate edge" of the patient's growing knowledge of the therapist's
subjectivity (Ehrenberg, 1992), advocacy of authentic engagement (Levenson, 1974) and
others. Many have their own terms for the choices therapists are more frequently making
about whether to disclose their experience in addition to working with what they
unavoidably reveal as participant-observers (Levenson, 1996), whether to acknowledge
patients' perceptions (Aron, 1996) and respond to their adaptive needs to know
(Benjamin, 1990), generally, how much to engage actively and mutually with patients in
the service of their growth.
One way to understand patients' motivations to participate in this research and to
formulate the difficulties arising in the treatments of which they spoke is through the
frustration of their need to know and feel certain things from their therapists — the nature
of their involvement, how the process works, how they experience patients - by
therapists who were unaware of these needs or, if they were aware, felt prohibited from
supplying what was called for. To Elkind's three categories of therapeutic rupture (due
to;) 1) therapeutic mismatch, 2) stalemates, and 3) the intersection of therapists’ and
patients’ areas of primary vulnerability, I believe we may be able to add a fourth and fifth;
the patient's ignorance about the nature of the therapeutic process and the therapist's
failure to communicate emotionally.
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To the practitioner who relies on meaning and the experience of interaction as the
daily data of discovery, this study is a step toward help to the troubled treatment and to
the investigation of how patients find their ways with us and our ways with them. If
others are to take this enterprise farther, they will have to arrive at their own standard of
evidence. Inevitably, the Rashomon effect plagues all of it, the definition of utility, too,
leaving the participants to judge for themselves what is worthwhile, having made more of
their own experience consciously available.
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APPENDIX A
FORMS: CLINIC INTERVIEWS
Invitation To Clients
Dear Client:
I am a doctoral candidate conducting a research study of the psychotherapy process. I
would like to interview you about your psychotherapy.
In the past, few researchers have asked clients about their experience of psychotherapy
while their therapies were still in progress. I believe it is time to talk with you, the client,
to discover some of the issues, ideas, and questions that are on your mind while your
therapy is underway.
I have been a Psychology Intern at Hampden District Mental Health Clinic for two years.
The clinical staff at Hampden know me and have given their consent to have the study
conducted here. They are familiar with the procedures and are aware that any of their
clients may choose to volunteer. However, the clinic neither requires nor requests that
you participate, there is no pressure to do so.
If you do choose to participate, after our interview I will ask your permission to conduct a
separate interview with your therapist about his or her impressions of the therapy. Both
of these interviews would be confidential. I will require your written permission for both
interviews which you may withdraw at any time.
If you think you may be interested in participating and would like to learn more about the
study, call me at 413-555-0000. We can discuss the procedure and find out whether it
would be appropriate for you to participate. In addition, I suggest that you discuss the
matter with your therapist. If it is appropriate to proceed, we will set up a time to meet.
You will be paid $15.00 at the time of our meeting whether or not you complete all of the
procedures. You may withdraw from the study at any time.
Thank you for your interest. I look forward to hearing from you.
Jennifer Nash, M.S.
Psychology Intern
Hampden District Mental Health Clime
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
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Client's Informed Consent
Thank you for your interest in the following study of the psychotherapy process.
We will be talking about your experience of psychotherapy, your ideas about it, and
about why you were interested in participating in this study. Overall, our meeting may
last anywhere from one to four hours. First, I will ask you to fill out a brief
questionnaire. The interview portion will follow and will take approximately 1-2 hours
After the interview, I will ask you to look at some patterns and pictures. This will take
approximately an hour. After a break, we will discuss your experience of the interview,
answer your questions, and sum up. Two weeks following our meeting, I will call to
discuss briefly any afterthoughts that may have arisen.
At the end of our meeting, I will ask you to sign a Release of Information form to permit
me to talk with your therapist about his or her perspective on the psychotherapy. If you
choose to give me permission to talk with your therapist, you will have two options:
1) Allow me to talk with your therapist about the therapy and my interview with you, or
2) allow me to talk with your therapist about the therapy only. Results from
questionnaires and visual procedures will not be discussed in any of the interviews.
Whether or not I talk with your therapist I encourage you to talk with him or her about
your participation in this study.
All discussions will be audiotaped, and I will take some notes. After we meet the
interviews will be transcribed and your identity will be disguised in the transcripts. These
materials will be used exclusively for the purposes of research and your identity will be
protected at all times. You are free to withdraw from the study at any point in the
process.
You will be paid $15.00 for your participation even ifyou choose to withdrawfrom the
study before we have completed all the procedures described above; however, you must
appear for our interview. You will be paid by check at the interview.
Once again, thank you for your interest.
Jennifer Nash, M.S.
Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01060
I agree to the above:
Participant Date Witness Date
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Therapist's Informed Consent
Thank you for your interest in the following study of the psychotherapy process.
In my interview with you, we will be talking about your perspective on the
psychotherapy of a client who has volunteered to participate in this study. By the time
you and I meet for an interview, I will have met with your client and have obtained
his/her written permission to speak with you. The client's permission may be limited to
talking about the treatment, or may extend to include the content of my research interview
with him or her.
In one 1-4 hour meeting with the client, I will have administered the Rorschach Ink Blots,
Blatt s Object Relations Assessment ("describe your mother," "describe your father,"
describe your therapist ), and approximately four cards from the Thematic Apperception
Test (to be selected). The results of these tests are exclusively for research purposes and
will not be available to participants in the study.
I will have interviewed your client about his/her experience of psychotherapy. The
content of the interview will be shaped primarily by what the client chooses to discuss,
although I am especially interested in his or her view of the relationship. (See Patient's
Informed Consent Form, attached.)
In my interview with you, I will be interested in your sense of the treatment relationship,
your ideas about why the client has volunteered him/herself and you, and your experience
of that participation. All discussions will be audiotaped, and I will take some notes.
After we meet the interviews will be transcribed and your identity will be disguised in the
transcripts. These materials will be used exclusively for the purposes of research and
your identity will be protected at all times. You are free to withdraw from the study at
any point in the process.
Our interview will be of approximately one to three hours in length, depending on the
number of treatments we plan to discuss, and will be held at a mutually convenient time
and place. Unfortunately, I cannot pay you a fee consistent with the value of your time,
but will furnish a copy of any publication which may arise from the study, if you wish.
Once again, thank you for your interest.
Jennifer Nash, M.S. (413) 586-0939
Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01060
I agree to the above:
Participant Date Witness
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Authorization to Release Information
NAME: DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:
I hereby authorize Jennifer Nash, researcher from the Department of Psychology at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
to obtain information from (name of psychotherapist)
regarding mv psychotherapy
to release information to (name of psychotherapist)
regarding mv interview with Jennifer Nash
I wish for the following information to be excluded from the above discussion(s):
(please specify here)
I have read and understand the above statements, and do herein expressly and voluntarily
consent to disclosure of above information about my condition and psychotherapy.
I understand that I may revoke this consent at any time, except where disclosure has
already been made. The authorization expires six (6) moths from this date of
Signature Date
Research participant/client
Signature Date
Witness/Jennifer Nash
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APPENDIX B
FORMS: PRIVATE PRACTICE INTERVIEWS
November 21, 1993
Invitation To Therapists
Dear (Therapist):
l am a doctoral candidate in clinical psychology at the University of Massachusetts with
six years of psychoanalytically oriented clinical experience at local sites including
Hampshire College and the Hampden District Mental Health Clinic. I write to ask you to
talk with me about a research project that may interest you.
My dissertation concerns patients' and therapists' perceptions of the therapeutic
relationship in the midphase of psychoanalytic psychotherapy and psychoanalysis. I am
trying to find ways to study participants’ experience of the tension between the
transference and the “real” relationship, to illuminate what is at risk and what is at work in
the process of treatment.
When researchers have interviewed psychotherapy patients in the past, they have done so
with little attention to the dynamic implications of involving a third person, however
briefly, in the treatment relationship. If we are to develop empirical methods that can
reach to some of the subtleties of practice, we will have to study the effects of inquiry.
Perhaps now, as the profession explores the mutuality of therapeutic interaction, we can
reconsider the patient as observer of the therapeutic process. We may find that patients
and therapists can make use of the chance to talk to an interviewer in a way that is
sensitive to the exigencies of the transference and to the effects of intervention.
I am looking for therapists in private practice and other settings who would be willing to
talk about whether and how an interview study might be done. The first purpose of these
discussions is ethnographic, to discover what therapists think about the problems and
possibilities, to speculate about the means and the ends. It may be that some respondents
ultimately elect to participate in interviews concerning particular treatments, but at this
stage I am hoping to hear from you whether you are optimistic or doubtful about the
prospects for this kind of research.
If you are willing to talk with me, please return the response card in the enclosed
envelope. In doing so you will have agreed to a discussion about a study, not to
interviews concerning any treatments. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Jennifer C. Nash, M.S.
JN
enclosure
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Invitation to Clients
Dear Client:
I am a doctoral candidate in clinical psychology conducting a research study of the
psychotherapy process. I would like to interview you about your psychotherapy.
In the past, few researchers have asked clients about their experience of psychotherapy
while their treatments were still in progress. I believe it is time to talk with you, the
client, to discover some of the issues, ideas, and questions that are on your mind while
your treatment is underway.
I have discussed the study in general with your therapist. He (or she) is familiar with the
procedures and is aware that I will be asking clients to volunteer. Your therapist also
knows that you may choose to volunteer. You are in no way expected to participate,
there is no pressure for you to do so. If you do choose to participate, I would like to
conduct a separate interview with your therapist about his (or her) impressions of the
treatment. I will require your written permission for both interviews which you may
withdraw at any time.
If you think you may be interested in being interviewed but would like to learn more
about the study, call me at 413-555-0000. We can discuss the procedure and find out
whether it would be appropriate for you to participate. In addition, I suggest that you
discuss the matter with your therapist. If it turns out that you want to proceed, we can
then set up a time to meet. You will be paid $15.00 at the time of our meeting whether or
not you choose to complete the procedures.. You may withdraw from the study at any
time.
Thank you for your interest. I look forward to hearing from you.
Jennifer Nash, M.S.
Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01060
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Client's Informed Consent
Thank you for your interest in the following study of the psychotherapy process.
We will be talking about your experience of psychotherapy, your ideas about it, and
about why you were interested in participating in this study. Overall, our meeting mav
last anywha-e from one to four hours. First, I will ask you to fill out a brief
questionnaire. The interview portion will follow and will take approximately 1-2 hours.
Alter the interview, I will ask you to look at some patterns and pictures and describe what
you see in them. This will take approximately an hour. After a break, we will discuss
your experience of the interview, answer your questions, and sum up.
At the end of our meeting, I will ask you to sign a Release of Information form to permit
me to talk with your therapist about his or her perspective on the psychotherapy. If you
choose to give me permission to talk with your therapist, you will have two options: 1)
Allow me to talk with your therapist about the therapy and my interview with you, or 2)
allow me to talk with your therapist about the therapy only. Results from questionnaires
and visual procedures will not be discussed in any of the interviews. Whether or not I talk
with your therapist I encourage you to talk with him or her about your participation in
this study.
Approximately four weeks after you and I meet, I will conduct a follow-up interview with
your therapist (with your permission). Soon after that I will call you again to arrange a
follow-up interview. All discussions will be audiotaped, and I will take some notes.
After we meet the interviews will be transcribed and your identity will be disguised in the
transcripts. These materials will be used exclusively for the purposes of research and
your identity will be protected at all times. You are free to withdraw from the study at
any point in the process.
You will be paid $15.00 for your participation even ifyou choose to withdrawfrom the
study before we have completed all the procedures described above
;
however, you must
appear for our interview. You will be paid by check at the interview.
Once again, thank you for your interest.
Jennifer Nash, M.S.
Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01060
I agree to the above:
Participant Date Witness Date
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Therapist's Informed Consent
Thank you for your interest in the following study of the psychotherapy process.
In my interview with you, we will be talking about your perspective on the
psychotherapy of a client who has volunteered to participate in this study. By the time
you and I meet for an interview, I will have met with your client and have obtained
his/her written permission to speak with you. The client's permission may be limited to
talking about the treatment, or may extend to include the content of my research interview
with him or her.
In one 1-4 hour meeting with the client, I will have administered the Rorschach Ink Blots,
Blatt's Object Relations Assessment ("describe your mother," "describe your father,"
"describe your therapist"), and approximately four cards from the Thematic Apperception
Test (to be selected). The results of these tests are exclusively for research purposes and
will not be available to participants in the study.
I will have interviewed your client about his/her experience of psychotherapy. The
content of the interview will be shaped primarily by what the client chooses to discuss,
although I am especially interested in his or her view of the relationship. (See Patient's
Informed Consent Form, attached.)
In my interview with you, I will be interested in your sense of the treatment relationship,
your ideas about why the client has volunteered him/herself and you, and your experience
of that participation. Four weeks after you and I meet, I will call you again to arrange a
follow-up meeting. Soon after that I will call to talk again with your client to follow-up.
All discussions will be audiotaped, and I will take some notes. After we meet, the
interviews will be transcribed and your identity will be disguised in the transcripts. These
materials will be used exclusively for the purposes of research and your identity will be
protected at all times. You are free to withdraw from the study at any point in the
process.
Our interview will be of approximately one to three hours in length and will be held at a
mutually convenient time and place. Unfortunately, I cannot pay you a fee consistent
with the value of your time, but will furnish a copy of any publication which may arise
from the study, if you wish.
Once again, thank you for your interest.
Jennifer Nash, M.S. (413) 586-0939
Department of Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01060
I agree to the above:
Participant Date Witness
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Authorization To Release Information
NAME: DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:
I hereby authorize Jennifer Nash, researcher from the Department of Psychology at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
to obtain information from (name of psychotherapist)
regarding mv psychotherapy
to release information to (name of psychotherapist)
regarding mv interview with Jennifer Nash
I wish for the following information to be excluded from the above discussion(s):
(please specify here)
I have read and understand the above statements, and do herein expressly and voluntarily
consent to disclosure of above information about my condition and psychotherapy.
I undo-stand that I may revoke this consent at any time, except where disclosure has
already been made. The authorization expires six (6) months from this date of
Signature Date
Research participant/client
Signature Date
Witness/Jennifer Nash
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